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ABSTRACT

New Chinese Music in New York City: From Revival to Musical Transnationalism
by
Serena Yiai Wang

Advisor: Anne Stone
The Pulitzer Prize (2011, Zhou Long’s Madame White Snake), a Metropolitan opera
commission (Tan Dun’s The First Emperor, premiered 2006), and the Ives Living Award (Chen
Yi, 2001) are just some of the high-profile awards and commission bestowed upon Chinese
émigré composers who have studied and built their professional reputation in New York City.
The works of Chinese composers constitute what I call “new Chinese music,” which I argue has
played a defining role in New York City’s cultural landscape and in the development of Western
art music in general. The influence of Chinese composers and their works is twofold: Chinese
composers have participated in the various musico-stylistic movements in New York City in the
latter twentieth century and have contributed to the City as a site for musical transnationalism.
Furthermore, new Chinese music has led to the change in public perception of Chinese musicians
and composers from voiceless exotics to agents of innovation.
This dissertation frames the phenomenon of the rise of the first two generations of
Chinese composers in New York City as a revival movement. The first chapter examines Chou
Wen-Chung’s (1923–2019) execution of literary governance (a concept borrowed from Jing Tsu).
As the patriarch of the “New York School” of new Chinese music, Chou devoted himself to the
revival of the Chinese scholarly (wenren) tradition. The second chapter discusses the revival of
Tang-Dynasty cosmopolitanism in the works of Zhou Long, a student of Chou’s. The revival of
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Chinese nationalism in musical memorials by Bright Sheng and Chen Yi is the topic of the third
chapter, while the fourth chapter delves into the revival of shamanic ritual theatre in Tan Dun’s
musical activities in New York City. Ultimately, the various revival movements form the
foundation of musical transnationalism, which I define as a mode of musical production
informed by transnational consciousness, and an aesthetics characterized by flexible
accumulation and combination of musical resources.
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INTRODUCTION
In October 2009, internationally renowned musicians, composers, and artists converged
in New York City for “Ancient Paths, Modern Voices: A Festival Celebrating Chinese Culture”
at Carnegie Hall. A defining feature of the festival came from works by contemporary Chinese
composers. The stylistically diverse repertoire of new Chinese music, held together only by the
music’s invocation of “Chineseness,” had far-reaching influence that crosses cultural and
geographic boundaries: the Carnegie Hall festival was a city-wide affair, with events hosted by
community organizations such as University Settlement in downtown Manhattan and those with
a more international profile, such as Asia Society and China Institute. The programs featured
ensembles from both China and the United States (e.g., Shanghai Symphony Orchestra and
Atlanta Symphony Orchestra), and music ranging from the orientalist (Bartok’s Miraculous
Mandarin Suite) to songs from the Chinese Dong minority. The festival captured the attention of
international media,1 became the center of Chinese ethnic pride, and pointed to a direction for
other American performance organizations—2012 saw the first of the annual Chinese New Year
galas from the New York Philharmonic. New York City had become home to new Chinese
music.
The high profile of contemporary Chinese music in New York can be further illustrated
by a pair of New York Times articles that appeared on April 1st, 2001: “The Sound of New Music
is Often Chinese: Offspring of a Grim Revolution,” and “A New Contingent of American
Composers.”2 The complementary articles document the activities and reception of Chinese-

“Ancient Paths, Modern Voices,” accessed October 26, 2020, http://chinafestivalblog.carnegiehall.org/.
Sheila Melvin and Jindong Cai, “The Sound Of New Music Is Often Chinese; The Offspring Of a Grim
Revolution,” New York Times, April 1, 2001, http://www.nytimes.com/2001/04/01/arts/the-sound-of-new-music-isoften-chinese-the-offspring-of-a-grim-revolution.html; James R. Oestreich, “The Sound Of New Music Is Often
Chinese; A New Contingent Of American Composers,” The New York Times, April 1, 2001, sec. Arts,
1
2

2

born composers in mainland China and the United States. My dissertation focuses on the latter,
specifically the development of new Chinese music in New York City. Most of the composers
that I discuss were collectively referred to as “new wave” (xinchao) composers in China during
the 1980s. As they establish musical careers in the United States, the recurring names of the
same composers in high-profile commissions, performances, and awards point to a phenomenon
where, at the turn of the 21st century, a few musicians and composers from New York City have
become the representative voice of contemporary Chinese music.
All the composers I include in my dissertation, with the exception of Chou Wen-Chung,
experienced the Cultural Revolution and gained entrance to China’s music conservatories at the
revolution’s end—Chen Yi, Zhou Long, Tan Dun, Chen Qigang, and Guo Wenjing were part of
the Class of 1978 at the Central Conservatory, while Bright Sheng went to Shanghai
Conservatory. In the 1980s, Chou Wen-Chung (1923-2019), a Chinese émigré composer and
professor at Columbia University, procured scholarships for several Chinese composers to study
at Columbia. Chou himself had come to New York in the 1950s, became Edgard Varèse’s
student and assistant, completed graduate studies at Columbia University, and joined its faculty
in 1964.
New Chinese music in New York City
Works by contemporary Chinese composers could be referred to as contemporary
Chinese music, Chinese art music, etc., but they fall within the Western art music tradition. The
repertoire consists of composed music to be performed in concert halls and evaluated by critics
and scholars. The composers themselves are supported by universities, cultural organizations,

http://www.nytimes.com/2001/04/01/arts/the-sound-of-new-music-is-often-chinese-a-new-contingent-of-americancomposers.html.
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and commercial music industries.3 Nevertheless, considering contemporary Chinese music
solely as Western or Chinese music would not sufficiently address the repertoire’s impact on
either musical culture. I refer to the works by contemporary Chinese composers in both China
and the West as “New Chinese Music” (NCM hereafter), following Barbara Mittler in
Dangerous Tunes (1997) and Liu Jinzhi’s A Critical History of New Music in China (2010).4
Although works by Chinese composers have continued to be in the international spotlight
and much has been written on NCM, the repertoire’s development in New York City has never
been fully explored. The purpose of this dissertation is to probe the reason for NCM’s success in
New York City and show how the Chinese composers and their works have been intertwined
with the City’s cultural landscape. NCM influenced New York’s cultural landscape by inducing
a change in the reception of Chinese musicians from imitators to innovators in the field of
Western art music. NCM also helped bring into public consciousness and discourse a
cosmopolitan Chinese identity, which foregrounds a specific Chinese intellectual and cultural
history. The varied compositional approaches and aesthetics aim to appeal to and interact with
Chinese audiences from both East Asia and the diaspora, as well as American and European
audiences.
New York is where many of the now-established composers studied and where most of
their music was first received in the United States. The city facilitates the collaboration between
stylistically divergent groups and houses opportunities for performances and funding. The
Chinese composers’ success in New York City became a stepping-stone toward their elite status

3
As defined in Yayoi Uno Everett, “Intercultural Synthesis in Postwar Western Art Music: Historical
Contexts, Perspectives, and Taxonomy,” in Locating East Asia in Western Art Music (Middletown, CT: Wesleyan
University Press, 2004), 21.
4
Jingzhi Liu, A Critical History of New Music in China, translated by Caroline Mason (Hong Kong:
Chinese University Press, 2010); Barbara Mittler, Dangerous Tunes: The Politics of Chinese Music in Hong Kong,
Taiwan, and the People’s Republic of China since 1949 (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz Verlag, 1997).
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in the world of Western art music, which in turn propelled them into becoming a defining voice
of contemporary Chinese music. The reasons for this phenomenon are manifold, but this
dissertation proposes the following: 1) The composers’ education at Columbia, their associations
with prominent Western composers, and the acceptance of their works by mainstream
performance organizations solidify NCM’s place in Western art music history; 2) That NCM
embodies the dialectic relationship between self-orientalism5 and resistance to ethnic stereotypes
continues to fascinate and inspire a wide range of audience and critical reception; 3) The
phenomenon of NCM in New York City spearheaded a musical transnationalism that appeals to
a wide market: Asian, European, and American, and has inspired growing number of Chinese
students of Western art music, thus securing its future audience and practitioners.
NCM emerged in China at the turn of the twentieth century as part of the nation-building
project post-imperial rule. Western music represented Western technology and power, and was
appropriated in China as a vehicle for social transformation through such venues as military
bands, school songs, and collective singing.6 I believe that this emphasis on the functional aspect
of music continues to manifest in NCM; moreover, Chinese composers have continued to
emphasize their social responsibility and the accessibility of their music in program notes and
interviews.
NCM began to take root in the United States during the second half of the 20th century.
Beside the educational and performance institutions that constitute the cultural scene in uptown
New York, the Chinese American communities downtown also contributed greatly to the
development and flourishing of NCM. Most significantly, the Chinese music ensemble Music

5
Self-orientalism occurs when one turns the Eurocentric, orientalist gaze toward themselves and their
creative endeavors, sometimes for commercial purposes. I examine the influence of orientalism in more detail in a
later section.
6
Liu, A Critical History of New Music in China, 23–33.
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From China has commissioned, performed, and sponsored competitions of new music.
Founded by Susan Cheng in 1984, the ensemble has collaborated with numerous Chinese
composers and musicians, including Zhou Long, Bright Sheng, Min Xiao-Fen, and Wu Man.7
Chinese transnationalism is not a new phenomenon, but in the latter twentieth century it
has been facilitated by technological advances and China’s open-door policy since the 1980s that
increasingly accommodates Chinese living overseas. In contrast to diaspora, transnationalism
denotes an almost seamless connection and interaction between the country of origin and the host
country, as I explain below in the next section. In the music of Chinese émigré composers we
also observe musical transnationalism that manifests in not only synthesized musical language,
but also the subject matter, performance force, and modes of production and dissemination. This
dissertation posits that the practice of revival played a significant role in the development of
musical transnationalism. The revival I observe here encompasses not only the musical, but also
the philosophical and the literary.
The term “revival” may not seem appropriate in its literal sense of resuscitating a dying
tradition. First of all, Chinese music was present with the earliest Chinese immigrants since the
1850s. In the mainland, one could argue that the decade of Cultural Revolution created a schism
between historical musical practices and state-sanctioned activities. Yet, the revolutionary music
itself is a transformation and innovation of tradition, which never really died. Emerging out of
the decade-long Revolution and making the great transition to the United States, the composers
discussed in this dissertation each developed their individual visions of what befit their
uncommon life and experiences. I therefore apply “revival” loosely and broadly, as an act of
both perpetuation and reimagination as put forth by Juniper Hill and Caroline Bithell, for whom

Su Zheng, Claiming Diaspora: Music, Transnationalism, and Cultural Politics in Asian/Chinese America
(New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 2010), 153.
7
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“In its extended sense, revival may also be seen as continuity—a deliberate effort to retain or
keep alive as opposed to literally bringing back from the dead—or as the act of making visible
that which has been hidden.”8
I selected the composers to include in my dissertation based on their birthplace of
mainland China and their professional involvement in New York City. Chou Wen-Chung
dominates the first chapter since he provided opportunities for a generation of Chinese
composers to establish themselves in New York City and the United States in general. Other
names recur throughout the dissertation, specifically Chen Yi, Bright Sheng, Tan Dun, and Zhou
Long. They all received a DMA in composition from Columbia University and have developed
deep connections with the city through its educational and cultural organizations, and various
musical movements. My dissertation does not seek to be a comprehensive representation of each
individual’s oeuvre or professional activities, which extend far beyond New York City.
I treat the growing recognition and appreciation of NCM in the United States as a single
phenomenon; however, each composer has demonstrated a unique approach to hybridity, and I
will establish the significance of individual works accordingly. This dissertation focuses on the
development of NCM in New York City, which has been a training site and a place for the
inspiration, cultivation, and reception of NCM outside of mainland China. However, this
relationship has not been one-sided—the Chinese composers and their works have also greatly
shaped the aesthetics and the socio-political landscape of New York City’s cultural world.

Juniper Hill and Caroline Bithell, “An Introduction to Music Revival as Concept, Cultural Process, and
Medium of Change,” in The Oxford Handbook of Music Revival, ed. Juniper Hill and Caroline Bithell (Cary, NC:
Oxford University Press, 2014), 5.
8
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Musical transnationalism
Comparing two waves of New York immigrants a century apart (at the turn of the
twentieth century versus the late twentieth century), Nancy Foner refers to “transnationalism” as
the “processes through which migrants maintain familial, economic, cultural, and political ties
across international borders, in effect, making the home and host society a single arena of social
action.”9 Steven Vertovec further qualifies transnationalism by reserving it for non-state
connections, while describing interactions between state governments as inter-national.10 He
identifies six sites of transnationalism: social morphology; type of consciousness; mode of
cultural reproduction; avenue of capital; site of political engagement; and (re)construction of
“place” or locality.11 The three sites where NCM plays a significant role are “mode of cultural
reproduction,” “reconstruction of ‘place,’” and “type of consciousness.” First, as hybridized
creations NCM represents a contemporary mode of cultural reproduction. Second, the Chinese
composers and collaborating musicians define New York City by turning it into a locus for
Chinese cultural and musical revival. As argued by Rob Wilson and Wimal Dissanayake in
Global/Local: Cultural Production and the Transnational Imaginary, to engage with the global
and transnational we need also consider the local.12 To that end, Chapter 2 examines the
competing and complementary cosmopolitanisms (Chinese and the United States) that are
situated in New York City. Third, Vertovec argues that transnationalism brought about social
and structural changes to the extent that those changes become transformations.13 Examining

Nancy Foner, “Transnationalism Then and Now: New York Immigrants Today and at the Turn of the
Twentieth Century,” in Migration, Transnationalization, and Race in a Changing New York, ed. Héctor R. CorderoGuzmán, Robert C. Smith, and Ramón Grosfoguel (Philadelphia, PA: Temple University Press, 2001), 35.
10
Steven Vertovec, Transnationalism (New York, NY: Routledge, 2009), 3.
11
Ibid., 4.
12
Rob Wilson and Wimal Dissanayake, Global/Local: Cultural Production and the Transnational
Imaginary (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1996), 3.
13
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NCM’s impact on social change lies beyond the scope of this dissertation. However, I argue that
the repertoire does contribute to the broader formation and perception of transnational Chinese
identity and “Chineseness.”
The Chinese diaspora certainly predates the nation. In Ungrounded Empires, Aihwa Ong
observes that the terms “overseas Chinese” or “Chinese diaspora” may be negatively defined as
“part of an imperfect residual China.”14 Along similar lines, I argue that the musical innovations
by Chinese émigré composers emerged not only because of the composers’ country of origin, but
as a result of the aggregate of life experiences in which New York City played a defining role.
Musical transnationalism engages with the nation and the supra-nation. In Chapter 3 I explore
how musical transnationalism both reifies and transcends the “nation” in transnationalism.
According to Ong in Flexible Citizenship, “trans” suggests both boundary crossing and
change. She defines “transnationality” as “the condition of cultural interconnectedness and
mobility across spaces,” while “transnationalism” connotes “cultural specificities of global
processes.”15 Ong situates transnationalism in the context of late capitalism as defined by David
Harvey, who observes the taking over of the Fordist mass assembly production by the “regime of
flexible accumulation.” According to Harvey, late capitalism is bolstered by
flexibility with respect to labour processes, labour markets, products, and patterns of
consumption. [Flexible accumulation] is characterized by the emergence of entirely new
sectors of production, new ways of providing financial services, new markets, and, above
all, greatly intensified rates of commercial, technological, and organizational
innovation.16
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I derive my definition of “musical transnationalism” from social and cultural theorists like
Vertovec and Ong. Fundamentally, I define musical transnationalism as a mode of musical
production based on transnational consciousness, which is informed by the nation but not
bounded by it, a state of being both here and there. I find Harvey’s flexible accumulation
applicable to musical transnationalism. NCM in New York City exemplifies the
interconnectedness between the local and the global. While the composers are transnationals, I
argue that their works also represent a locally New York phenomenon. Their activities and
creations in the City become part of the strategy of “flexible accumulation of capital.” Their rich
network encompasses New York’s education, performance, and cultural establishments, not to
mention the pre-existing transnational connections at the institutional and individual levels. The
concept of “flexibility” can be further translated in musical terms. The composers’ Chinese
cultural heritage, personal histories, education in Western musical literary tradition, and
collaborations with instrumental specialists are all subject to flexible combination and
recombinations. Musical flexibility can be amply observed during the revival process, where the
composers redefine, reinterpret, and reimagine the specifically Chinese through the legacy of
Western classical music.
Finally, I find it helpful to explore musical transnationalism in linguistic terms, for which
I apply the concept of “translingual practice” from Lydia Liu. Liu uses the term “translingual
practice” to describe linguistic activities, such as translation and the development of neologism,
through which new meaning and modes of representation acquire legitimization in the new
context.17 She uses the terms “host” and “guest” languages to examine the relationship between
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China and the West at the turn of the twentieth century and demonstrates that the modernity
pursued by China is in fact a type of “translated modernity.”18
Liu argues that the traditional “source” and “target” languages used in translation studies
imply the “authenticity” and even the superiority of the source. Instead, she uses the term
“guest” in place of “source” and “host” in place of “target.” Doing so redefines the relationship
between the two and restores agency to the host language, which selects and invites its “guest.”
In the musical realm, I observe a similar phenomenon of translingual practice when China first
adopted Western theory and notation at the state level in the early twentieth century. The
“invitation” and “selection” of Western compositional techniques and philosophy by the Chinese
host resulted in new musical aesthetics and new concepts of the musical work and its composer.19
When new Chinese music was in turn exported to and developed in the United States, especially
in New York City, it underwent another stage of translingual practice, this time with new
Chinese music being the guest, which found its host in the City’s musical movements.
Therefore, I describe the repertoire as having been doubly translated: the synthesis between
Western techniques and Chinese music first achieved legitimization in China; during the latter
20th century, the émigré Chinese composers carried on the task of producing and legitimizing
new Chinese music in the United States.
If we consider musical composition a type of translation from the composers’ application
of Western musical notation, then the status of guest vs. host language can be difficult to
determine in the case of new Chinese music. Most Chinese composers are formally trained in
Western classical music, which can be considered their musical “mother tongue.” When
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incorporating elements of Chinese thought, the host-guest relationship between Chinese and
Western elements become fluid, since either can be host and/or guest, leading to the emergence
of a new musical mode of representation, what I refer to as musical transnationalism.
New Chinese music as a revival movement
The early music revival movement caught steam in the 1950s and 60s, the same time
Chou Wen-Chung began to establish himself in the United States. With the objective of
realizing “the composer’s intention” and hearing the music the way it had been heard by its
original audience, the reconstruction of music of the past took on a scientific rigor, from
performance practice to the building of the instruments themselves.20 The pitfall of the
intentional fallacy had been pointed out by early music’s own practitioners.21 Since it is almost
impossible to read someone’s mind, live or deceased, or recreate the exact context of a work’s
creation or first performance, “authenticity movement” eventually transformed to “historically
informed” performances. My dissertation argues that through NCM the composers sought to
revive different aspects of the Chinese culture. Many Chinese composers looked to historical
models for inspiration. For example, both Chou and Zhou Long have created works based on
music for qin, the ancient Chinese zither. Chen Yi interprets the tradition of poetry recitation in
Western musical terms. Elements of Beijing opera appear in both contemporary operas and
instrumental works. In NCM the realization of an earlier creator’s intention is never the
objective; rather, the composers interpret historical musical practices to recreate their sounds for
a contemporary setting.
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Tamara Livingston points out that revival movements are often countercultural; Kay
Shelemay also observes the “otherness” of the past.22 Historically in Western classical music,
both oriental topoi and musical synthesis of disparate musical languages have been perceived as
“other.” By composing established genres of the symphony, grand opera, and string quartet, the
Chinese composers introduced their synthesized musical language to the American mainstream.
By Sinicizing the Western genres, their work is also able to enter the Chinese mainstream. The
revival projects continue as the composers keep drawing from historical subjects. Here I classify
their revival output into three categories: arrangement, reinvention, and new composition. I
consider “arrangement” as settings of pre-existing melodies or songs. “Reinvention” refers to
the reimagination of ancient or classical genres. I use “new compositions” as an umbrella term
to include everything that falls outside of “arrangement” and “reinvention.”
According to Livingston, the quality of authenticity is often associated with historical
continuity and cultural or national essence.23 Many of the composers’ works are inspired by folk
songs or folk instrumental styles. Since the musical practices predate nation building, the line
between cultural revival and nationalism can be murky: Chou’s emphasis on the Chinese
scholarly spirit is an example of the former, while the latter is illustrated by Chen Yi’s Duo Ye
(1985), which she composed upon returning from a folk song collecting trip as a student at the
Central Conservatory. The folk and myth “essence” have historically been used to bolster
national identity. Nevertheless, Chou’s theory of a musical “re-merger,” which maintains that
Eastern and Western musical cultures once shared a common foundation and are again merging

Livingston, “Music Revivals,” 74; Kay Kaufman Shelemay, “Musical Communities: Rethinking the
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after millennia of divergence,24 elevates the composers’ efforts beyond simply nationalistic
projects. The theory further predicts the transnational appeal of musical works inspired by
culturally specific subjects. Indeed, the success of NCM showed that the phenomenon has
reached beyond nationalism, while the composers’ own outreach effort continues to cultivate
musical transnationalism.
While a major part of NCM can be considered musical revival, the phenomenon differs
from Western early music revival in that the goal has never been exact replication of historical
practices, although the composers continue to strive to be historically informed and to carry on
the “spirit” of their cultural heritage. This is also how the “revival” here extends beyond the
musical. In his music and writings Chou sought a revival of the wenren, or the Chinese scholarly
spirit. In turning to his childhood ritual opera, Tan sought to conjure the communal and the
spiritual through his experimental works. This dissertation also considers NCM through the lens
of the revival of nationalism in North America in the 1990s and examines how musical works
negotiate between nationalism and transnationalism. Finally, the goal of the revival can be
summarized as to regenerate and make relevant Chinese musical traditions by synthesizing
individual experiences with modernization and the diaspora. The result is the expansion of
musical vocabulary of both Chinese and Western musical languages, thus effecting musical
change.
The legacy of Orientalism
For better or for worse, the legacy of orientalism in Western art music continues to have a
profound impact on the reception of NCM.25 Until recently, most accounts of orientalism from

24
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the discipline of musicology adopted a Eurocentric perspective, such as Ralph Locke’s Musical
Exoticism: Images and Reflections.26 While considering the exotic potential in everything old and
new, near and far (what he terms “All the music in full context paradigm”), Locke includes a
section on Tan Dun in the chapter “Exoticism in a global age,” in which he concludes that
although Chinese composers may privilege orientalist themes, they may be “using exoticism to
try to kill off exoticism” by contributing to a more globalized aesthetics.27
John Corbett makes a similar point in “Experimental Oriental: New Music and Other
Others,” stating that “looking at other cultures has traditionally been a process of the West
examining itself in the mirror.”28 Grounding his analysis in Said’s orientalism, Corbett divides
the manifestation of orientalism in American experimental music into two camps: John Cage’s
“conceptual Orientalism” and Henry Cowell’s “contemporary chinoiserie.” While the former
results in music that has little to do with the non-Western system that inspired it, the latter simply
“domesticates the exotic.”29 Corbett further names Toru Takemitsu and Tan Dun as a new breed
of orientalists, i.e., “Asian Neo-Orientalists.”
Émigré Chinese composers have often been accused of self-orientalism (one needs to
look no further than Chou Wen-Chung’s “Wither Chinese Composers” 30). Frederick Lau argues
in “Fission or Fusion” that Chinese composers have all knowingly or involuntarily capitalized on
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orientalism and have achieved success in part through a global market of classical music that
employs orientalist and nationalist discourse.31 Given the historical world system of a Western
center and non-Western periphery, i.e., the economic and cultural dominance by Europe and the
United States,32 coupled with the adoption of Western racial categories by modern societies
worldwide, it is not surprising that NCM may be viewed as exotic by the contemporary audience
even when the effect is not intended.
The ideology of the orientalist gaze, though influential, has proven to be outdated
however. Scholars such as Yayoi Uno Everett have pointed out that the writings by Locke,
Corbett and Lau assume a simplistic binary power structure, where the European-Americans are
forever the exploiters and the Asians the forever exploited.33 In “The Color of Music Heritage:
Chinese America in American Ultra-Modern Music,” Nancy Rao argues that criticism based on
Said’s theory “pays no attention to the complexity of the contact, negotiation, mimicry,
transformation, and all the other dynamics of heritage that attended the music activities across
cultural and racial boundaries.”34 Using such frameworks as “literary governance” put forth by
historians, sinologists, and linguists,35 this dissertation aims to also complicate the clichéd binary
opposition of East vs. West and explore more fully the agency of the Chinese émigré composers.
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From new wave to Chinese diaspora
The early stages of the “new wave” composers’ careers during the 1980s and 90s have
been explored by Frank Kouwenhoven, Barbara Mittler, and Christian Utz. Kouwenhoven is the
director of the European Foundation for Chinese Music Research (CHIME, which stands for
Chinese Music Europe) based in Leiden, the Netherlands. As a founder and frequent contributor
to the foundation’s journal, Kouwenhoven has written extensively on the development and
reception of Chinese composers in Europe and the United States.36 Mittler’s monograph
Dangerous Tunes: The Politics of Chinese Music in Hong Kong, Taiwan, and the People's
Republic of China since 1949 was one of the first to document and compare new musical
activities in the three locales. Her research on the effects of the Cultural Revolution shows that,
although the political upheaval had caused devastating consequences, its influence on the
development of NCM as we know it today had been multi-faceted.37 Both Kouwenhoven and
Mittler advocate treating the Chinese composers as individuals instead of practitioners of a
homogeneous Chinese national style.
In Neue Musik und Interkulturalität: Von John Cage bis Tan Dun, Utz provides the most
comprehensive overview to date of Tan Dun’s activities in New York City in the 1980s and 90s.
With case studies from works by both Western and Eastern composers, Utz demonstrates the
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different processes of “interculturalism,” which he defines as “an exchange or medium between
two distinctly different cultural entities.”38 Utz’s definition complements that of
“transculturation,” which Yayoi Uno Everett describes as “a process of cultural transformation
marked by the influx of new culture elements and the loss or alteration of existing ones.”39 The
former emphasizes exchange while the latter transformation, but I consider both as constituting
Homi Bhabha’s “third space.” The cultural theorist states:
Hybridity to me is the ‘third space’ that enables other positions to emerge. This third
space displaces the histories that constitute it, and sets up new structures of authority,
new political initiatives, which are inadequately understood through received wisdom.
The process of cultural hybridity gives rise to something different, something new and
unrecognizable, a new area of meaning and representation.40
This dissertation seeks to enrich the conversation through the exploration of musical
transnationalism. I turn to “transnationalism” for its emphasis on political and historical
contexts. Specifically, I show how the revival of Chinese cultural heritage as a main motivation
for hybridity has led to musical transnationalism.
Closely related to my dissertation is Su Zheng’s Claiming Diaspora. The monograph
documents the musical life of the Chinese immigrant community in New York City and shows
how music channels the different diasporic experiences. By providing vital information on
names, events, and places, her book laid the groundwork for my dissertation. Beside brief
discussions of an experimental piece by Tan Dun and Chen Yi’s Near Distance (1988), her
section on Chinese composers contains limited discussion of their music.41 My dissertation
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supplies this part by grounding NCM in the various strains of stylistic developments in New
York City.
Nancy Rao also elaborates on the transnational nature of the Chinese composers’ works
in “Cultural Boundary and National Border: Recent Works of Tan Dun, Chen Yi and Bright
Sheng.”42 Both Rao’s and Zheng’s narrative reveal the limitations of labels. While émigré
Chinese composers could be referred to as “Chinese American,” this label gives a false
impression that their activities reside in the American fringe even though their works and
reputation have an international reach that belie their political status as a minority in the United
States. On the other hand, although the label of “diasporic Chinese” takes into account a
homeland and a global diasporic community, it perpetuates the notion of an unassimilable
“other” on a foreign soil when in fact the Chinese American community has contributed
significantly to American culture. Furthermore, the oft-cited “imagined community”43 has
revealed the artificial nature of national boundaries.
Rao’s analysis of Chen Yi’s Symphony No. 2 and her earlier articles “Hearing
Penatonicism through Serialism” and “The Tradition of Luogu Dianzi (Percussion Classics) and
Its Signification in Contemporary Music” lay the analytical groundwork for approaching NCM.44
Her analysis demonstrates the contrasting ways through which Chinese composers utilize the
pentatonic scale and rhythmic topoi from classical Chinese genres. For example, she shows that
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while Luo Zongrong applies intervallic relations of the pentatonic scale at a structural level and
avoids stating the scale in full, Chen Qigang assigns dramatic significance to individual
pentatonic collections amid background chromaticism. Percussion gestures from Beijing opera
likewise exhibit various manifestations in NCM, embodying programmatic, dramatic, and
humorous significations. Rao’s analyses inform my own engagement with serialist and atonal
works by NCM composers, for whom both the compositional process and the outcome embody
different aspects of Chinese philosophical thought.
Discussions of individual composers or individual compositions can be found in the
works of Eric Hung, Samson Young, and Peter Chang. Hung’s two-part “Tan Dun through the
Lens of Western Media” shows how Tan has shaped his public persona according to the
presentation space and the audience.45 Young’s articles “The Voicing of the Voiceless in Tan
Dun's The Map” and “Reconsidering Cultural Politics in the Analysis of Contemporary Chinese
Music” present close readings of Tan’s The Map (2002) and Ghost Opera (1994), respectively.46
He argues that although analysts need to acknowledge the individual agency of Chinese
composers, we should still engage critically with their evocations of “roots” and “culture,” and
their appropriation of musical traditions from other minorities. Peter Chang’s monograph on
Chou Wen Chung provides invaluable biographical and analytical background for my own
research.47
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Research on NCM from China gives a comparative perspective on the development and
reception of NCM in Asia. Liu Ching-Chih’s A Critical History of New Music in China
documents the reception of Chinese composers in China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan, while the
monograph Rhapsody in Red: How Western Classical Music became Chinese by Sheila Melvin
and Jindong Cai tells the story of the transmission of Western music in China going back to the
end of the 16th century.48 Several dissertations focus on specific aspects of identity formation
and nation building through music. For example, Zhou Jinmin’s dissertation “New Wave Music
in China” discusses the development and aesthetics of the “new wave” movement that marked
the “Class of 1978,” to which Tan Dun, Chen Yi, and Zhou Long belong.49 Other dissertations
perform analyses of select composers or select works.50
The dissertations written by the Chinese composers as part of their DMA programs in the
United States serve as primary sources that testify to their training and aesthetic formation in the
United States.51 Moreover, Chou Wen-Chung has contributed numerous articles on the state of
contemporary music and his vision of a genuine cross-cultural synthesis. Ranging from
historiography concerning classical Chinese music to assessments of the practice of integrating
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Asian elements in Western art music, his writings offer a firsthand account of a composer’s
conception of NCM.52
From revival to transnationalism
My story commences with the emergence of NCM in New York City. Chapter 1
considers the role of Chou Wen-Chung in establishing the “New York School” of NCM as a
teacher and administrator, and his personal quest toward a “re-merger” of musical traditions.
Chou made acquaintance with Varèse while studying at Columbia University. As a professor in
Columbia in the 1980s, he in turn became a mentor and procured scholarship opportunities for
several composers from China to study at the university.
To assess Chou’s role as an administrator and teacher I turn to the Columbia University
Archives. The university’s School of Arts Records contain correspondences and administrative
records on doctoral programs in the arts, Chou Wen-Chung when he chaired the music division
(1969–86), and the United States and China Arts Exchange Program, which he founded. The
Historical Subject Files contain press releases, curriculum, and syllabi on doctoral degree
programs, the Department of Music, and when it was a division of music (1960s–70s).
This chapter shows Chou’s exercise of “literary governance,” a concept I borrowed from
Jing Tsu, through the revival of Chinese wenren (literati) culture.53 As a case study I examine his
collaboration with The Group for Contemporary Music, his interpretation of serialism through
the invention of “variable modes,” and the establishment of the Center for US-China Arts
Exchange at Columbia.
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Manhattan’s Chinatown has always been a hub for traditional Chinese music in North
America. Chapter 2 provides a history of Music From China, the organization instrumental in
the creation and dissemination of NCM, based on interviews and archival research. Founded by
Susan Cheng, the Chinese instrumental ensemble has held composition competitions and
commissioned new works for Chinese instruments. Zhou Long has been the music director of
Music From China since 1987. Using Zhou’s collaboration with Music From China as a
springboard, this chapter argues for a revival of Tang Dynasty cosmopolitanism in his music. I
perform a close reading of Zhou’s Tang-Dynasty themed works, including Ding (1988),
Secluded Orchid (1992), and Da Qu (1991), to tease out the musical process of interpreting
Western compositional techniques on Chinese terms, or Sinicization.
Chapter 3 examines what I consider transnational musical memorials in the context of
China’s open-door policy and the revival of overseas Chinese nationalism in the 1990s. I argue
that the musical memorials embody the tension between transnationalism and nationalism.
Ultimately, they contribute to the idea of Cultural China that encompasses both the Chinese
mainland and the Chinese overseas. My case studies include Sheng’s H’un: In Memoriam,
1966-76 (1988), Nanking, Nanking (2000), and Song and Dance of Tears (2003).
Tan Dun’s infusion of shamanism into experimental music is the focus of Chapter 4. I
consider Tan’s compositional practice a continuation of historical Chinese shamanism. I begin
by defining Chinese shamanism to discuss his application of ritual theatre in historical context.
This chapter argues that by foregrounding the ritualistic nature of performance, Tan was able to
appeal to audiences both of the mainstream and the counterculture. Through close reading of his
works, such as Death and Fire: Dialogue with Paul Klee (1992), I identify musical elements that
can be considered shamanic and/or experimental. Finally, I discuss the multilayered reception
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history of his operas. To gauge the popular reception of Tan, I turn to major publications such as
The New York Times, The Village Voice, and The New Yorker.
Finally, the Conclusion gauges the place of NCM in the history of Western art music. Is
it true that, as the New York Times suggested, “classical music looks toward China with hope?”54
Here I evaluate the legacy of the first two generations of Chinese composers in New York City
and introduce the third generation, which includes Huang Ruo and Du Yun, as an area for further
study.

Joseph Kahn and Daniel J. Wakin, “Classical Music Looks Toward China With Hope,” April 3, 2007,
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CHAPTER 1
Uptown: Chou Wen-Chung and the Revival of Wenren Culture
In 1961 Nicolas Slonimsky published an article in American Composers Alliance Bulletin
that introduced a young Chinese composer to the American musical establishment:
Chou Wen-Chung is possibly the first Chinese composer who has attempted to translate
authentic oriental melorhythms into the terms of modern Western music. He describes his
esthetic purpose as a recapture of the color, mood, and emotion of Chinese traditional music
“by means of its own transmutation, without adding whatever is not already suggested in
itself.”1
Chou had taken a course on contemporary music from Slonimsky at the New England
Conservatory in 1947. Just a year earlier he had escaped the devastating Sino-Japanese War and
come to the United States. He had also rejected within a week of arriving in the States a fiveyear scholarship in architecture at Yale University and headed to Boston to pursue his passion in
music.2 The acquaintance with Slonimsky marked an equally important turning point in Chou’s
life. Slonimsky recalled the young music student:
It was immediately evident that the complexity of contemporary theories presented no
difficulties to him. Perhaps his training in exact sciences helped him in this respect. But
above all, he knew what he wanted to do in musical composition. I encouraged him to
cultivate his knowledge of traditional Chinese music because I felt that he had the unique
chance of creating an oriental style in a twentieth-century idiom.3
Slonimsky’s suggestion spurred Chou to study classical Chinese arts extensively.
This chapter argues that Chou played a seminal role in fostering a “school” of Chinese
composers in the United States. Equally important, he advocated for a historical turn of
contemporary Chinese music that not only destabilizes the established narrative of Chinese

1
Nicolas Slonimsky, “Chou Wen-Chung,” in Nicolas Slonimsky: Writings on Music, ed. Electra Yourke,
vol. 3: Music of the Modern Era (New York, NY: Routledge, 2005), 138.
2
Peter Chang, Chou Wen-Chung: The Life and Work of a Contemporary Chinese-Born American
Composer (Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press, 2006), 23.
3
Slonimsky, “Chou Wen-Chung,” 139.
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music as the exotic in Western music history, but also redefines the relationship between Chinese
and Western music histories.
Although Chou was educated during his formative years in classical Chinese literature and
poetry, his study of other Chinese arts, such as music and drama, did not begin until he arrived in
the United States. Slonimsky’s advice must have been a source of epiphany. Chou confessed to
Slonimsky that
I was mainly stimulated by your suggestions when I began in 1949 to make a serious study
of classical Chinese music, and subsequently other Eastern music as well. In the meantime,
I tried to integrate the result of these studies with the most advanced contemporary musical
techniques. I believe the foundation of my musical thinking was formed beginning with
Landscapes written in 1949, and culminating with the composition of And the Fallen
Petals.4
The fact that it took a musician/educator in the West to recommend the study of Chinese
culture to a Chinese may seem ironic. Slonimsky’s suggestion countered the urgency and
necessity to modernize, i.e., Westernize, at home in mainland China; however, the phenomenon
of heightened awareness of one’s cultural heritage while in a foreign land is common among
diasporic communities. According to Lydia Goehr, diasporic communities and individuals often
become keepers of tradition in the new territory.5 Speaking from the position of cultural and
political authority, Slonimsky in a way gave Chou permission to develop an “oriental style in a
twentieth century idiom.” The Chinese composer would in turn exercise the same cultural
authority via his position in the Western establishment over Chinese music from both sides of the
Pacific, testifying to the authority of the anglophone world.
Chou’s first mature works already showed his familiarity with Chinese literati, or wenren
(文人) culture. In “Wenren and Culture” Chou defines wenren as the class of scholar-official

From Chou’s letter (July 16, 1960), quoted in Slonimsky, “Chou Wen-Chung,” 140.
Lydia Goehr, “Music and Musicians in Exile: The Romantic Legacy of a Double Life,” in The Quest for
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who were not only statesmen well-versed in the Confucian canon, but also consummate
practitioners of poetry, calligraphy, and ink painting.6 Although I-Ching (Book of Changes, c.
11th century BCE) contains the earliest reference to the term wenren,7 it was not until the
Northern Song Dynasty (960–1127 CE) that the literati came to occupy a distinct class and to
develop an aesthetics of their own.
Song Dynasty wenren culture is important in understanding not only Chou’s own oeuvre
but also the development of new Chinese music in general: many parallels can be found between
the development of landscape painting and new Chinese music as elevated art forms. It was
during the Song Dynasty that government offices were bestowed upon scholars based on merit
instead of heredity.8 The class of scholar-officials from the new meritocracy adopted not only
the historically venerated genres of poetry and calligraphy, but also landscape painting, when
artists were traditionally viewed as craftsmen, as forums for expressing personal sentiments or
aspirations. Landscape painting’s close association with poetry and calligraphy elevated the
genre to the status of literary, scholarly art.
In the 20th century, the new concept of “musical composition” and the new class of
“composers” echoed the development of landscape painting as a scholarly art form. The
aesthetic transferability between Chinese landscape scroll and music has been noted by art
historians Susan Bush, William Cohn, and George Rowley.9 For millennia Chinese literary
culture has manifested in poetry, calligraphy, ink painting, and qin music. During the 20th
century, China’s drive for modernization has led the country to adopt Western literary music,
Wen-Chung Chou, “Wenren and Culture,” in Locating East Asia in Western Art Music, ed. Yayoi Uno
Everett and Frederick Lau (Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University Press, 2004), 208–20.
7
Ibid., 213.
8
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(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1971), 4.
9
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which complemented well China’s pre-existing literary culture. The role of an eleventh-century
Chinese wenren was translated and transformed into the figure of the composer from nineteenthcentury Europe or twentieth-century American academia. The wenren tradition thus found
continuity through Sinicized Western literary music, as evident in Chou’s oeuvre.
What Chou accomplished in his musical compositions is analogous to what Song Dynasty
scholar-officials did with landscape painting: the artwork in both cases become part of Chinese
literary art. The revival of Confucianism during the Song Dynasty infused landscape painting
with Confucian aspirations; similarly, Chou also instilled his works with wenren ideals. The
Western notion of composition became his venue for self-expression, which poetry and
calligraphy afforded wenren throughout the dynasties.
A major difference, however, is the human element. The human-centric aspect of both the
Renaissance and the Enlightenment has dictated much Western musical production. In contrast,
Rowley notes that “in [pre-twentieth-century] China not man but nature was the measure, and
that nature was uniquely conceived as the symbol of the universe. Consequently, psychological
scale in China dealt with the incommensurability of nature.”10 Accordingly, Chou, a wenren of
the 20th century, found inspiration from nature’s phenomena, as observed through the titles and
the philosophical underpinning of his compositions. He wrote regarding to his early orchestral
works: “In this as well as my other works to date, I am influenced by the philosophy that governs
every Chinese artist, whether he be poet or painter; namely, affinity to nature in conception,
allusiveness in expression, and terseness in realization.”11

Rowley, Principles of Chinese Painting, 66.
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Although Chou’s acquaintance with Slonimsky paved the way for his wenren revival, it was
in Edgard Varèse’ music and philosophy that Chou saw the model for his vision. Chou was
introduced to Varèse through Colin McPhee, who studied with Varèse. Because of the
establishment of the People’s Republic in mainland China in 1949, Chou’s family stipend ended
and he left Boston for New York to join his brother.12 He first sought out Bohuslav Martinů,
who was teaching at Mannes School of Music at the time. Thanks to McPhee, Varèse and Chou
not only became a mentor and protégé, but also lifelong friends.13
The revival of wenren culture through literary governance
Borrowed from Jing Tsu, literary governance refers to the process through which players
such as writers, critics, educators, and governments vie for power and prestige on the global
stage despite the literary world’s inherent national agenda and its predilection for linguistic
nativity. Through her research in Chinese diasporic literature, Tsu considers literary governance
as “less a control from the top down than the ways in which linguistic alliances and literary
production organize themselves around incentives of recognition and power.”14 Having rejected
the convenient, sentimental notion of nostalgia as the primary motivation for diasporic writers,

Chang, Chou Wen-Chung, 24.
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she suggests investigating the process through which the players gained a foothold in the literary
world instead of how they express an essentialized or ethnocentric “Chineseness.”15
A main reason that Western music has been integrated so successfully and completely in
East Asian societies is due to its representation of modernity and historical progress on the one
hand, and its resonance with Confucian literary culture on the other. The literary nature of
composed music became a twentieth-century extension of the Confucian culture and the notion
of Confucian literati was transformed into the modern-day composer. This paves the way for
Chinese composers’ literary governance through Western music. What may be viewed as
another case of musical hybridity in the history of Western music is the raison d’etre of new
Chinese music and has major repercussions for the transformation, transmission, and
dissemination of the Chinese wenren culture.
This chapter examines Chou’s version of literary governance, which could be considered a
continuation of the modernization effort that swept over China at the turn of the 20th century.
Born in 1923,16 Chou is heir to the 1911 Revolution that overthrew the imperial Qing dynasty
and the 1919 May Fourth Movement. During the decades following the Revolution, China was
in a very precarious position between a newly established Republic government, competing
warlords, and invasion from Japan. Patriotic sentiment was high and all efforts, including
musical creation, were devoted to nation building. By the time of the Revolution, Western music
had already permeated China via missionaries, who introduced group singing, and the Chinese
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government, which adopted Western-style military band music and Western-influenced Japanese
school song.17
The May Fourth Movement was the Chinese intellectuals’ response to the outcome of the
Paris Conference in 1919, which ignored China’s demand to reclaim foreign-controlled
territories. The protests included the call for across-the-board reform and the Chinese language
was one of the first on the chopping block—out with the classical style, in with the vernacular—
epitomized by the founding of the journal Youth.18 The reform of the Chinese language came
hand in hand with that of music. The Peking University Music Research Society was founded in
1919 with the purpose of creating new music, and a new curriculum for music education was
implemented at the National Conservatory (later Shanghai Conservatory) in 1927.19 The May
Fourth Movement encouraged skepticism toward anything “traditional,” and as the heads of
institutions adopted educational models from Europe, the United States, and Japan, Western
concert music became the foundation of new Chinese music.
The socio-political movements during turn-of-the-century China highlight both language
and music as political tools, and provide the context for Chou’s own strategy at influencing the
cultural production in the sinophone world using his unique position as a diasporic, cosmopolitan
Chinese composer. While Chou partook in the modernization effort post-Revolution, he broke
away from the anti-traditionalist sentiment of the May Fourth Movement. Moreover, his
motivation to become a composer in the first place and later to study classical Chinese arts was
more personal than nationalistic.20
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Surveying the works of Chinese diasporic writers, Tsu demonstrates the conflict and
contradiction between linguistic nativity and the instituting of a national language and literature.
As I show throughout this dissertation, the project of literary governance also applies to the
discipline of music, especially since both literary and musical works are composed, and both
bilingual writers and composers require cultural and self-translation to pave way into and
navigate the anglophone world. According to the musical curriculum in the United States,
Western classical music could be deemed the country’s musical national literature. Literacy in
Western music afforded Chou access to prestige and a diverse audience. His revival of wenren
tradition disrupted the historical makeup of national literature in the United States, which
consists of Western classical music. Western compositional techniques serve as a means to an
end of realizing the Chinese wenren spirit. Moreover, he fostered transnational musical practices
by legitimizing the Eastern origins of Western music through his theory of musical “re-merger,”
which maintains that Eastern and Western musics once shared the same sources and are again
merging in the twentieth century to form a new musical tradition.21 As I explain below, the
theory of re-merger complicates the notion of the “mother tongue” and its associate attributes of
authenticity and purity.
Musical representations of Chinese landscape painting
Chou’s literary governance can already be observed in his early works, best represented by
three orchestral compositions: Landscapes (1949), All in the Spring Wind (1953), And the Fallen
Petals (1954). He submitted Spring Wind as his master’s thesis at Columbia, while Fallen Petals
was commissioned by the Louisville Orchestra. All three works have descriptive titles that show
inspiration from nature. Moreover, Chou paired each work with specific Chinese classical
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poems, a trait analogous to leaving poetry inscriptions on Chinese ink paintings. Dedicated to
the victims of the Sino-Japanese War, Fallen Petals demonstrates the composer’s social
awareness in accordance with the wenren’s commitment to public service.
The incorporation of pre-existing melodies can be interpreted from two perspectives. From
the point of view of Western music history, the use of Chinese melodies enhances “Chineseness”
or signifies an oriental style. At the same time, the practice of embellishing pre-existing
melodies could also be based on Chinese classical and folk music traditions. Chinese melody is
most pronounced in Landscapes, while pentatonicism continues to define the pitch material of
Fallen Petals. Chou explains,
In both [Spring Wind and Fallen Petals], Chinese material is used as a kind of cantus firmus
as a result of my having been in a seminar on medieval music. In these pieces, the pitches
of the Chinese melodies are spread throughout the register and texture, with each pitch
serving as the principal tone for a particular segment of the music.22
Early Chinese art theory supports further affinity between Chou’s works and Chinese landscape
painting. According to art critic/theorist Hsieh He (謝赫, Chi Dynasty, 479-502 CE), the “six
principles of painting” consist of rhythmic vitality; structure and brushwork; modeling from
object; coloring adaptation; careful placing and composition; and imitating and copying.23 The
first principle, “rhythmic vitality,” has been deemed the most important to any appreciation of
Chinese art;24 it is also the marking feature of Fallen Petals. A manifestation of “rhythmic
vitality” comes from the meter changes that correspond to the varying emotional intensity
between the sections, arranged in a symmetrical form:
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Prologue (mm. 1–17)
Part 1: Lontano e misterioso (mm. 18–46)
Part 2a: Gioioso (mm. 47–82)
Part 2b: Inquieto (mm. 82–130)
Part 2a’: Tragico (mm. 131–186)
Part 3: Lontano e misterioso (mm. 187–227)
Epilogue (mm. 228–251)
While Part 1 (mm. 18–46) stays in simple meter (2/4, 3/4, 5/4), the meter switches to 6/8 and 9/8
in the corresponding Part 3 at m. 196. The change to compound meter allows more time for the
execution of each motif, causing a temporal expansion and prolonged musical gestures
analogous to widening brush strokes. Part 2a (mm. 47–82) and Part 2a’ (mm. 131–186) also
differ in meter and emotional intensity. While Part 2a, Gioioso, consists of an alternation of 2/4
and 6/4 meters, 9/8 and 6/8 meters dominate Part 2a’, Tragico. An excellent comparison can be
found between m. 55 and m. 141, both marked accelerando (Example 1.1): the initial group takes
place in three measures but becomes twice as long at m. 141, accompanied by a series of
crescendos.

Example 1.1a: Chou Wen-Chung, And the Fallen Petals, Part 2a, mm.55 –57.
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Example 1.1b: Chou Wen-Chung, And the Fallen Petals, Part 2a’, mm. 141–146.
Metric ambiguity contributes to the music’s spontaneous nature, a character prized in landscape
painting. The constantly shifting meter transcends the confines of the stringency of notation,
bringing the flow of sound closer to the continuous flow of ink.
The theory of a musical “re-merger”
Although Chou’s early works already exhibit deep interest in Chinese culture—from poetry
inscription to the integration of preexisting folksongs—his serious study of Chinese arts began
after he completed the master’s program at Columbia. In 1954, he received a Rockefeller grant
to conduct archival research in Chinese music and drama at several American libraries for a
period of two years (1955-57). During that time, he also studied music from other regions in
East and Southeast Asia, including Japan, Korean, India, and Indonesia. This period of intensive
research led to contributions in both musicology and ethnomusicology via publications in
scholarly journals and dictionaries, and participation in conferences.25 His research in Chinese
music, especially that of qin, can be gleaned from “Chinese Historiography and Music: Some
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Observations” and his review of Robert Hans van Gulik’s The Lore of the Chinese Lute.26
Already in 1957 Chou presented a version of his “musical re-merger” at the Sixth National
Conference of UNESCO in San Francisco.27 In a later, published version, he declared:
It is my conviction that we have now reached a stage in which the beginning of a re-merger
of Eastern and Western musical concepts and practices is actually taking place. By ‘remerger’ I mean that I believe the traditions of Eastern and Western music once shared the
same sources and that, after a thousand years of divergence, they are now merging to form
the mainstream of a new musical tradition.28
Through the theory of “re-merger” Chou accorded Asian musical cultures equal status as that of
the West, countering the Eurocentric mainstream at the time. The theory also became part of his
literary governance, through which he reconceptualizes his musical mother tongue as inclusive
of musical cultures instead of exclusive.
Not only was the theory a departure from the clichéd orientalism, it rendered East-West
binarism irrelevant. How then did the “divergence” happen? He argued:
It is now generally acknowledged that the West, in its preoccupation with polyphonic
writing, has more or less forsaken those particular aspects in music of which the East has
remained master…namely, the independence enjoyed by individual tones and their
characteristics and the state of mind to be attained by the performer in the execution of
details. These and other aspects that have survived in the music of the East have been
sacrificed in the West for the sake of its achievements in polyphony.29
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Chou was not the only one to hold this opinion. In fact, his re-merger theory came almost
directly from Curt Sachs’ “The Lore of Non-Western Music,” in which Sachs also observed the
beginning of the re-merger and which Chou referenced:
Feeling the impact of Oriental music [in the nineteenth century], a few persons began to
realize that Western music was not unlimited. It dawned upon some musicologists, perhaps
for the first time, that our great achievements in harmony, polyphony and orchestration had
involved sacrifices in other fields; that Europe had compressed into the conventional major
and minor the incredible richness of melodic types and modes that still flourished in the East;
that the West’s even unalterable semitones, forced into a uniform “equal temperament,” had
supplanted a wealth of variable tunings. Under the strait jacket of harmonic motion our
melody had become a poor device connecting related chords, while Western rhythm, its
counterpart infinitely subtle in the East, had degenerated into a system that did little more
than mark binary or ternary accent groups.30
Other studies that Chou cited to support his theory of re-merger were Walter Wiora’s The Four
Ages of Music and Mantle Hood’s “Music, the Unknown.”31 Wiora’s “universal history of
music” offers a perspective that favored the literary:
None of [the great oriental cultures], before turning to the global industrial civilization of
today, went through the historical evolution owing to which Western music brought about its
own special age, the Third Age of music, and prepared the Fourth Age. None of them
perfected or spread a musical notation as a general basis; none of them became a culture with
written music. Hence they did not elaborate fixed musical compositions in score, nor did
they create artistic structures in polyphony or architectonics; there is no oriental counterpart
to fugue or symphony. They are therefore not subject to historical study to the same extent
as the West, and we cannot reconstruct their musical history upon so large and solid a series
of musical manuscripts, editions, or other date sources.32
We could consider Chou’s own effort at musical re-merger a response to Wiora’s observation:
throughout his writing and composition, Chou had continued to instill the literary (e.g.,
landscape painting, qin notation, and calligraphy) into new Chinese music.
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Both Sachs’ and Wiora’s 1960s versions of history provided only a cursory overview of the
process of acculturation within the Occident, and the shared origin of Eastern and Western
musics remains to be proven. Another theme common to all three references was the concern
with the deficiency in the discipline of musicology, or pan-European musicology to be exact, for
relegating non-Western musical cultures to the status of “lore” (in Sachs’ case) and by
associating the Orient with the generally effeminate (in both Sachs’ and Wiora’s accounts). This
issue confronted the then burgeoning discipline of ethnomusicology (previously comparative
musicology) and its separation from the also awkwardly named “historical musicology.”33 With
the declaration of equal status between classical Asian and Western musical traditions, Chou
went a step further to integrate his ethnomusicological research into contemporary practice of
Western music, thereby bridging not only musical traditions, but also academic disciplines.
As a foundational strategy in Chou’s “literary governance,” or “cultural governance” more
broadly, the theory of re-merger is significant because it legitimized the authority of both
classical Eastern and Western musics while endowing historical significance to his subsequent
effort at transmitting wenren culture through Western music. Although Chou’s and Sachs’
descriptions of Asian musics seemed to assume a non-changing Eastern culture: the examples
Chou gave of East Asian musical traditions, such as the Korean a ak and the Japanese gagaku,
have been consciously preserved, cultivated, even “museumized,” generalizations allow such
observation as the “re-merger” possible. By claiming a shared origin, he dismissed Western
music’s singular importance in the development of literary music or its inherent ethnic/cultural
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superiority. Instead of being simply a technique or a musical feature, the “re-merger” signals
Western music’s return to its roots after centuries of “divergence.”
This is why the examples from the works of Webern and Varèse are all the more crucial to
Chou’s theory. Although neither composer consciously sought inspiration from Asian music,
their musical styles echo certain Eastern concepts intuitively. According to Chou, Webern’s
concern with all the definable physical characteristics of individual tones is “conceptually and
aesthetically in sympathy with certain categories of Asian music.” For example, his motivically
generated structures and textures defined precisely through articulation, timbre, register,
duration, etc., are analogous to the music of qin.34
Chou also considers Varèse’s concept of music as “organized sound” and of “sound as
living matter” a modern Western parallel to the Chinese aesthetics that each single tone is a
musical entity in itself. Varèse further echoes the Confucian concept of sound in his wish to
“liberate” sound from “mechanical restrictions,” and to replace the “interplay of melodies” with
a “melodic totality.” A case in point comes from the striking similarity between the opening of
Integrales and the ha movement of a togaku composition (Japanese court music).35
The cases of Webern and Varèse, and their methodical yet intuitive approach to music,
provided strong evidence for musical re-merger as a natural and inevitable process. Yet Chou
was deliberate in choosing his case studies. All the examples he cited came from the elite,
learned genres of the musical establishment, thereby allowing him to align classical Asian music
and his own endeavors with what has already been recognized as the most “advanced” or modern
of musical cultures, i.e., Western literary music.
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Finally, Chou emphasizes that “re-merger” does not mean the development of a unifying
musical style, but the awareness of historically shared musical concepts and resources.
Manifestations of this phenomenon in twentieth-century Western music included interest in
interdisciplinary collaborations (music with visual art, literature, philosophy, etc.), non-Western
musical elements and procedures, and the fundamental properties of sound such as single tones
and silence. Chou puts it more plainly here:
So often, we talked about modern Western music only. There’s no question about the
dominance of Western music—about its importance, about the fact that it is one of
mankind’s greatest achievements to date. However, we want to go way beyond the
territories of traditional Western music. How do we know that other peoples have not
already been there? I know that the Chinese have been there, so why don’t we study them
seriously, rather than thinking that they are merely “exotic” or “ethnic?”36
Making qin modern
While the theory of re-merger provides the rationale for the revival of wenren culture, its
materialization depended in part on Chou’s engagement with qin music. Qin music served as
one of the most important sources for Chou’s theory of re-merger. Together with landscape
painting and calligraphy, qin defined the Chinese literati as musician, artist, and scholar in one:
classic landscape paintings often depict a Chinese scholar with a qin by his side. To understand
qin music, Chou studied qin notation and transcribed qin compositions for Western instruments.
As a result, the aesthetics of qin music pervaded his works beginning in the 1960s. Th qin
instrument and qin music are accorded equal status as Western instruments and literary music in
Chou’s writing and compositions.
Qin’s significance in Chinese literary culture can be observed in its earliest documented
mention dating back to the Zhou dynasty (1122-256 BCE) in Shijing (詩經, Classic of Odes),
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while some of the most important essays on qin came from Ji Kang (稽康 223-262), a poet,
philosopher, and qin composer who composed Qinfu (琴賦, Poetic Essays on Qin) and the classic
qin work Guanlinsan (廣陵散). Beside providing the first physical description of qin, his theory
from the treatise Music knew no joy or sorrows (聲無哀樂論) argues that the “emotive states in
music derive from listener interpretation, rather than from inborn (or ‘universal’) associations
with the melodies themselves.”37 Ji’s observation predated similar arguments by Western
theorists, such as Eduard Hanslick in The Beautiful in Music, by around 1700 years. Ji’s treatise
adds another dimension to the re-merger theory on a theoretical basis.
In addition to qin players/teachers who historically transmit qin music orally, the unique qin
tablature is the main source for reconstructing the sound and the performance practice. Although
qin’s performance and music had been much recorded in Chinese texts throughout history, qin
notation was created later. The earliest extant qin notation consists of prose instructions of
execution, or “prose notation” (文字譜), as found in the manuscript of Secluded Orchid (碣石調
幽蘭) attributed to Qiu Ming (493-590).38 Simplified notation appeared by the end of Tang

dynasty (618-907), commonly referred to as “simplified character notation” (減字譜). Zhu
Quan’s Wondrous and Mystical Notation (神奇秘譜) is the earliest extant anthology of qin music,
with the first fascicle of 16 pieces dating from Northern Song dynasty (960-1127).39 The
“simplified notation” consists of radicals derived from preexisting Chinese ideograms, combined
according to conventional spatial arrangement of the ideogram. The resulting qin symbol
typically represents a single musical activity that produces a single tone. As an example, I
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provide a breakdown below of the qin notation from the tablature of Yang Guan (陽關) from
Introduction to Qin Studies (琴學入門, 1864), on which Chou based his The Willows are New
(1957):

1. Toward the bottom of the cluster/symbol is the string number: in this case, “五” means
string number 5.
2. The radical that wraps around the string number indicates which right-hand finger to use
and how to play. 挑 means to pluck the string with right hand.
3. The radical on the upper left-hand corner shows which left-hand finger to use: “大”
means the thumb.
4. The radical on the upper right-hand corner indicates where the left hand should stop the
string: “九”, or at marker 9.
5. The radical in the middle provides additional instruction. For example, “木”, which came
from the ideogram “枺”, means to “pluck a string inward with the right index finger.”40

Chou mentioned the technology of the qin notation on several occasions. The simplified
notation gives symbolic representations of physical gestures and other modes of execution. But
most importantly, the goal of the artist is to convey the “mood” of the piece, as suggested also by
the descriptive title and the literary preface in qin manuscripts.41 The artist’s understanding of
the mood dictates the meter, rhythm, and phrasing of the piece, which the notation does not
specify. Nevertheless, as guide for instrumental music, they seem to contain every other detail,
as Chou argues in “Towards a Re-merger in Music”:
Over 100 symbols (chien tzu) are used in its finger notation for achieving the essential yet
elusive qualities of this music: subtle inflections in the production and control of its tones as
a means of expression. They indicate the articulation and timbre of either a single tone or a
Ibid., 4.
Bell Yung, “Historical Interdependency of Music: A Case Study of the Chinese Seven-String Zither,”
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series of tones; they specify the occurrence of variable microtones between fixed scale
tones; and they control the rhythmic and dynamic organization within each tonal aggregate.
In fact, they even evoke a certain state of mind to the performer for the execution of each
detail. Such a system naturally makes possible in its music a wealth of resources that has
been beyond the realm of pre-electronic Western music.”42
As transcriptions of classical qin works, The Willows are New (1957) and Yu Ko (1965) are
unique in Chou’s oeuvre and demonstrations of translingual practice. Willows is one of Chou’s
early works and the only one published for solo piano. Based on Yang Kuan, a work for the
ancient qin with a Tang-dynasty poem as text, Chou’s version re-imagines the piano as a plucked
string instrument and reinvents the qin music for the modern keyboard. Written in the Chinese
pentatonic mode (E-F#-A-B-C# with embellishments), The Willows consists of three statements
of a single theme as per the original qin music, each time with slight variation.43 According to
Chou, “the mutations of the original material are woven over the entire range of the piano and
embroidered with sonorities that are the magnified reflexes of brushstroke-like movements.”44
During the performance, the pianist approximates the qin’s flexibility in pitch and timbre through
octave doubling, semitone slides, grace notes, and glissandos (Example 1.2).
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Example 1.2: Chou Wen-Chung, The Willows are New, mm. 1-11, marking respectively grace
note, glissando, octave doubling, and semitone slide.
From the perspective of twentieth-century Western music, qin performance practice is quite
innovative in the areas of sonority, instrumental technique and notation. For example, in
Willows we hear melody distributed between octaves, “reverse glissando” (m. 83-86), the
dissonant seconds in the left-hand part as a defining sonority instead of ornament.
The Willows presents a case where the composer appropriates the piano to re-introduce a
Chinese qin classic, in effect Sinicizing the keyboard instrument. The work also prepares for
Chou’s later musical “re-merger.” We can consider both Willows and Yu Ko as Chou’s attempt
to understand the formal and musical processes of qin music on the one hand, and bringing qin
music onto the international stage on the other. As if the piano is not enough in Willows, he
called for an ensemble of alto flute, English horn, bass clarinet, trombones, percussion, piano,
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and violin, to realize Yu Ko. Originally composed by Mao Min-Chung (c. 1280), yu ko means
song of the fisherman, “a symbol of the man who is in harmony with nature.”45
The influence on extended technique on Western instruments is more pronounced in Yu
Ko. Pitch bending, sliding, and wide, even vibrato are common in the violin, winds, and
trombones parts. The trombones are muted with “stone lined” cups, and the piano sounds
percussive, with the performer instructed to either stop the string or “tap the string near the
bridge with finger wearing thimble” on a regular basis. Through these techniques the performers
reinvent the sound of qin. Some of the common qin techniques include plucking on open string
(achieved through octave doubling, 散音), left hand gently tapping the string that the right hand
plucks to induce overtone (thimble piano, 泛音), and left hand pressing the string then sliding up
and down, often at cadential points (one finger portamento, 按音). Chou considers Yu Ko to be
the most “serial” of his works:
To me, my music is completely based on my studies of the Chinese tradition… Yes, I
purposely used some old pieces, just to see what one could do by making a modern
version—just to learn the process. For instance, the piece called Yu ko is based on the zither
(qin). If I have one piece that could be called “serial,” that would be it, because timbre and
articulation are very carefully organized in it.46
Collaborations with the Group for Contemporary Music
Yu Ko, along with Cursive and Pien, was premiered by the Group for Contemporary Music.
The creation of these three works had as much to do with Chou’s exploration of Chinese
aesthetics and philosophy as the emerging breed of “new music specialists.” In 1962, the same
year Benjamin Boretz founded Perspectives of New Music, Harvey Sollberger and Charles
Wuorinen founded the Group for Contemporary Music at Columbia, the first group of its kind
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affiliated with a college/university to specialize in performing new music.47 With other similar
groups emerging throughout the country, North America soon became a hub for new “serious,”
academic music.
Wuorinen and Sollberger were directly inspired and encouraged by Varèse, an ardent
champion of new music and whom Sollberger referred to as “the Godfather.”48 In the 1920s
Varèse and Carlos Salzado founded the International Composer’s Guild, which was responsible
for the American premieres of works by numerous contemporary composers.49 Although the
Guild’s new music-only policy led to its short six-year existence (1921-1927), Varèse went
straight to forming the Pan-American Association of Composers in 1928, which promoted and
performed works by composers throughout the Americas. In 1962 the Group picked up where
the Guild left off; its objective “to provide high-caliber performances of difficult new music”
was consistent with that of Varèse’s Guild.50
Beside championing the new, the Group also paid homage to the old by opening each
concert with a work of early music. This decision again showed direct influence from Varèse:
eager to revive “new music of the past,” the elder composer founded Schola Cantorum in Santa
Fe in 1937 and the New Chorus in New York (later the Greater New York Chorus) in 1941, both
to perform early music unfamiliar to the public at the time.51
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As Varèse’s protégé, Chou was also influenced by his mentor’s enthusiasm for music both
old and new. The Group premiered altogether three works by Chou: Cursive, Yu ko, and Pien.
In the 1964 season, Chou’s Cursive was performed alongside contributions by Wuorinen and
Otto Luening. The full program that took place on January 13th, 1964 at McMillin Theater
consisted of:52
Bicinia (16th century)
Charles Dodge: Duo for Flute and Piano (1963)
George Perle: Monody No. 1 (1960)
Kazuo Fukushima: Three Pieces from Chu-u (1961)
Charles Wuorinen: Piano Variations (1963)
Chou Wen-Chung: Cursive for Flute and Piano (1963)
Otto Luening: Three Duets for Two Flutes (1961)
Pierre Boulez: Sonatine (1946; revised 1954)
As seen in the program, the Group opened its concerts with compositions from the middle ages
and the Renaissance. Chou’s Yu Ko was created as a piece of early music for the 1965 season.
Encouraged by and written for Sollberger and Wuorinen, Cursive was inspired by the
Chinese cursive script and “ideas from qin music.”53 As an avant-garde work for one of the most
avant-garde groups at the time, it made use of all the most up-to-date techniques. Different parts
of the score contain pointillistic texture, prepared piano, and flexibility in tempo. Sollberger
himself contributed to the extended techniques on the flute: the flutist is instructed to slap on the
keys, bend pitch, while the pianist plucks and stops the string or performs glissando on the string
to create the desired articulation. The piece exhibits a clear formal structure with definable
sections. Furthermore, atonality permits the composer to explore qualities of tones and their
relations, an aspect of musical composition often associated with Webern.
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Cursive also facilitates the analogy between music and brush and ink, and the physical
gestures of calligraphy. For instance, the opening motif recalls the calligraphic stroke of
“pressed point (點).” The shift in tone from no vibrato to “fast narrow vibrato” versus “slow
broad vibrato” recalls the different levels of the ink’s moisture on paper. The changing meter
and articulation become a metaphor for the altering speed of script-writing. My brush-and-ink
reading is reinforced in m. 56 when the flute and piano undergo variable tempo, with one
accelerating and the other decelerating: flute/the brush, acts, while ink/the piano, reacts.
Moreover, in this piece the piano is treated both as a percussion and a string instrument. The full
range of colors, opened up by the contrasting timbres of the prepared piano, made audible the
forces of physical gestures as ink and paper made visible the force of the brush.
In picking “cursive” as subject/inspiration, Chou appealed to the abstract expressionist
aesthetic of the time on the one hand and asserts his sinoscript-inflected individualism on the
other. Among the different scripts of Chinese calligraphy, the cursive script is by definition the
foremost venue for the expression of individuality and even idiosyncrasy. In Cursive we find
cultural overlapping in action: Western literary music and Chinese calligraphy are both arenas of
scholarly training and claims of individuality that feature controlled spontaneity and freedom
within conventional boundaries.
Ideographic logic and variable modes
According to Chou, in the 1950s he tried to compose in the manner of Webern, the result of
which eventually provoked the ire of his teacher Varèse.54 Taking a hiatus from serial
composition, he turned to landscape painting, qin music, calligraphy, and finally the
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philosophical foundation of these Chinese arts—I-Ching (Book of Change). Written during the
Zhou Dynasty (1075–256 BCE) and one of the five pillars of Confucian classics, I-Ching is not
only a divination tool, but also a comprehensive philosophical system.55 Grounded on the
concept of yin and yang, a set of opposite-complementary forces, the system set out to explain
the phenomena of the universe in terms of the interactions of the two forces. From 1960 on,
Chou ingeniously mapped his version of serialism, or “variable modes,” onto I-Ching’s system
of yin-yang, trigram, and hexagram.
In I-Ching, yin, the feminine, passive force is represented by a broken line, while an
unbroken line denotes yang, the masculine, active force. The lines form the basis of the eight
trigrams, each associated with a natural phenomenon such as “wind” and “lake.” The trigrams
(gua, 卦) are then superimposed to form the 64 hexagrams that serve as symbols of divination
(Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1: I-Ching’s trigrams, consisting of broken (yin) and unbroken (yang) lines. Taken from
Eliot Weinberger, “What is the I-Ching?,” The New York Review, February 25, 2016,
https://www.nybooks.com/articles/2016/02/25/what-is-the-i-ching/.
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Chou’s variable modes are derived from I-Ching’s trigrams. After dividing the octave into
conjunct major thirds, he assigns 3+1 semitones to the unbroken line (yang) and 2+2 semitones
to the broken line (yin). The eight trigrams are thus translated into eight scale modes based on
the directed ordering of intervals. The variable mode had undergone various incarnations
beginning with Metaphors (1961). By Windswept Peaks (1990), Chou developed twelve-tone
aggregates by pairing individual modes, which corresponds to the superimposition of two IChing trigrams. The resulting modal complex consists of combinatorial hexachords (Example
1.4).56
Metaphors (1961) exhibits the prototype of Chou’s variable mode, where he used a minor
3rd to represent yang (unbroken) line, and an interpolated major 3rd (consisting of 2+2 semitones)
to signify yin (broken line). Chou also interpreted the I-Ching symbols arithmetically by
assigning 1 to yang (unbroken line) and 0 to yin (broken line). As a result, the “wind” trigram
(see Figure 1.1), reading from bottom to top, becomes [011].57 An evolved version of the
variable modes was applied to Cursive and Pien (1967). As Chou explained in the preface of
Pien:
These modes are based upon three disjunct segments of the octave that are either unbroken
(a minor third) or broken (a major and a minor second). These segments are reciprocally
mutable according to whether the movement is ascending or descending; the order of the
two seconds also depends on the direction of movement.…Each segment in the ascending
order is reflected in mutation in the descending order—the intervals being mutually
complementary, the pitches being mutually exclusive.58
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Referring to the six variable modes as pien (變, literally, “change”) modes, the pien element at
the most fundamental level is manifested in the pien tone that interpolates the minor third.59 In
Pien for example (Example 1.3a), the piano enters for the first time at m. 52 with a complete
statement of an ascending “thunder” and descending “lake” mode starting on A, or tl’/A (the
apostrophe denotes descending) using Kenneth Kwan’s terminology (Example 1.3b).60

Example 1.3a: Chou Wen-Chung, Pien mm. 52-55, the piano part presents tl’/A (ascending
“thunder” and descending “lake” mode on A), as notated below.

[1
0
0
] [1
1
0
]
Example 1.3b: Variable mode in Pien, mm. 52-54, tl’/A (piano part), showing the corresponding
binary code and intervals. The circled notes are the pien tones.
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Chou’s application of binary arithmetic and the prevalence of the numeric values of 2s and
3s stem from I-Ching’s yin and yang duality as elucidated by Laozi in Ch. 42 of Dao-De Jing (道
德經): “one begets two, two begets three, three begets a myriad of things.” Besides pitch

organization, which depends on the ordered intervals and the direction of the mode, “the six
pien-modes in pitch organization are also translated into six modes each in the organization of
duration, intensity, articulation, timbre and contour.”61 Here I reproduce the gradations of
dynamics/intensity and articulations from the performance instruction for Pien (Figure 1.2):

Figure 1.2: Chou Wen-Chung’s performance instructions for Pien (New York, NY: C. F. Peters,
1967).
61

Preface to Chou Wen-Chung, Pien (New York, NY: C. F. Peters, 1967).
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The contrasting yet complementary relationship between the piano and the percussion forces can
be clearly perceived at m. 52. The variety of texture is achieved through contrasting articulation,
pitch and non-pitched material, and dynamic intensity.
Existing analyses of Chou’s works emphasize the utilization of the variable modes, the
affinity between musical and calligraphic gestures, and observations of “Chinese characteristics”
in his compositions.62 Given the literary nature of his works, I propose approaching his music
through the perspective of the construction of the Chinese ideograms, i.e., through “ideographic
logic.” As a result, there emerges a literary theme in Chou’s compositional development, from
landscape and poetry, the reinvention of qin music, to the translation of I-Ching’s hexagrams to
Western notation. When Chou matches ordered intervals to corresponding yin or yang symbol,
which leads to the twelve-tone aggregate (modal complexes), he is doing something similar to
the development of qin notation: each radical in the qin symbol denotes a specific instruction and
the composite symbol represents a sound or musical activity; similarly, Chou also utilizes his
variable modes as units and composites, each containing its own character and performance
direction.
Radicals in a Chinese logogram articulate meaning in different ways: as a pictograph that
represents an object; a phonograph that suggests pronunciation; and an ideograph that suggests
meaning. Whereas qin notation serves as a tablature, Chou’s variable mode via Western notation
constitutes a comprehensive musical language: each element of music (ordered interval, rhythm,
dynamics, timbre, etc.) embodies the dynamic of yin-yang forces, analogous to the meaning
behind each radical in a Chinese ideogram. Moreover, as Ernest Fenollosa argues, “ideographic
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roots carry in them a verbal idea of action” and radicals are “shorthand pictures of action or
processes.”63 While Chou’s construction of twelve-tone complexes are based on the combination
of ordered intervals that correspond to individual I-Ching trigrams, their formation and execution
also follow the logic behind the conventionally ordered radicals in an ideogram and the invention
of “simplified” qin notation. The ordered intervals and other musical elements combine to
determine everything from local development to global structure of the work.
Fenollosa further writes that the sinograph exhibits the process of “compounding,” where
“two things added together do not produce a third thing but to suggest some fundamental relation
between them.”64 Beside the numeric patterns that govern pitch and rhythm, equally important is
the composite musical activity comprising gestural dynamics, applied force, and character. Each
Chinese ideogram embodies a specific history, meaning, and usage, while each musical gesture
in Chou’s work denotes more than simply pitch or rhythmic material but conveys a whole
sonority, meaning, and history.
Chou refined the variable modes further in Windswept Peaks (1990): both yin and yang
segments are now framed by major thirds. The difference between the two depends on the
position of the interpolating note, or pien tone, in the major 3rd interval. As a result, yin consists
of two major 2nds, while yang becomes the combination of a minor 3rd and a semitone. I have
discussed an earlier incarnation of the variable modes in Pien; with Windwept Peaks, Chou
arrived at the twelve-tone modal complexes that correspond to the stacking of two I-Ching
trigrams into hexagrams.
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Written as a double duo between violin, cello, and clarinet, piano, Windswept consists of 12
sections. Some of the most dramatic musical events occur toward the end of section 8, where we
hear iterations of t’m/C mode (descending “thunder” and ascending “mountain” mode on C) in
the piano part starting with m. 278 (Example 1.4b).
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Example 1.4a: Chou Wen-Chung, Windswept Peaks for violin, cello, Bb clarinet, and piano, mm.
278-286. The circled parts show complementary intervals and articulation that illustrate
calligraphic “avoiding and approaching.” The piano plays in the t’m/C mode (descending
“thunder” and ascending “mountain” mode on C), as notated below.
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[
1
0
0
] [
0
0
1
]
Example 1.4b: The pitches of t’m/C (descending thunder, ascending mountain mode on C) in the
piano part (mm. 278-286) with corresponding binary code. Notes are grouped to show yin and
yang ordered intervals in a twelve-tone modal complex framed by conjunct major thirds; the pien
tones are circled.

As emotional intensity accumulates, the musical motifs from each set of duos continue to interact
in contrasting and complementary ways. According to Chiang Yee, balance, proportion, and
dynamism all contribute to the equilibrium in the composition of the sinograph. Several “rules,”
including “avoiding and approaching” (避就), “aslant” (偏側), and “implied connection” (意連),
can be observed in this section. Chiang explains that “the calligrapher’s problem is to ‘avoid’
over-density and ‘approach’ the looser part”; and to “‘avoid’ monotonous repetition and
‘approach’ symmetry.”65 An example is the character “旭,” where the radical “日” becomes
smaller and the right hook of “九” is lengthened to achieve proper balance. From m. 282 to m.
286 we see this principle in action. For instance, each of the four instruments has a different
articulation, such as a staccato eighth-note that complements the accented dotted quarter in the
cello part at m. 284 (Example 1.4a). The arrangement of intervallic distances further enhances
symmetry: while the piano and clarinet respectively feature ascending and descending seventh,
the cello and violin carry out seconds. Finally, the increasingly overlapping texture and the
varied dynamics and gestural force throughout the section also contribute to the symmetrical
balance between musical motifs.

Yee Chiang, Chinese Calligraphy: An Introduction to Its Aesthetic and Technique (Cambridge, MA:
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“Aslant” finds an example in the ideogram “夕.” Although the character leans to the
right, the center of gravity keeps the character grounded.66 A musical parallel can be found in m.
287 (Example 1.5). Although both musical gestures exhibit upward motion, the accented bass
provides a strong foundation, thus maintaining the equilibrium in the musical gesture. Finally,
the more abstract “implied connection” between the radicals/musical motives depends upon the
gestural force exerted over “silent” space/musical rest, as seen in mm. 281-283 and mm. 287289.

Example 1.5: Chou Wen-Chung, Windswept Peaks, mm. 287-288. The accented bass notes in
the piano part create the effect of ideographic “aslant.”
Guided structurally by six variable modes, the linear progressions of Windswept Peaks also
follow the concepts behind Chinese calligraphy. In the art of calligraphy, pressure, direction,
continuity, speed and viscosity must all be coordinated to propel the flow of ink with desired
contour, density and texture. In order to create a good ideograph of Chinese character, the unity
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of movement and tension is crucial. Movement is the force that begins and dictates the flow of
direction; the interacting forces then result in tension.67
The influence of Chinese calligraphy can be sensed throughout Windswept Peaks’ motifs
and musical phrases. Like standard script, the motifs can be distinct and succinct (mm. 233235); while phrases can overlap and transform into each other like that of light cursive script
(mm. 34-44). The piano part at m. 288 gives out the energy of a thick and wild side-stroke. To
achieve such an effect in a Chinese character, the ink needs to be thick, launching into a
determined direction through pressure exerted from the brush. The accented bass notes
accumulate the force to be given out in the last chord of m. 288, analogous to a side-stroke
starting long and thin, releasing energy at its peak only during the dark rounded accent towards
the end.
When similar strokes continue, as in m. 289 (Example 1.6), the cumulative gestures create
the effect of mountains upon mountains as commonly seen in Chinese landscape scroll (Figure
1.2).
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Example 1.6: Chou Wen-Chung, Windswept Peaks, m.289. The Bb clarinet initiates the
calligraphic side stroke that leads to “mountains upon mountains” in the violin part.

Figure 1.3: Qu Ding, ca.1023-1056, Summer Mountains, handscroll, ink and color on silk, New
York, NY, the Metropolitan Museum, https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/39915.
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Beside individual musical gestures and sections, “ideographic logic” also manifests in the
formal structure of Chou’s works. The laws of symmetry and internal equilibrium can already be
observed in early works such as And the Fallen Petals, where the corresponding sections
contribute to the work’s near-palindromic form. This type of unfolding became Chou’s favorite
and can be found in several of his later works such as Windswept Peaks and his first string
quartet, “Clouds.” Like Fallen Petals, Windswept Peaks is dedicated to the sacrifice of wenren,
this time during the Tiananmen Square Massacre. The formal division of Windswept Peaks
consists of:
Section 1 Introduction (mm. 1-12)
Section 2 (mm. 13-79)
Section 3 (mm. 80-96)
Section 4 (mm. 97-165)
Section 5 (mm. 166-183)
Section 6 (mm. 184-207)
Section 7 (mm. 208-261, symmetry within own section)
Section 8 (mm. 262-289, approximate symmetry of Section 6)
Section 9 (mm. 290-309, exact duplicate of Section 5)
Section 10 (mm. 310-326, exact duplicate of Section 3)
Section 11 (mm. 327-357, exact duplicate of Section 2)
Section 12 Conclusion (mm. 358-367, approximate symmetry of Section 1)

In contrast to the construction of a perfect palindrome, Section 4 does not have a
symmetrical counterpart. Moreover, Sections 8 and 6 approximate instead of duplicate each
other. Rather than a perfect symmetry, the form of Windswept Peaks is one that resembles more
closely the reality of nature, what Shyhji Pan-Chew and Janet Chen describe as “water-image”
symmetry.68
Chou’s compositions were in dialogue with but did not entirely subscribe to the post-war
trend of integral serialism, since his goal was to “integrate the result of [the studies in classical
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Chinese music] with the most advanced contemporary musical techniques.” Instead of
overcoming the past or the demand of total control, Chou emphasized the transmission of
tradition. This comparatively “retrospective” motivation showed more affinity with that of the
second Viennese School69 and his mentor Varèse.
However, instead of comparing the degree of “retrospective” and “prospective”
tendencies,70 let us consider what Chou really did: appropriating Western compositional
techniques for wenren cultural production—a tactic of literary governance through which he
redefined Western serialist technique according to ideographic logic. Instead of relying on
“pure” numbers and digital logic, he infused serialism with a separate worldview. This was an
ingenious way of joining the modernist circle while still asserting his Chinese identity. twelvetone and serialist procedures thus became means to the end of realizing the I-Ching concepts of
mutability and invariance.
Chou’s compositions after Windswept can be considered his dialogue with the Western
canon. While the Cello Concerto elaborates on the relationship between man (represented by the
soloist) and nature (the orchestra), String Quartet No. 1, “Clouds,” continues to explore the
process of change according to I-Ching and the aesthetics of qin and calligraphy. He observes
that “even when two lines move in parallel motion but in different modes, the aural impression

Kwan observes an important difference between Schoenberg’s and Chou’s procedures: “Conceptually, it
is true that on the highest level both Chou and Schoenberg operate in the same twelve-tone, ordered-sets universe.
However, as [Martha] Hyde points out, ‘Schoenberg consistently describes a basic set a succession of intervals
rather than a series of individual pitches,’ and it is misleading to conceive of the basic set as anything but ‘a series of
intervals set forth by twelve ordered pitch-classes’ (Hyde, 1993). On the other hand, for Chou, the ultimate structure
of his musical universe is a series of ordered pitches that mutate into each other incessantly by the use of the pien
tone (I see it as a constant toggle of the yin and yang dyad). The appearance of combinatoriality is built into all the
source materials in Chou’s case while for Schoenberg it was something that he chooses to manipulate in the creation
process.” In Kwan, “Compositional Design in Recent Works of Chou Wen-Chung,” 35.
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may be equated to that of the two edges of a single brushstroke.”71 Finally, String Quartet No. 2,
“Streams” is a response to Bach’s Art of Fugue. By contributing to established Western genres,
Chou acknowledges their prestige on the one hand while reinterpreting them on Chinese terms
on the other. The emphasis on established, classical genres associates Chinese scholarly
tradition with European high art music.
Self-translation through the Eternal Pine trilogy
Chou’s last trio of works express the concept of the eternal pine through the use of
instrumental ensembles from three different countries/cultures. This episode of compositional
activity began with his acquaintance with Yi Ji-young, a master of Korean gayageum, who
commissioned him to write for a Korean classical instrumental ensemble in 2008. The resulting
Eternal Pine (2008) for gayageum, daegeum, piri, shaengwhang, and changgu, is the first time
that Chou composed for East Asian instruments despite his life-long study of the aesthetics and
philosophy behind Asian classical music. When Chou mentioned the commission to the
members of the New York New Music Ensemble, the thought of “I wish I could express the
same musical ideas for modern instruments”72 came to his mind and led to the sextet, Ode to
Eternal Pine (2009). Chou wrote the third version, Eternal Pine III, in 2012 for Chinese
instrumental ensemble, which was premiered by Taipei Chinese Orchestra.73
The creation of the three versions of Eternal Pine corresponds to self-translation from
multi-lingual authors such as Nabokov and Tagore. Here I propose that Chou’s works embody
an additional significance through the lens of “musical translation,” and that the series of Eternal

Chou Wen-Chung, program note to String Quartet No. 1, “Clouds” (New York, NY: C. F. Peters, 1997).
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Pine demonstrates the translational procedures of musical transnationalism. The first of the
series, Eternal Pine I, was inspired by the symbol of the pine and the Korean gayageum. Similar
to his approach of writing for Western instruments, the musical idea and the potential of the
instruments are the first order of concerns.74 In writing for the Korean ensemble, the guest and
host status (using Lydia Liu’s terms) are hard to assign and interchangeable.75 The Western
musical language (guest) is translated for Korean music ensemble (host), but Korean
instrumental performance practice can also be a guest language that is translated for and
incorporated into a modernist sound world.
When Chou wrote Ode to Eternal Pine (Pine II) and Eternal Pine III, the image and idea
of the pine stayed the same, but he had to “start from scratch” for each instrumentation. The
most important contrast between the three versions are texture and rhythm. The sparseness of
the gayageum section in Pine I contrasts the lively interchange between zheng and pipa in Pine
III. Pine II for Western chamber ensemble acquired a modernist/academic flare in its notational
precision and the more symphonic sound. The expressivity of single tones is represented by
“vertical expansion” performed by multiple instruments. For example, the prominent gayageum
solo in the Prelude becomes a lively exchange between the piano and the winds in Pine II.
While all versions have the “Ode to Eternal Pine” section, the version for gayageum is
striking in its flexibility in pitch and rhythm. In contrast, the same passage in Pine II is dispersed
among the wind and string instruments. In addition to instructions on articulation and pitch
material, rhythm, dynamics, and tone quality of each musical gesture are all marked. This
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difference in notational treatment speaks to the agency bestowed upon the instruments: where the
gayageum is allowed the most freedom, zheng and pipa from the secular, traditional/folk silkbamboo ensemble less so, and Western instruments the least.
The instrumentation determines the character of the different versions: while gayageum
plays the central role in the Korean version, the pipa’s sound stands out in the Chinese version.
The piano’s strings juxtapose that of the violin and cello in the Western ensemble version. The
materiality of the instruments determines their sonic potential; however, their historical and
social contexts also shape the composer’s approach and musical imagination. The level of
precision and efficiency in Pine II can be connected to the twentieth-century phenomenon of the
empirical/scientific approach to music making in the post-World War II world.
Literary governance and the Center for US-China Arts Exchange
In 1971 US-China relations began to thaw after the Sino-Soviet split during the Cold War
in the 1960s. In February 1971, President Nixon conducted a state visit to mainland China
during the height of the Cultural Revolution and was treated to a performance of the “model
ballet,” The Red Detachment of Women.76 Chou visited China just months later in December. It
was the first time in 26 years that Chou set foot in China;77 many more trips would follow. In
light of China’s decades-long isolation, the idea for cultural exchange germinated. Finally, after
the end of the Cultural Revolution in 1978, Chou founded the Center for US-China Arts
Exchange at Columbia University with the goal of cultural understanding and development
between the two countries.78 Through the Center’s exchange projects, Chou was able to conduct
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literary governance at the institutional/international level: the premise of the Center was bilateral
cultural exchange between the United States and China. By advocating for cooperation in
cultural change, Chou’s efforts stimulated artistic innovation in both countries.
The concept for the Center was developed from 1972 to 1977. With support from major
foundations, including the Ford Foundation, the Rockefeller Brothers Fund, and the Henry Luce
Foundation, the Center became the only nationwide organization that fostered cultural
development through designing, implementing and evaluating projects in China and the United
States.79 In January 1979, Chou and Schuyler Chapin, then vice dean and dean of School of the
Arts at Columbia, led the first group of arts delegation to China. At the Center’s request, the
exchange was hosted by the Chinese Ministry of Culture and was personally supervised by the
vice minister of culture (Lin Mohan) and the bureau chief for arts education (Wang Zicheng).
The exchange projects that followed continued to be carried out at the vice ministerial and
bureau chief level.80
As the Center’s founder and director, Chou’s first order of business was to bring scholars
and musicians in China up to date with the developments in the West. He recounted that
[d]uring its initial years, the Center carried out an ambitious program to make
contemporary music scores, recordings, and publications, as well as materials in other
disciplines, broadly available in China. All visiting performers and teachers sent by the
Center were asked to emphasize contemporary and American music.81
Chou brought scores and recordings to the Central Conservatory, which were then disseminated
to other parts of China. The lectures and presentations by Chou and other composers from the
West (unrelated to the Center and including Alexander Goehr, Toru Takemitsu, Isang Yun, Ivo
Malec, Alfred Koerppen, George Crumb, and Leland Smith) spawned what came to be known as
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the new wave (新潮) movement in Chinese music.82 Coined first by Wang An-Guo in a 1986
article, new wave refers to the drive for incorporating contemporary Western compositional
techniques and a break from the old “romantic pentatonicism”83 to achieve “national spirit (民族
精神).”84 Tan Dun was the most representative of the movement with his Li Sao Symphony

(1979) and string quartet Feng Ya Song (1982). The quartet won a prize from an international
competition at Dresden, which elevated Tan’s status as one of the most forward-looking
composers of his generation in China.85
In 1978 Chou accompanied Isaac Stern to China to negotiate the filming of a new
documentary. As the Center’s director, he helped the producers, Harmony Film Group and the
Hopewell Foundation, in obtaining approval from the Chinese government to film Stern’s
month-long visit. He also served as the intermediary between Stern and all the institutions and
groups that the violinist met with in China.86 The resulting film, From Mao to Mozart: Isaac
Stern in China (1979), directed by Murray Lerner and produced by Walter Scheuer, won the
Oscar for best documentary feature in 1980 and constituted one of the Center’s most high-profile
contributions to cultural understanding between the United States and China. The film lifted the
mystical veil from China while the country emerged from the disastrous Cultural Revolution.
Part of the proceeds from the film’s showing were used to help Chinese musicians study in the
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United States. Many musicians featured in the film, such as Li Weigang, one of the founders of
the Shanghai Quartet, became international recording and performing artists.87
The Center’s projects in China included the production of Arthur Miller’s Death of a
Salesman (directed by Miller himself) in May 1983. The play was staged to wide acclaim
despite the Chinese government’s move to suspend official cultural and sports exchange with the
United States in retaliation to the granting of political asylum to Hu Na, the star tennis player and
defector.88 The series of international events testified to the Center’s resilience to political
upheavals. Several participants of the Center’s projects became leading policy-makers in China;
for instance, Ying Ruocheng, the leading actor of his time who translated Miller’s script into
Chinese, played Willy Loman, and acted as Miller’s interpreter, went on to serve as the vice
minister of culture between 1986 and 1989. More importantly, Death of a Salesman stimulated
the creation of over 150 new plays in the vernacular in China during the year that followed.89
Acting as an information clearinghouse, the Center facilitated numerous visits by artists
and scholars to and from the United States and China. The artists and musicians that visited
China included David Gilbert (1980), Joseph Block (Juilliard professor, 1984, 1985), Yo Yo Ma
(1985), and Daniel Heifetz (1986). Those visiting the United States included ethnomusicologist
Yin Falu (1982-83), qin master Wu Wenguang (1983), and musician-author Liu Sola (1987).90
The presence of the esteemed scholars and artists in the United States created opportunity for the
appreciation and comprehension of Chinese cultural heritage outside of China.
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The Center also organized numerous conferences, including the Pacific Composers
Conference, which was part of the Pacific Music Festival that took place in 1990 in Sapporo,
Japan, under the direction of Leonard Bernstein and Michael Tilson Thomas.91 The trans-Pacific
conference was unprecedented and provided a venue for much needed dialogue among
composers across Asia. Inspired by the conference, the Center founded the Pacific Composers
Project in 1991 to help promote works by emerging composers through concerts and recordings.
The first of the concerts, “Premieres! New Works from Mainland China” took place in October
1991 at Columbia’s Miller Theatre.92 In the wake of the Tiananman massacre in 1989, the
Center shifted its focus in the 1990s to the cultural preservation and development of minority
nationalities in Yunnan Province.
The Center’s contribution to cultural dialogue is summarized in a 1984 letter to Chou
from the minister-counselor Wang Zicheng on behalf of the Embassy of the People’s Republic of
China:
Following the normalization of Sino-US relations, the Center for US-China Arts
Exchange was among the first organizations in the United States to establish people-topeople cultural relations with China. Supported by the Center, the artists flew back and
forth across the Ocean, giving and taking experience in arts and art education. This
exchange has enriched the cultural life of the two peoples and increased mutual
understanding and friendship between them.93
In addition to promoting cultural understanding between the United States and China, one of the
most important outcomes following the continuous effort in cultural exchange has been the
flowering of new Chinese music in the United States. When Chou visited China he also acted as
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a talent scout. He oversaw funding and recruitment for the new DMA program in composition at
Columbia as Chairman (1969–89) of the Music Division under the School of the Arts. The
admission committee consisted of Chou, Davidovsky, and Jack Beeson.94 After reviewing the
works of the most accomplished young composers from China, he procured scholarships for
them from Columbia University so they could come study in New York.95 Zhou Long was the
first student from Beijing to be admitted to the DMA in composition program.96 Since the 1990s
the next generation of Chinese composers began to make their mark in New York City. The
composers that studied at Columbia included Chen Yi (b. 1953), Zhou Long (b. 1953), Qu XiaoSong (b. 1952), Bright Sheng (b. 1955), and Tan Dun (b. 1957). Among them are winners of the
Oscar for best original score (Tan, 2000 for Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon) and the Pulitzer
Prize (Zhou, 2011, for Madame White Snake).
Conclusion
The founding of the Center for the US-China Arts Exchange constitutes literary
governance on a grand scale by facilitating the building of Chou’s alliance with the cultural and
educational institutions in both the United States and mainland China. Through his musical
compositions, published writings, and educational outreach, Chou exercised his agency in the
production, dissemination, and reception of new Chinese music outside of mainland China,
leading to the “New York school” of new Chinese music. Although he is often referred to as a
“Chinese American” composer, a label that tends to suggest that he served as a token minority in
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the world of Western music and higher education, he actively shaped musical development in
both the United States and China. Beginning with the revival of wenren culture through the
formulation of the theory of re-merger and the invention of variable mode, Chou laid the
foundation of musical transnationalism by establishing equal status between European and Asian
musical cultures.
Through translingual practice, Chinese composers continue to navigate and build
legitimacy in the anglophone world. As the next generation of Chinese composers make their
mark in the United States and the world stage, we look forward to further practice of culturallinguistic transference and transformations.
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CHAPTER 2
Chinatown: The Revival of Tang Dynasty Cosmopolitanism
When Chinese composers arrived in New York City for postgraduate studies during the
course of the 1990s, they expanded the preexisting downtown Chinese music scene from not
only preserving and perpetuating tradition, but also to that of innovation. The paradigm
proposed by Tamara Livingston in “Music Revivals: Towards a General Theory” helps clarify
what I consider a Chinese music revival in New York City.1 According to Livingston, a revival
movement often relies on a group of core revivalists. With Chou Wen-Chung taking the lead, he
and his students formed the authority figure as upper-middle class, educated elites.2 The
ideology, as defined by Chou and discussed in detail in Chapter 1, is the wenren, or the Chinese
scholarly tradition. Although the composers engage with classical Chinese genres, their efforts
differ from the American early music revival in that there is less emphasis on historical
reenactment and more on the wenren “spirit.”
While Chou devoted himself to the revival of wenren culture, his students Zhou Long and
Chen Yi added both scope and specificity to the movement. As a composer, Chou did not write
for Asian instruments except for the Eternal Pine trilogy (2008–2012). In contrast, both Zhou
and Chen wrote extensively for Chinese instruments, especially through their collaboration with
the ensemble Music From China based in Manhattan’s Chinatown.
Chinese music in New York City
Chinese music had accompanied the earliest Chinese sojourners arriving in America in
the 19th century. After World War II, with the Communist takeover of mainland China, around
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5000 students and middle-upper class Chinese found themselves suddenly stranded in the United
States.3 Since Chinatown was historically occupied by laborers and migrant workers, there
existed a distinction between “uptown” and “downtown” Chinese—“uptown” being students,
intellectuals, the elites; “downtown” describes migrant workers, the working class—that
reiterates New York City’s general geographical and class divide. The students distinguished
themselves from the working-class Chinese by forming cultural organizations such as opera
societies and Chinese music ensembles to promote their culture.4
Founded in the early 1960s by stranded students associated with Columbia University,
Chinese Music Ensemble of New York (CMENY, 紐約中國民族樂團) was the first Chinese
instrumental ensemble in New York. The group’s founder, Tsuan-nien Chang (1917-1997)
studied at Columbia University and worked for the United Nations for thirty years.5 The group
modeled itself after the modernized Chinese orchestra, where instruments with expanded range
are physically arranged as in a Western orchestra complete with music stands and a conductor.
As a vehicle to introduce Chinese music to the United States, the ensemble rejected Western
instruments and performed music of what they or their assumption of the audience deemed as
“Chinese.”6
In 1984 Susan Cheng, a member of CMENY for nine years, decided to form her own,
smaller Chinese music group, one that she believed to be closer in spirit to the traditional, more
intimate, Chinese music ensembles such as the silk-bamboo ensemble.7 Her group, Music From
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China, began by playing arrangements of familiar Chinese folk songs and learned Chinese opera
arias from available recordings and published scores. In 1986, Cheng met Zhou, then a
percussionist at CMENY. Zhou’s Moon Rising High (1986, 月兒高), an arrangement of the solo
pipa work, was not only Music From China’s first commissioned work, but also signaled the
future direction of the ensemble toward promoting new works for Chinese instruments. Through
sponsoring competitions and commissions, Music From China became a vital force for the
development of new Chinese music in New York City. Zhou proceeded to serve as the group’s
music director for the next 30 years and counting.
Zhou was born in Beijing in 1953 to an artistic family (his mother was a singer and
professor at Beijing Conservatory, while his father was an artist). During the Cultural
Revolution, from 1972 to 1977, he was composer-in-residence for the resident dance company of
Xhang Jia Kou with a full chorus and two orchestras, one Chinese and one Western, to his
disposal.8 Zhou already developed a penchant for writing for Chinese instruments before coming
to New York. While at the Central Conservatory, he frequently collaborated with musicians
from the Chinese music department.9 Upon graduation in 1983, he became composer-inresidence with the National Broadcasting Symphony Orchestra in China until 1985, when he
arrived in New York to study at Columbia.10
Chen was born in Guangzhou in 1953. Both her parents were doctors and Western
classical music enthusiasts. From 1970 to 1978, at the age of 17, she served as a composer and
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concertmaster at the local Beijing opera troupe.11 She received a bachelor’s and a master’s
degree in composition from the Central Conservatory, after which she came to New York in
1986. She and Zhou met at the conservatory and has been married since 1983.12
The Chinese instrumental ensembles became an arena for Zhou and Chen to interact with
New York City’s Chinese culture and the music scenes. On the one hand, they wrote many
works in New York City that were either commissioned or performed by Music From China; on
the other, they expanded the performance practice and the aesthetics of the Chinese instrumental
ensemble with their academic and modernist sensibilities. As a result, new Chinese music
contributed to the dissolution of the boundary between uptown and downtown cultures. The two
composers’ version of the revival of Chinese music was a combination of their engagement with
the resources in the city and their diasporic experiences with their inherited and adopted cultural
heritage.
Surveying the works of Zhou Long, a Tang Dynasty (618–907) theme emerges. Zhou,
more than others, has turned to Tang Dynasty subjects for source material and inspiration, from
his Buddhism-inspired works to daqu, the Tang dynasty court music. Many of Chen’s works
draw inspiration from regional Chinese folk song, dance and instrumental genres. Her
engagement with the Chinese literary tradition includes settings of Chinese poetry. This chapter
discusses works by Zhou and Chen that are inspired by the literary and philosophical traditions
from the Tang and Song Dynasties (the two dynasties are consecutive and often mentioned in
pairs). Importantly, the revival took place in large part due to the expertise of the musicians and
the directors of Music From China. While Cheng, the executive director, plays daruan (the
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moon-shaped Chinese lute), Wang Guo-Wei, the artistic director, serves as both a composer and
an erhu virtuoso. Other internationally renowned alumni of Music From China include pipaists
Wu Man and Min Xiao-Fen.13 The ensemble’s annual Premiere Works Concerts showcase its
commissions and composer competition winners at established venues such as Weill Recital Hall
and Merkin Concert Hall. The ensemble performed Zhou’s Wuji (1991) and You Lan (1991) in
its first Premiere Works concert in 1991 at Merkin Concert Hall, while Chen’s As in a Dream
(1988) and Zhou’s Ineffable (1994) were featured in a 1995 music festival in collaboration with
New Music Consort at Manhattan School of Music.14 Finally, Chen founded the ensemble’s
bilingual quarterly newsletter in 1991 and remained its co-editor until the last issue in 2001. The
newsletter published scholarly articles by musicologists such as Su Zheng15 and commentaries by
composers and musicians on new music commissioned and performed by the ensemble.
Zhou’s and Chen’s revival of Tang culture also extends the tradition of the first Chinese
diaspora who referred to themselves as Tang-ren, the people of Tang, as an homage to and selfidentification with the Tang Dynasty. It is fitting that Chinatown became a site for the revival of
Tang music, and that the composers’ works came into fruition through the Chinatown-based
music ensemble. The appellation of Tang-ren was widely used since the nineteenth century by
southern Chinese who emigrated to Southeast Asia and North America.16 Chinatowns around the
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world continue to be referred to as Tang-ren jie, literally Tang people’s street.17 This
phenomenon attests to the Tang Dynasty’s legacy in and outside of China. The composers’ TangDynasty themed works offer further validity to such cultural identification. As recreations of
Tang music for the contemporary audience, their works bring the notion of Tang-ren new
historical significance. Furthermore, I propose that the revival of Tang music and literary
traditions evokes a Tang cosmopolitanism that allows the composers to pivot from a Westcentered musical synthesis, where Western literary music is the subject of emulation, to Chinacentered Sinicization, where contrasting musical practices are interpreted on Chinese terms.
Tang Cosmopolitanism
The Tang Dynasty has continued to be a source of Chinese cultural pride. During this
time China reached a cultural apex and entered one of its most cosmopolitan periods, when the
civilization expanded its influence across East Asia, absorbed music and the arts from Central
Asia, and adopted Buddhism from South Asia as the state religion.18 According to Shan Chun
and Lisa Rofel, the word cosmopolitanism is used to translate tian xia, or “all under heaven.”19
Starting out as a description of the geographical territory, the term evolved to encompass an
ethical space based on Confucian humaneness.20 In the Tang Dynasty we see both
geographical/political and ethical dimensions of tian xia being realized. Especially during the
first half of Tang, the dominant Han Chinese, minorities at the border, and foreigners from other
parts of Asia all subscribed to the Confucian ideals of humaneness and world order. Charles
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Holcombe observes: “Unlike modern pseudo-scientific conceptions of mutually exclusive races,
this premodern mythology of common descent made assimilation easy. New arrivals were
simply long-lost kin.”21
Scholars refer to Tang as the last great Han Chinese empire—although the Song Dynasty
(960–1279) enjoyed unprecedented economic success, the state veered toward self-complacency
and became less inclusive.22 The Mongolian Yuan Dynasty (1271–1368) was followed by
protectionism during the Ming Dynasty (1368–1644), while the Manchurian Qing Dynasty
(1636–1912) ended in foreign invasion and revolution that marked the end of the imperial rule.
As the People’s Republic of China has reasserted itself in the world stage since the 1980s, the
twenty-first century has often been referred to both economically and nationalistically as the
“Chinese Century.”23 The center of cosmopolitanism, or what Lisa Rofel describes as the
“worlding project,” has shifted westward to the United States, however.24
West-centered cosmopolitanism could be observed in China at the turn of the twentieth
century. Amidst concessions to foreign powers at the defeat of the Opium Wars in the
nineteenth century, China also opened its doors in its modern history and admitted foreign
presence along its ports and cultural affairs—Shanghai became the poster child of Chinese
cosmopolitanism at the turn of the twentieth century. Compared to Tang Dynasty, the
circumstances around the formation of a cosmopolitan society could not be more different.
While the twentieth-century Chinese government adopted Western music and educational system
in an effort to modernize the nation, the Tang rulers absorbed musical practices and aesthetics
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from outside of its borders as a form of self-enrichment. By evoking Tang Dynasty China, Zhou
bypassed the much less glamorous periods of Chinese history. Through the revival of TangDynasty cosmopolitanism, he rationalized his engagement with Western musical elements and
procedures as enriching his Chinese heritage.
Zhou Long’s New York “Buddhist Period”
Upon arriving in New York in 1985, Zhou Long experienced shocks both culturally and
intellectually from switching between social and educational systems; furthermore, he learned of
the news of his mother passing. Two years ensued when he could hardly compose (one
exception is the arrangement of Moon Rising High for Music From China). He emerged out of
the two years of near-silence finding himself in what he described as his “Buddhist period.”
Zhou stated,
[The Ineffable (1994)] was the last piece of what I have sometimes called my Buddhist
period. That period began in 1987 when I wrote Wu Ji—for piano and tape originally,
and then I rescored it for piano, zheng and percussion. It was written in response to my
mother’s death. She had died the year before, and for months I couldn’t write anything.
Wu Ji was my first attempt to make sense of what I was feeling.25
The meditative nature of pieces such as Samadhi (or Ding/定, 1988) and Dhyana (禪, 1990)
contributed to a spiritual dimension to Zhou’s overall output.
One of the first compositions from the “Buddhist period,” however, is the Daoistinfluenced Wu ji (1987) for piano and tape. Significant Buddhism-inspired works following Wu
Ji includes Heng (1987), Soul (1987), Samadhi (Ding, 1988), Dhyana (1990), and The Ineffable
(1994). The intermixing of Buddhist and Daoist titles26 shows the versatility of the philosophical
concepts. In fact, when Buddhism first arrived in China, scholars and monks used Daoist terms
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to explain Buddhism, a process referred to as ge yi (格義).27 For example, according to the
school of Shuan Learning from the 4th century, Buddhist sunyata (“emptiness”) was equated with
Daoist wu (“non-being”).28 In a more extreme case, Shi Chao (336–377) designated nirvana as
Daoist wu wei (non-doing).29 This flexibility in interpretation and the interchangeability of the
terms blurred the boundary between early Chinese Buddhism and Daoism. When Zhou
interprets Western compositional techniques to enrich and conceptualize his understanding of
Buddhism, the practice is analogous to that of ge yi.
One such compositional method is twelve-tone serialism. It was at Columbia that Zhou
began to compose using the twelve-tone technique. He describes his relationship with twelvetone serialism: “I, myself, didn’t do any serialism when I was in China. Later, when I studied at
Columbia, of course, I tried everything: minimalism, serialism—everything. But I really don’t
do serialism much at all in my work; it’s not my way.”30
If the task at hand then consisted of “domesticating” this foreign element, since atonal
music was non-existent in China until the late 1970s, Zhou faced a similar task as when the
Chinese intellectuals were confronted with Buddhism. Erik Zürcher gives a glimpse of the
process in medieval China: “The [authors of commentaries on Buddhist texts] carry out their ‘lay
apostolate’ not by proving the superiority of the Buddhist doctrines…, but by trying to
harmonize Buddhist notions and practices with pre-existing Chinese conceptions.”31 Whereas
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the religion introduced an antithetical philosophical world to Confucian China, atonal music
forced open the tonal sound world of Chinese music. Zhou approached the task of domestication
from various directions but relied upon the evocation of Tang Dynasty as an important
foundation. He stated, “The Tang emperors felt the Chinese spirit could be enriched by contact
with the rest of the world, and so do I. That is what I have been trying to do my entire life—be
true to China not only by learning all I can about my own culture, but also by seeing that culture
in contact with other cultures.”32
The musical contacts formed during the Tang Dynasty again contrast that of the modern
times. Western music was introduced to the Chinese populace during the twentieth century and
was adopted in form and theory with little regard to philosophical or historical affinity. The
common approach for the early Chinese composers often consisted of outfitting Chinese
melodies with Western harmony. When Western music entered China, it was considered
superior, comparable in prestige to Western military and technology.33 By invoking the history
of Buddhism in China, Zhou redefined the relationship between Western music and China—like
Buddhism, Western music fell under Chinese rule and needed to undergo Sinicization and
amalgamation with Chinese thought.
As the title of one of the first works that resulted from his philosophical exploration, the
concept of wuji proved to be very fitting. Zhou explains: “The title of the work, Wu Ji, comes
from ancient Chinese philosophy: ‘Wu’ means ‘nothing or ‘the lack of.’ ‘Ji’ means ‘polarity’ or
‘infinity,’ that which is beyond time and space; its presence precedes that of anything in the
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universe.”34 As part of Zhou’s oeuvre, Wu Ji not only “precedes” his self-labeled “Buddhist
Period,” it also contains germinating elements for his subsequent works.
Zhou’s evocation of wuji, literally meaning “no polarity,” embodies several dialectics:
the competing yet complementary definition of the concept wu in both Daoism and Buddhism;
the coexistence of wuji and taiji (“ultimate polarity”); and the act of materializing, by making
audible, wuji. Zhou’s Wu Ji begins with a declaration of a two-octave vibraphone slide from A3
to A5 amidst the twelve-tone row in the piano part that together contain the motivic intervals
(semitone, the fourth, and tritone) for the rest of the piece (Example 2.1).

Example 2.1: Zhou Long, Wu Ji, opening. The twelve-tone row in the piano part consists of:
Pitch B
F
D
E
F#
A
Bb
Ab
C
Eb
C#
Interval
6
9
2
2
3
11
10
4
3
10

As seen in Example 2.1, pitch class G is missing from the row, but it is amply made up as part of
the clusters that begin in m. 5 (Example 2.2). According to the program note, “wuji” has two

Zhou Long, program note to Wuji for piano and two percussions (New York, NY: Oxford University
Press, 2006).
34
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significances: it is beyond polarity and precedes all “being.”35 The opening measures thus
represent the primordial wuji that is full of potential and possibilities.
In a commentary derived from I-Ching, “Wuji generates taiji, taiji generates dual realms,
dual realms generate four orientations, and the four orientations generate the eight phenomena.”36
From wuji the “ultimate polarity,” or taiji, emerges: the piano iterates trichord clusters in mirror
image positioned on the outermost As of the instrument (mm. 5–10, Example 2.2), a segment
that will occur again toward the end of the work.

Example 2.2: Zou Long, Wu Ji, mm. 5–9.

Ibid.
“天下萬物生於有，有生於無。 無極生太極，太極生兩儀，兩儀生四象，四象生八卦。” As
argued by the neo-Confucian Zhou Dun Yi (周敦義,1017–1073), wuji precedes and makes possible taiji. In ChungYing Cheng, “The Yi-Jing and Yin-Yang Way of Thinking,” in The Routledge History of Chinese Philosophy, ed. Bo
Mou (Abingdon: Routledge, 2008), 86.
35
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The palindromic increase and decrease of dynamics and frequency of iterations brings the
audience back to where the segment began, creating the sensation of time moving both forward
and backward.37
The juxtaposition between the twelve-tone row and the pitch “vacuum” that follows
(represented by the tricord clusters, mm. 5–11), brings to question the function of wuji and taiji,
here represented respectively by the tone row and tone cluster. In fact, the distinction between
wuji and taiji has been the subject for debate throughout history. The idea of wu figures
prominently in both Buddhist and Daoist thought: as the emptiness that make everything
possible, wu has an ontological significance in Daoism, but becomes a matter of attaining
enlightenment in Buddhism.
The term wuji appeared in both Daoist classics Dao-De Jing (Ch. 28) and Zhuang-Zi.38
Regarding the necessity of both, Zhu Xi (1130–1200), the Song-Dynasty Neo-Confucian
explained:
If wuji be not first mentioned, the term taji will mean only something finite, not the origin
of the manifoldness of the universes. If the primary expression ‘wuji’ be not followed by
the term ‘taiji,’ wuji will be just a sign of emptiness, and will not generate a world of
manifoldness.”39
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Zhu qualifies further: “before the creation there was a state of nothingness. But this state of
nothingness was not emptiness or annihilation. Before the operation of taiji, we may assume that
there was wuji.”40
In Zhou’s Wu Ji, the opening twelve-tone row provides the potential, the germinating
ideas. In Western music, the series traditionally embodies the generative function in a twelvetone composition, but here it also symbolizes the concept of wuji that gives rise to subsequent
developments. The establishment of the polarities gave way to meaning and purpose: out of taiji
evolves the “dual realms,” which denote heaven and earth. At m. 12 the piano introduces new
material that consists of semitones expanding via its inverted form (the ninth) to quartal chords
(Example 2.3), thus fulfilling the I-Ching declaration of “taiji generating dual realms, dual
realms generating four orientations” (emphasis mine). From here on I refer to this particular
piano pattern of semitone dyads and quartal chords as the “wuji pattern.”

Example 2.3: Zhou Long, Wu Ji, mm. 10–14. The semitone dyads (in red) and the quartal chords
(in blue, three-note chords arranged intervallically as 5+6, a perfect fourth below and a tritone
above) make up the “wuji pattern.” The semitone dyads, representing the “dual realms,” also
appear in the quartal chords (“four orientations”) in the interval from the lowest pitch class to the
highest and in the melodic interval between the pitches of successive chords.

40
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Zhou explains that Ding, or Samadhi in Sanskrit, “is perfect absorption of thought into
the one object of meditation.”41 In his Ding (1988), the different forms of the semitone dyads
seem to represent the “one object of meditation,” as announced by the opening major 7th upward
leap, which is matched in m. 8 by a minor 9th leap (Example 2.4, see circled intervals). The play
between the different incarnations of the semitone continues throughout the work.

Example 2.4: Zhou Long, Ding, mm. 1–9. The markings show different incarnations of the
semitone, including intervals 2, 11, and 13.

41

Zhou Long, program note to Ding (New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 2005).
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In Dhyana (1990) the centrality of the semitone is even more apparent. Opening with the
dyad from the flute, clarinet, and cello (Example 2.5), the interval is soon expanded to a ninth at
m. 7 and later presented melodically at m. 9.

Example 2.5: Zhou Long, Dhyana, mm. 1–5, the markings show different incarnations of the
semitone.
In “The Impact of Buddhist Thought on Zhou Long’s Music,” Edward Green considers
the manipulation of the dyad as embodying the opposites of the same reality.42 The tension
between the minor 2nd dyad further manifests in a higher level of the overall formal structure of
both Ding and Dhyana. In Ding, which is written in binary rondo form, Zhou transposes the
recapitulation section (starting m. 100) up a semitone. In Dhyana, which is strophic, it is during
the second strophe that the minor 2nd transposition happened (starting m. 57). The opposition of
the minor 2nd dyad harks back to the tension between wuji and taiji, a theme that began with Wu
Ji and continued through Zhou’s Buddhist Period.
Here I propose that the repeated note figure is another Zhou signature during his Buddhist
period. For example, in Wu Ji, the quintuplet repeating note pattern in m. 42 creates suspense as
the wood blocks and the marimba play in counterpoint. At m. 73 the multiple iterations from the
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opera gong hovers over the same piano “wuji pattern” from earlier (m. 12)—together they
occupy the metered section that captures a sense of clarity and timelessness. The repeated note
pattern can be heard throughout Ding, which seeks to capture a complete focus, or “perfect
absorption of thought.” In m. 18 the zheng articulates F4 in five gradations of increasing speed
and dynamics within a single measure. The repeating notes as counterpoint is the most
prominent in the middle section (starting at m. 73, Example 2.6), where we encounter a
pentatonic melody (m. 81), as well as a melodic variation of the traditional tune lao liuban (m.
86), for the first time.

Example 2.6: Zhou Long, Ding, mm. 72–77. The repeated notes are circled in the zheng and the
double bass parts.

The reference to Chinese folk elements reinforces the function of the repeated note figures as
time-suspending and space crossing. This middle section contrasts the motivically generated
opening section.
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The Ineffable (1994) was written toward the end of Zhou’s Buddhist period. Here the
repeated note figures are utilized in full force, displaying the rich musical potential of single
tones. Within the first four measures we experience damped marimba, sliding 4ths in the violin,
stopped plucking of zheng, and the muted Chinese hand gong. At m. 25 we hear the layering of
the wavering E-Eb in the piccolo, the grace note-articulated Chinese block, rapid plucking on E
in pipa, and the sustained D-harmonic G in the violin and cello parts (Example 2.7). Using some
of the most fundamental musical elements of the single tone, Zhou intimates the vast potential of
shuan, the ineffable.

Example 2.7: Zhou Long, The Ineffable, mm. 24–27.

The climax of The Ineffable is marked by the constantly changing meter (mm. 242–252),
a section featuring C-octaves, major 7ths (C# to C, C to B) and 9th (D to E). The irregular,
forceful pulsation of the chords eventually distills down to the simple, constant woodblock at the
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end of the piece. The woodblock embodies the answer to the “ineffable” and the essence of
Buddhist teaching: that of ding and dhyana.
The theme of qin in Zhou Long’s output
I have shown in Chapter 1 that the aesthetics of the ancient qin music had a great impact
on Chou Wen-Chung’s stylistic development. The presence of qin music continued in the works
of the second generation of Chinese composers in New York City, especially those of Zhou, who
cited among his influences his mentor Chou, who along with Mario Davidovsky were Zhou’s
favorite American composers.43 Zhou seemed to have modeled his approach upon Chou’s: he
composed Qin Qu (1982) for string quartet based on the same qin tune, Yang Guan San Die, that
Chou transcribed 25 years earlier for solo piano in The Willows are New (1957). Zhou dedicated
his Song of the Ch’in,44 also from 1982 and written for the string quartet, to Chou. Furthermore,
this work and Chou’s Yu Ko (1968) shared the same qin source. Staying faithful to the original
version, Chou’s renditions are closer to transcriptions. Zhou, on the other hand, created new
contrapuntal material to the original tune and emphasized the rhythmic element, which is not
indicated in the qin manuscript.
Song of the Ch’in later became one of the four movements in Poems from Tang (1995),
where the other movements are also each inspired by a qin work. Qin music and its performance
technique as source material and inspiration soon became an overarching theme in Zhou’s
oeuvre, and the ancient qin work, Secluded Orchid (You Lan/幽蘭 in Chinese), stood out as the
most recurring. Secluded Orchid, the earliest extant qin work preserved in manuscript, is
important to Zhou’s compositional style. As discussed in Chapter 1, the Tang Dynasty
manuscript, which is a manuscript copy of a 550 BCE tablature attributed to Qiu Ming (493-
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590), consists of prose tablature indicating fingering and hand gestures; however, the
composition was allegedly created by none other than Confucius himself.45 Zhou writes in the
preface of Secluded Orchid:
According to legend, it was composed by Confucius (c. 551–479 BCE) and reflects his
thoughts and emotions on seeing luxuriant orchids in a secluded valley while returning
home after being turned down for a government position. Comparing himself to a
secluded orchid, wonderful and rare, existing unrecognized in ordinary society, he
expresses his feelings of isolation as a scholar and philosopher pursuing a higher level of
understanding.46
The manuscript of Secluded Orchid indicates that the piece was written in “jie-shi (碣石)
mode,” although this particular mode is nowhere to be found in other qin literature. Scholars
have deduced that its significance is metaphorical rather than practical. David Liang points out
that the term jieshi also appears in literature on historical figures who suffered unfulfilled
aspiration, which reinforced its association with Confucius’ own political career.47 As a
diplomat/lobbyist, Confucius traveled from kingdom to kingdom without being properly
acknowledged. The theme of “travel,” both in terms of physical traveling and the dissemination
of ideas, also finds resonance in the experiences of the Chinese diaspora, including Zhou’s own.
In Zhou’s compositions, Secluded Orchid has its first incarnation in Su (溯, 1984) for
flute and huqin, a type of Chinese fiddle. Only selected sections from the original qin melody
were incorporated in this version. Fragments of the qin melody also appeared in the orchestral
work Da Qu (1991). Finally, in 1992 the entire qin piece was transformed into the eponymous
work for piano trio, which Zhou later scored for pipa, erhu, cello, and percussion. Here Zhou
integrated the original qin solo into part of an ensemble. Beside treating the original work as a
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platform for creativity, Zhou’s approach to musical realization can be historically justified: even
though the Orchid manuscript only contains the qin part, it may be accompanied by voice or
other instruments, which was often the case during and before Tang Dynasty.48 From here on I
refer to Zhou’s version as Secluded Orchid and the Tang-Dynasty manuscript version as You
Lan.
In reimagining an ancient qin piece for a Western ensemble, Zhou caters to audiences of
both classical Chinese and Western music. From the perspective of Western music, Zhou’s
Orchid sounds atonal. However, he considers his work as adhering to the mode of the original
qin tune, which does have a tonal center. Contrary to the familiar pentatonic sonority of Chinese
folk music, You Lan sounds “foreign” and perhaps Middle Eastern. According to Liang, the qin
piece follows the particular Chu mode (楚調) tuning system, allowing the production of as many
as 11 pitches (Figure 2.1).49 Although the You Lan manuscript is one of the oldest extant
examples of notation of Chinese music, the Chu mode existed at least by 433 BCE, based on the
64 double-note bronze bells excavated from the tomb of Marquis Yi of Zeng.50 The mode
brings the sonority of the work close to the sonority of Western equal-temperament.

Figure 2.1: The 11-pitches used in You Lan as identified by Zhou Long, taken from “Da Qu for
Percussion and Orchestra” (DMA thesis, New York, NY, Columbia University, 1993), 20.

Mingyue Liang, The Chinese Ch’in: Its History and Music (Taipei, Taiwan: Chinese Classical Music
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According to the manuscript, the form of Orchid consists of four pai (拍, “sections”) that
follows the Chinese literary structure of exposition, continuation, turn/change, and synthesis, or
chi-cheng-zhuan-he (起承轉合). The same musico-literary progression also exists within each
pai, which comprises musical phrases/sentences, or ju (句) of varying lengths (Figure 2.2).51

Figure 2.2: Excerpt from Tang Dynasty manuscript of You Lan showing ju/phrase (squared) and
pai/section (circled) indications leading to the beginning of the next section, Tokyo National
Museum, https://www.tnm.jp/modules/r_collection/index.php?controller=dtl&colid=TB1393.
Although Zhou’s Secluded Orchid also contains four through-composed sections, to enhance
thematic unity, he anticipates and repeats part of the middle section. Moreover, interacting
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instrumental parts provide contrapuntal sophistication to the work, as illustrated by the canon
between the violin and piano at m. 166 (Example 2.8).

Example 2.8: Zhou Long, Secluded Orchid, mm. 159–175. The arrows mark the entrances of the
canon in the piano and the violin.
As discussed in Chapter 1, neither “prose” nor “simplified” qin tablature indicates
rhythmic value or the exact pitch content, so it is up to the seasoned player to interpret the
manuscript with aid from the teacher, a process referred to as dapu (打譜), for the realization of
qin works.52 Zhou’s Orchid could be considered an extension of the dapu convention. The
melody from You Lan appears in Zhou’s version almost verbatim as the cello takes over the bulk
of the original qin solo. While the three chordophones amplify and elaborate on the qin melody,
the formal structure, apart from the aforementioned repetitions, is also identical to the original.

For a more detailed description of dapu, see Yung, Celestrial Airs of Antiquity: Music of the Seven String
Zither of China (Madison, WI: A-R Editions, 1997), 5–6.
52
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In Zhou’s Orchid, the individual instruments imitate the qin sounds via modern
“extended techniques” with speed enhancement. For example, the pianist is asked to “stop the
string inside” the piano while the cello mimics the qin slide (m. 1). Although there is frequent
doubling of the qin melody, some of the more dramatic enhancements occur at transition areas
between the main sections (m. 71 and m. 271). Finally, the imitation of the bell sonority at the
climax, already majestic in You Lan, receives further dramatization in Orchid with parallel fifths
and seconds in expanded octaves (m. 393).
The wide register, dynamic range, and the rhythmic sections are uncharacteristic of
classical qin music, but constitute key features in Zhou’s compositions. Orchid has an additional
significance: several of its piano parts are the same as the ones in Wu Ji. As a work written
during Zhou’s Buddhist period, Orchid shows another application of the concept of wuji. Where
the piano “wuji pattern” (cf., Wu Ji, m. 12) appears again verbatim in the later work (Orchid, m.
228, Example 2.9), it continues the task of re-generation.

Example 2.9: Zhou Long, Secluded Orchid, mm. 227–213, the piano plays the wuji pattern,
which is identical to the piano part from m. 12 to m. 16 in Wuji.
The repeated note pattern (m. 23) and the “ornamented leap” (m. 198) are two other piano
figures that recall similar ones in Wu Ji. They illustrate yet again the concept of “wuji begets
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taiji, taiji begets two realms, two realms beget four orientations, four orientations beget eight
phenomena.”
Zhou later scored Secluded Orchid for both Chinese and Western instruments. The 2000
version featuring pipa, erhu, cello, and percussion displays eclectic timbre, especially with the
addition of the gong. The cello continues to play the lead with solo sections while the Chinese
string instruments add contrasting color: the erhu has a nasal timbre while the pipa features
“rapid fire” plucking. Having been incorporated in Su, Da Qu, and Secluded Orchid, the theme
of You Lan has intertextual significance in Zhou’s oeuvre. Its appearances span history,
reference Confucius, and contribute to multiculturalism, thus allowing the composer to convey
historical, philosophical, and cosmopolitan ambitions alla Tang Dynasty.
The re-creation of Chinese poetry recitation
Beside qin-playing, poetry writing and recitation is one of the most important Chinese
literary arts. As mentioned in Chapter 1, poetry, along with landscape painting and calligraphy,
defines wenren culture. With Tang cosmopolitanism the empire entered the golden age of
Chinese poetry.53 The prestige of Tang lyrical verse continues to be felt today, where politicians,
scholars, and businessmen in China recite poetry and perform calligraphy to demonstrate their
learning. Chinese composers have also repeatedly set Chinese poetry to music as a way of
transmitting the poetic tradition. Their endeavor introduces Chinese poetry to Western music
and vice versa. Chen Yi’s Fiddle Suite (1997) provides a unique case study, through which the
transcription of a familiar Song-Dynasty poem for erhu modernizes the instrument and propels
both the poetic genre and the Chinese chordophone to the avant garde.
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Both the second movement of Fiddle Suite and the earlier As in a Dream (1988) are
interpretations of Chinese poetry recitation. Chen’s selections from Song Dynasty belong to the
poetic genre of ci, which was originally set to music and often to standard tunes. In the
“Reciting” movement of Fiddle Suite, the zhong hu, or middle fiddle, serves as a speech
surrogate by imitating and exaggerating the inflections in the Chinese language. By setting
poetry to music (albeit without words), a practice that has a rich history in Western music, Chen
perpetuates the tradition of poetry recitation and demonstrates the hearing and the setting of tonal
language as music.
Fiddle Suite for Chinese fiddle and string quartet explores the dramatic potential of
huqin, or the Chinese fiddle. The movements are titled with action words of “Singing,”
“Reciting,” and “Dancing.” Each movement is written for a separate member of the huqin
family (erhu, zhong hu, and jing hu, respectively) and informed by their roles in Chinese
traditional music and opera. Erhu is an essential member in the Chinese silk and bamboo
ensemble. The twentieth century also saw an expansion of its solo repertoire and its
transformation into a concert instrument. Each of the three movements from Fiddle Suite
exhibits different aspects of huqin, ranging from folk-like, lyrical, to virtuosic.
The erhu in “Singing” participates in canon, alternating duo, and ostinato. The erhu
techniques of short and long trios, upward and downward slides also influence that of the string
quartet.54 The third movement, “Dancing,” features jinghu, which is commonly used in Beijing
opera. “Dancing” follows the convention of the fast final movement. Chen points to
calligraphy, “ancient female dance,” and Beijing opera tunes as inspiration. The second
movement, “Reciting,” stands out for its anthropomorphic approach to the middle fiddle.

Lawrence Witzleben, “Silk and Bamboo” Music in Shanghai: The Jiangnan Sizhu Instrumental
Ensemble Tradition (Kent, OH: The Kent State University Press, 1995), 45.
54
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“Reciting” is a setting of Su Shi’s (1036–1101) poem, “How oft is the moon?” with the
middle fiddle playing in the Chinese operatic style. The erhu often doubles the melody in the
Beijing opera aria, but “Reciting” further demonstrates its mimetic ability. Here it imitates the
poetry recitation by exaggerating the inflection of the Chinese language, effecting an
instrumental Sprechstimme. Chen creates a microtonal spectrum that encompasses the inflection
created by the erhu.
The four inflections of the Chinese language (high, rising, dipping, and falling)55 can be
heard right away in the first verse. The downward inflection (falling) of the character “moon”
spans more than an octave in m. 13, while characters with “curved” inflection (dipping) in the
next two measures are enounced more subtly (Example 2.10). The higher-level metric
organization of the movement corresponds to the organization of the ci genre of poetry, where
five-character verses dominate. The quintuplets, sextuplets, septuplets from the string quartet
reiterate the phrase structure of the poetry.
As the string quartet sets the stage for the zhonghu solo, half step intervals become wide
range slides prior to the first phrase of the poem at m. 12 (Example 2.10). The slides frame the
inflections during the recitation, which becomes increasingly abstract due to the exaggeration.
The tension between linguistic integrity and sonic abstraction is the crux of the movement. The
unstable, wavering tones and the unpredictable speech rhythm deliver elements of spontaneity.

For a detailed explanation of the four tones of the Chinese language, see Jerry Norman, Chinese
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), 52.
55
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Example 2.10: Chen Yi, Fiddle Suite, “Reciting,” mm. 6–15. Half step intervals transition to
wide-range slides between m. 6 and m. 9. The arrows mark the inflection of the characters
“moon” (月, falling) and “how” (幾, dipping).

The microtonality also contributes to text painting. The first half of the poem wonders
about being on the moon, the coldness and loneliness of landing in a heavenly realm. The string
quartet as an extension of the zhonghu can be heard in the transfer of the solo part from the
Chinese fiddle to the violin at m. 39. The violin solo finishes reciting the first half of the poem,
but the scene does not end with the verse as the strings continue with a relatively long
instrumental interlude at m. 43. The interlude is characterized by an ascent toward C7 in the
violin. The high range, otherworldly texture from the indefinite pitch and microtonality marks a
local climax of the work before reaching down to a more earthly realm (the second half of the
poem, Example 2.11) through pulsating of sextuplets and septuplets from m. 49 to 51.
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Example 2.11: Chen Yi, Fiddle Suite, “Reciting,” mm. 46–51. Local climax (m. 49) marked by
microtonality before descending via the pulsating of sextuplets and septuplets.

Once back to reality, the poet notices the shadows cast by the shifting angle of the moonlight, as
illustrated by the counterpoint of slides from m. 53. The sliding tones gradually coalesce to
unison at m. 62 (Example 2.12).
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Example 2.12: Chen Yi, Fiddle Suite, “Reciting,” mm. 55–67. The sliding tones represent the
shadows cast by the shifting angle of the moonlight, then coalesce to unison at m. 62.
Zhou Long’s reimaginations of Tang Da Qu
Commissioned in 1990 by Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra and analyzed for his DMA
thesis, Daqu was Zhou’s attempt at re-creating a large scale musical work from the Tang
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Dynasty.56 His choice of the genre of daqu, literally, “big musical work,” is significant in itself.
The Tang dynasty was known for its flourishing trade through the Silk Road; in the musical
realm the Empire continued to absorb influence from Central and West Asia and import foreign
music and instruments such as the bili, pipa, and xun. Tang Emperor Xuanzong (685–762)
adapted one of the most documented daqu, Rainbow Feather Dress Song (Nishang Daqu
hereafter), from the Indian Buddhist music Boluoman.57 Beside reinventing the tradition of
daqu, like the medieval ruler who Sinicized foreign musical forms and instruments, Zhou also
undertook Sinicization of various elements of Western music.
The notation and other instructions for the actual performance of daqu have been lost in
China but were partly preserved through the Japanese court music togaku (such as the Warbler
Song), through which scholars have been able to partly reconstruct the Tang form.58
Nevertheless, descriptions of Nishang Daqu could be found in Tang poet Bai Ju-Yi’s eponymous
narrative poem from 825 CE. Bai witnessed firsthand the elaborate dances and musical settings
of the daqu and describes in the poem its tripartite division that consists of Sanxu (Prelude),
Zhongxu (Post-Prelude), and Po (Broaching). Explaining his Nishang poem, Bai remarks on
sanxu:
…at first, the musical instruments did not play together. Instead, the metal, stone, silk,
bamboo instruments produced their sounds one after another…since the six sections of
sanxu had no meter, there was no dancing in this section.59

See Zhou, “Da Qu for Percussion and Orchestra.”
Yinliu Yang, “Nichang Yuyi Qu Kao,” in Yang Yinliu Yinyue Lunwen Xuanji; Selected Essays by Yang
Yinliu (Shanghai: Shanghai Wenyi, 1986), 326.
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While all three movements consist of multiple sections, the “post-prelude,” as described by Bai,
is unmetered and improvisatory; the “middle-prelude” is lyrical and accompanied by song; and
“broaching” features accelerating music and dance.
The ceremonial court music provides the Chinese model of the modern symphonic genre.
Although the version described by Bai contains song and dance in addition to instrumental
music, Zhou’s Da Qu focuses on the latter. There are two versions of Zhou’s Da Qu: one for
Chinese instrumental orchestra and the other for Western orchestra (both composed in 1991). He
refers to the tripartite division as “Prose-Prelude (Sanxu),” “Middle-Prelude (Zhongxu),” and
“Broaching (Po).” Although the work is conceptually a reinvention of Tang Dynasty court
music, the form, orchestration, dynamics and instrumental tessitura are necessarily influenced by
the symphonic sonority derived from the instrumental force. Moreover, the Chinese orchestra is
itself a twentieth-century phenomenon modeled upon the Western symphonic orchestra.
To recreate the “Tang sound,” Zhou again turned to You Lan. The qin work provided his
Da Qu with the mode, thematic material, timbral variation, and stylistic contrast. Another
important source for Zhou is the togaku, Japanese court music modelled on Tang daqu that informs
our contemporary understanding of yayue, Confucian court music. For the rhythmic element, he
incorporated the various patterns from Chinese folk percussion music outside of the daqu genre,
including “golden olive,” “spiral shell,” and yu he ba from the Chinese silk-bamboo ensemble.60
According to Zhou, the yayue style manifests in the intervallic motive of the descending
major second.61 The qin-derived theme can be heard clearly at the beginning of “MiddlePrelude” (Example 2.13)—the 11-note mode of You Lan fits well into the aesthetics of twelvetone serialism that defined Western musical modernism.
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Zhou, “Da Qu for Percussion and Orchestra,” 28.
Ibid., 21.
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Example 2.13: Zhou Long, Da Qu, “Middle-Prelude,” mm. 1–2; You Lan theme in the
vibraphone part.

The most prominent intervals in the work are tritones and major seconds, including inversions—
according to Zhou, there exists no “key” in the Western sense but harmonic content built on
clusters.62 By incorporating modal themes into an overall atonal framework, Zhou creates
flexibility in perception, thus establishing the cosmopolitan appeal of Da Qu.
As in Orchid, the chime/bell sound that symbolizes the power and glory of the empire
occurs at climax (Example 2.14).
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Ibid., 40.
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Example 2.14: Zhou Long, Da Qu, “Broaching,” mm. 510–512; climax based on luang sheng
(chaotic sound) from qin music.

Zhou writes that he borrows the ending from a procedure in qin music called luan sheng, or
chaotic sound.63 He achieves this by superimposing contrasting voices, including triplets,
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quintuplets, and dotted rhythm, thus creating a heterophony that can be described as “organized
chaos.”
In 1996 Zhou reimagined daqu for a mixed Chinese silk-bamboo and Western chamber
ensemble. In Metal Stone Silk Bamboo (MSSB), he emphasizes the timbre and performance
practice of individual instruments. Metal, stone, silk, and bamboo are part of the “eight sounds
(ba yin)” classification of organology adopted in China during the Zhou Dynasty (1122-255
BCE). According to Zhou Li (Rituals of Zhou), ba yin also includes earth, leather, wood, and
gourd.64 Zhou’s work juxtaposes the Chinese flute (dizi) against other members of the sextet,
which includes flute, clarinet, percussion, violin, and cello.
The opening of Zhou’s MSSB approximates Bai’s description of daqu: in the beginning
of Sanxu, wind, percussion, and strings are of roughly equal importance. The irregular grouping
of notes and rests, such as the quintuplet and sextuplet and long notes appearing on offbeats,
creates the impression of an unmetered, improvisatory style. The recurring bongo passages,
culminating at m. 10, recall the rhythmic pattern of Beijing opera percussion (Example 2.15).

Example 2.15: Zhou Long, Metal, Stone, Silk, Bamboo, “Prose-Prelude,” mm. 5–8. The bongo
passage approximates the rhythmic pattern of Beijing opera percussion.
64
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As the work progresses, we soon realize that even though Zhou scored MSSB as a sextet, his
version of daqu is more similar to a concerto for the various types of Chinese flute. While the
first movement features dadi and qudi and the last movement bangdi, the middle, lyrical
movement foregrounds clay xun, an instrument similar to ocarina.
Sets of opposite-complementary relationships emerge during MSSB, including the
contrasting timbres between Chinese and Western instruments and the pitch languages of
pentatonicism and atonality. Having been absorbed into a Tang-Chinese genre, Western
instruments such as strings, flute, clarinet, become part of bayin while providing the daqu with
an updated sound. While they contrast in timbre to the traditional sounds of sizhu (silk and
bamboo), the Sinicization occurs when the winds and strings imitate the techniques of their
Chinese colleagues and sometimes even play a supporting role to the Chinese flute through
doubling, echoing, or ostinato. For example, in Po (third movement) a series of bangdi and cello
duos at m. 119 accumulate intensity for the final climax of the work (Example 2.16).

Example 2.16: Zhou Long, Metal, Stone, Silk, Bamboo, “Broaching,” mm. 117–122; bangdi and
cello duo begins at m. 119.
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While the cello simply plays pizzicato eighth notes throughout, the Chinese flute bangdi displays
a variety of articulation, ornaments, and flourishes.
Conversely, atonality frames the pentatonic fragments, melodies, and sections throughout
MSSB. A prominent example comes from the middle of Sanxu, the “prose-prelude,” at m. 156.
Here the marimba doubles dadi playing the rhythmic and tuneful pentatonic melody, but intense
chromaticism soon takes over at m. 172 as part of an accelerated passage that sets the stage for
an atonal cadenza from the Chinese flute (m. 192).
While the interplay between timbres and tonalities (or lack thereof) creates tension in
MSSB, thematic variation contributes to its coherence. The most frequently occurring motive
first appears in Sanxu at m. 14 (Example 2.17).

Example 2.17: Zhou Long, Metal, Stone, Silk, Bamboo, “Prose-Prelude,” mm. 13–16; motive
from You Lan.

This stepwise motive and its variations, derived from the You Lan tune as already seen in Da Qu,
serve two functions: first as ritualistic proclamations for a change in scene; and second, as the
work’s structural markers that provide thematic unity. These functions are clearly apparent in
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Zhung-Xu (“post-prelude,” the second movement). Instead of triplets, we hear the same melodic
contour in sustained quarter notes in the opening of the second movement. The motive appears
again at m. 26, this time as trills over dotted quarter notes. An eighth-note version enters toward
the end of the movement (m. 80), making way for the xun cadenza (Example 2.18).

Example 2.18: Metal, Stone, Silk, Bamboo, “Middle-Prelude,” mm. 80–81; main motive
appearing in the vibraphone part.
Zhou Long’s musical development shows his continual interest in Tang court music.
Works such as Poems from Tang (1995), Out of Tang Court (2000) and Taigu Rhyme (2005)
constitute his deep exploration of an empire and Chinese cultural authority at its height. With
atonality Zhou creates a sound world that mediates a foreign and distant past. Ironically, the
more “traditional” pentatonic sonority seems to be more of the present simply due to its
familiarity. It is precisely the mashing of different musical cultures from different geographical
locations and histories in MSSB that embody the spirit of Tang daqu.
In recreating Tang music, Zhou “foreignized” his creation for both Eastern and Western
cultures. By having Chinese instruments (which are themselves modernized) play something
akin to an atonal row, he defamiliarized the instruments by de-associating them from Chinese
pentatonic folk melodies. He also defamiliarized Western instruments by letting them be played
using techniques of Chinese instruments. This strategy leads to not only the conjuring of
historical distance, but also the shattering of cultural presumptions. Zhou’s approach to musical
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re-creations of historical genres echoes Tang Dynasty’s own cultural milieu. The 700s witnessed
the domestication and Sinicization of not only central Asian instruments and culture, but also
Buddhism from India. This open door, cosmopolitan policy is reflected in Zhou’s orchestration
and stylistic diversity.
Conclusion
As Chou Wen-Chung’s students, Zhou and Chen continue the revival of wenren culture,
as seen in our case studies of Zhou’s reimagination of You Lan, the oldest extant qin work, and
Chen’s instrumental rendering of Chinese poetry recitation. The Tang-Dynasty theme in Zhou’s
oeuvre and his collaboration with Music From China both revive the cosmopolitan ambition of
the Tang empire and extend the historical Sinicization project of Chinese émigrés in Chinatown.
Following the Tang intellectuals, Zhou synthesizes his interpretation of Daoist and Buddhist
philosophies in his musical compositions. His reinvention of Tang daqu further contributes to
the realization of Tang cosmopolitanism. The resulting musical transnationalism has
significance beyond the ethnic enclave of North America. By reclaiming Tang as the
cosmopolitan center, Zhou reinforces Tang’s significance not only in the imaginary of the
Chinese diaspora, but also that of the Chinese mainland.
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CHAPTER 3
Midtown: The Revival of Nationalism and the Transnational Musical Memorial
A paradox put forth by transnationalism is its potential to both transcend and reinforce
nationalism.1 This chapter shows the contradiction in action through musical memorials by
Chinese émigré composers. The musical memorials map out modern Chinese history on both
state and personal levels: Some bear witness to violence and tragedies that occurred in mainland
China, while others are more autobiographical in nature. Since the events that inspired them
happened in mainland China, many of these works may seem nationalistic at first glance;
however, the relationship between the mainland and the Chinese diaspora remains in flux. This
chapter argues that whether adhering or contradicting the state’s narrative, the composers’
musical memorials enhance a “cultural China” that encompasses both ethnic Chinese overseas
and the Chinese nationals, hence “transnational musical memorials.”
Cultural China
The notion of “China” has transformed over the millennia, from warring states to
dynastic empires to a republic—China became a nation state only after the 1911 Revolution.
Through the incarnations of civilization, empire, and nation state, China continues to rely on the
myth of common ancestry and the civilization built on Confucianism as unifying factors.2
“China” thus denotes beyond the territorial and comprises its cultural and economic reach. In
“Cultural China: The Periphery as the Center,” Tu Weiming refers to the latter, abstract, aspects
of China as “Cultural China.” Coined by Chinese intellectuals in the late 1970s right before
China implemented the “open door” policy, “Cultural China” according to him consists of the
continuous interactions among the three “symbolic universes”: 1) states with predominantly

Steven Vertovec, Transnationalism (New York, NY: Routledge, 2009).
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Chinese population, including the mainland, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Singapore; 2) the Chinese
diaspora; and 3) the scholars and intellectuals who contribute to the discursive China.3 Among
the three representations Tu argues that the intellectuals, both in and outside of the mainland,
have exerted the most influence. Writing in the 1990s, when the People’s Republic of China
gradually emerged from the disastrous Cultural Revolution and decades of isolation, he believed
that the cultural center of “China” resides in its periphery—i.e., discourses from outside of the
mainland. Tu’s observation from 1993 was supported by Wang Gungwu’s proposal for a revival
of Confucianism at the turn of the twenty-first century. In “Nationalism and Confucianism”
Wang suggests that since Confucianism has successfully bolstered the Chinese civilization-state
for 20 centuries, its revival may again serve as a Chinese cultural core.4
Scholars have admonished against using such an all-encompassing term as “Cultural
China,” however. Both Allen Chun and Paul Cohen consider the concept of “Cultural China”
elitist. Cohen writes that,
The idea of cultural China affords Chinese living in the diaspora a way of talking about,
shaping the meaning of, and even defining China and Chineseness without inhabiting the
geographical or political space known as Zhongguo… My suspicion is that it is very
much a thing that Chinese intellectuals, rather than Chinese in general, worry about. The
‘culture’ that it refers to, moreover, is, for the most part, that of the intellectuals
themselves and doesn’t really include—indeed, in many instances, may deliberately
exclude—the beliefs, behaviors, and assumptions about the world that anthropologists
have in mind when they speak about Chinese popular culture.”5
Chun likewise points out the danger of “cultural China’s” hegemonic approach to defining
Chineseness.6 Moreover, both Wang and Chun have reservations over the term “diaspora,” since
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it is a historically specific term that referred to Chinese merchants in Southeast Asia and implies
a cultural and political allegiance that may not resonate with the diverse population of ethnic
Chinese around the world.7
I maintain that the use of “Cultural China” is appropriate in the discussion of new
Chinese music. Coming from an upper middle class backgrounds and highly educated, all the
composers discussed in this dissertation can be considered “intellectuals;” furthermore, all have
established careers in the academia.8 As I will show, the activities of the Chinese composers
under discussion continue to contribute to and reinforce the idea of Cultural China.
Chinese nationalism and Cultural China
Before examining the revival of nationalism, we need to understand what the “Chinese
nation” means. The Chinese nation is a relatively new concept, having entered the Chinese
people’s consciousness only at the end of the Qing Dynasty, when revolutionaries and
intellectuals sought to transform China from an empire-state to a republic. As shown by Wang
Gungwu, the Chinese state has a complicated relationship with the Chinese overseas, its attitude
ranging from neglect and indifference, to recognizing, to welcoming.9 Wang points out that
there was not a unifying “Chinese identity” prior to the nineteenth century, only a general
concept of “Chineseness,” or being Chinese.10 For instance, the Chinese migrants in Southeast
Asia during the pre-national and pre-modern time referred to themselves as Tang ren (people of
Tang Dynasty) and lived in Tang quarters.11 In the nineteenth century when the Qing Dynasty
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was weakened by foreign imperialism, the Qing officials began to refer to the overseas Chinese
population as huaqiao, or “overseas Chinese,” to muster support of the Chinese outside of the
mainland.12 The term aimed to remind the overseas population their cultural, political, and
economic allegiance.
The 1911 Revolution produced the first wave of Chinese nationalism. During the
revolution the overseas Chinese embraced the newly developed nationalistic sentiment and
played a critical role in ending the Qing Dynasty and establishing the Republic of China.13
Following the Sino-Japanese War and the civil war between the Communist and the Nationalist
parties, the People’s Republic of China (PRC) was established in 1949. The relationship
between the mainland and the Chinese diaspora fell into neglect during the ensuing decades
when the PRC isolated itself from the outside world.
The second wave of nationalism began in the 1990s when the PRC’s open-door policy
aimed to attract outside investment and allowed for a new wave of emigration from China. This
second wave of nationalism constitutes the revival of nationalism that is the subject of this
chapter. As in the early 1900s, the 1990s nationalism swept through the overseas Chinese
population, including that of New York City. I contend that the conception of “Cultural China”
was informed by Chinese nationalism, especially overseas Chinese nationalism. By expanding
the concept of “China” beyond the geographical territory, the theory provides validity and
authority to scholarly discourses outside of the mainland. Furthermore, Yen Ching-Hwang
identifies two types of nationalism: cultural and political. He describes “cultural nationalism” as
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a strong desire to preserve one’s cultural identity,14 which I consider a synonym to Cultural
China.
Nationalism and the “Century of Humiliation”
After the Tiananmen massacre (1989), the Chinese communist regime faced the need to
reassert its authority and credibility, a need that led to the “patriotic education campaign.”15
Without the threat of foreign invasion or the urgency of a revolution that transpired in the 1900s,
the PRC in the 1990s could finally evoke the glorious 5000 years of Chinese civilization.16
Through the revival of “national studies (guoxue)” in the PRC, the mainland was able to begin
reclaiming the cultural center from the periphery. According to William Callahan, the narrative
of a “century of humiliation (guochi)” was created alongside guoxue as a more negative side of
identity production.17 To arouse patriotism and send the message of urgency of building a strong
nation, the narrative attributes China’s weakness during the turn of the twentieth century to
foreign imperialism and the corrupt and ineffective Qing Dynasty and the Nationalist Party (also
referred to as the Kuomintang).
The “century of humiliation” begins with the First Opium War (1839–42) waged against
the British Empire, and continues with the Second Sino-Japanese War (1937–45), ending with
the civil war that led to the founding of the PRC. However, the disastrous domestic polices since
1949, including the Great Leap Forward, the Cultural Revolution, and the Tiananmen massacre
fall outside of the narrative. National studies and the narrative of national humiliation reflect two
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sides of the revived nationalism: the perspective of the victor and that of the victim.18 On the one
hand, the victor perspective turns China’s history as a civilization-Confucian state into an asset, a
point of national pride; on the other, the victim narrative creates a common enemy in the form of
foreign imperialism and the corrupt Qing and Republican governments. By invoking the
collective, traumatic memory and situating the cause of national humiliation, the PRC rallies
Chinese around the world around a common cause of ensuring a strong, prosperous nation.
The revival of overseas Chinese nationalism
Nationalism could be narrowly construed as perceiving one’s country as superior to other
countries.19 It could also be broadly defined as identification with a nation based on
geographical territory and cultural affinity.20 In the case of overseas Chinese nationalism, the
nationalistic sentiment adds a pragmatic, rather than ideological, dimension. The more
prosperous the home country, the more protection and prestige the migrant could expect
overseas.21 Yen adds that strong family loyalty constitutes the basic element of overseas
nationalism.22 He defines overseas Chinese nationalism as “an ideology and a movement which
expressed a deep concern for China’s welfare and China’s survival as a nation state. It opposed
the threat of foreign imperialism in China. It also strove to unite the overseas Chinese
communities in a particular region, and to provide the overseas Chinese with a sense of pride and
dignity.”23 Yen’s position could be understood via Benedict Anderson’s view that nationalism is
a “cultural artefact of a particular kind,” and that
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the creation of these artefacts towards the end of the eighteenth century was the
spontaneous distillation of a complex ‘crossing’ of discrete historical forces; but that,
once created, they became ‘modular,’ capable of being transplanted, with varying degrees
of self-consciousness, to a great variety of social terrains, to merge and be merged with a
correspondingly wide variety of political and ideological constellations.”24
If we consider musical compositions as cultural artefacts, the Chinese composers and their
musical memorials participate in Anderson’s “imagined community,” and through their musical
commentaries of historical events in the homeland, also in Yen’s cultural and political
nationalism.
Hong Liu identifies three periods of Chinese migration to the United States. The first one
took place between the 1850s and the 1950s, when the Chinese migrants are described as
“overseas sojourners,” whose political and cultural allegiance went toward their home country.
The second period, 1950–1980, began with the founding of the PRC in 1949 when the
emigration from mainland China virtually halted, and the majority of Chinese migrants arrived at
the United States from regions outside of the mainland, such as Hong Kong, Taiwan, and
Southeast Asia. The migrants from this period tend to refer to themselves as “ethnic Chinese”
and were more assimilated to their host countries. The third period took place post-1980. With
the open-door economic policy in mainland China, migrants from the PRC surpassed those from
other regions. It is in the third phase that Liu observes a revival of nationalism, which was
further bolstered by technological advances that allowed the migrants’ lives to be closely
connected to their home country. The second generation of Chinese composers in New York
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City belongs to the third period, specifically the category of “students-turned-migrants” during
the 1990s.25
Liu writes that the revival of overseas nationalism after the 1980s manifests in the
migrants’ socioeconomic contributions to their home country, remittances, the bringing back of
technological know-how, and the enhancing of China’s international image and unification.26
For the composers, beside contributing to China’s technological know-how through
masterclasses and music festivals held in the PRC,27 their works also enhance the country’s
cultural image and the greater Cultural China.
Liu points out that the new migrants face negotiating the revival of nationalism with
transnationalism. As the products of new migrants, the Chinese composers’ works also embody
the tension between nationalism and transnationalism. In the face of increasing global mobility,
the development of mobile identities, and the heterogeneity of the Chinese migrants, the new
nationalism is less centralized and can be described as more of a sentiment than a concerted
movement. The PRC has in turn become more accommodating to the internationally mobile
migrants.28
The three events memorialized by the Chinese composers discussed in this dissertation
are the Nanking massacre (1937), the Cultural Revolution, and the Tiananmen massacre (1989),
as listed below:
Nanking massacre: Bright Sheng’s Nanking, Nanking (2000), Chen Yi’s Ning (2001)
Cultural Revolution: Bright Sheng’s H’un (Lacerations): In Memoriam 1966–1976
(1988), Tan Dun’s Red Forecast (1996)
Hong Liu, “New Migrants and the Revival of Overseas Chinese Nationalism,” Journal of Contemporary
China 14, no. 43 (2005): 293. According to Liu, other categories from the third period of migration are “emigrating
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Tiananmen Massacre: Chou Wen-Chung’s Windswept Peaks (1990), Tan Dun’s Snow in
June (1991)
From the list we see that only works memorializing the Nanking Massacre fall in the “century of
humiliation.” The works memorializing the Cultural Revolution and the Tiananmen Massacre
can be considered “inconveniences” in the state narrative—herein lies the tension between statesponsored nationalism and diasporic transnationalism. I argue that despite the apparent
incompatibility, the musical memorials still serve to galvanize overseas nationalism by invoking
the Chinese collective memory.
Musical memorials since the twentieth century
Musical memorials have a long history in Western classical music. In the twentieth
century many respond to global affairs, such as the two world wars; some notable examples are
Schoenberg’s Survivor from Warsaw (1947), Penderecki’s Threnody “to the Victims of
Hiroshima” (1960), Britten’s War Requiem (1962) and Gorecki’s Symphony No. 3 (1976).
Examining music and trauma in Eastern Europe, Maria Cizmic describes music memorials as
musical acts of witnessing, which can be evaluated based on compositional choice, contemporary
context, and reception.29 She also observes that music participates in the interpretation of trauma
via formal compositional elements, embodied performance, and reception.30 Moreover, the
unreliability of memory and the indescribable aspect of trauma correspond to the postmodern
styles of fragmentation, stasis, and repetition.31 Cizmic’s observation is echoed by Amy
Wlodarski in her account of musical witnesses of the Holocaust. Wlodarski identifies two
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functions of musical witnesses: as a cultural vehicle for memory and empathy, or as consumer
objects that lead to forgetfulness or revisionism.32
Scholars have noted that, compared to the Holocaust, a unique aspect of the Chinese
suffering is that a major part of it was “self-inflicted” from failed domestic policies.33 While the
Nanking massacre was an act of violence perpetrated by a foreign power (the Japanese military
during the Second Sino-Japanese War), a significant portion of Chinese national trauma,
including the civil war between the Kuomintang and the Communist Party and the Cultural
Revolution, could be described as indigenous violence. Amid international and domestic
upheavals, the Chinese society experienced continuous affliction and political reckoning. The
rupture in the social order and the accompanying suffering have been woven deep into modern
Chinese society and the Chinese psyche.34 The shift of cosmopolitan center from Imperial China
to the West has wide-ranging effects even until today, from China’s international policies at the
state level to individual identities.35
The Chinese composers experienced the Nanking massacre from a historical distance and
the Tiananman massacre from a geographical distance; however, all except for Chou experienced
the Cultural Revolution firsthand. Therefore, the music memorials are both aesthetic responses
and witnesses to the traumatic events. Beside national traumas, the composers also document
personal histories. In addition to Bright Sheng’s Nanking, Nanking and H’un (Lacerations), this
chapter considers Sheng’s Song and Dance of Tears inspired by his fieldwork in Tibet, and Chen
Yi’s Duo Ye, an early work documenting her trip to the Dong minority village. Both Song and
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Dance and Duo Ye are inspired by sojourns in mainland China and, as I will demonstrate,
enhance the idea of Cultural China. By creating the musical memorials, the composers elevate
domestic events to international attention. By constructing a collective memory through musical
memorials, their works reify both a national and transnational identity.
Remembering the Cultural Revolution
Bright Sheng’s H’un (Lacerations): In Memoriam 1966–1976 (1988) and Tan Dun’s Red
Forecast (1996) are two overt musical responses to the Cultural Revolution. Sheng’s path to
New York City took on a slightly different trajectory than his colleagues. Growing up in
Shanghai, he went to Shanghai Music Conservatory (instead of Beijing’s Central Conservatory),
after which he moved to New York with his parents and received an MA in 1984 from CUNY’s
Queens College, where he studied with George Perle and Hugo Weisgall.36 He went on to
Columbia and earned his DMA in 1993.
As a composer Sheng assumes the role of a storyteller and documentarian, with subjects
ranging from Chinese modern history, cultural encounters, to Chinese and European myths. He
wrote The Song of Majnun (1992) as the composer-in-residence at Chicago’s Lyric Opera. Other
operas by Sheng include The Silver River (1997), Madame Mao (2003), and Dream of the Red
Chamber (2016). He also served as composer-in-residence at New York City Ballet, for which
he wrote The Nightingale and the Rose (2006) and Just Dance (2009). Sheng wrote H’un
(Lacerations): In Memoriam 1966–1976 while a student at Columbia (he submitted the work as
his doctoral thesis),37 and with it he made his mark in New York City and America’s musical
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world. H’un was commissioned by The 92nd Street Y for the New York Chamber Symphony.
The work premiered in 1988 at the 92nd St Y with Gerard Schwarz conducting.
With H’un Sheng reflects on his experience during the Cultural Revolution, the events of
which left an indelible impact, both positive and negative, on the survivors. Some scholars note
the destruction of traditional culture, others document the development of new artistic
expressions.38 This contrast in perspectives is reflected in the Chinese composers’ response to
the seismic decade, such as Sheng’s H’un and Tan’s Red Forecast. While Tan’s music ranges
from sanguine to ambiguous, Sheng’s work illustrates the brutality leveled against humanity.
Sheng’s family was labeled an “enemy of the people” during the Cultural Revolution—his
grandfather was a landowner and an American-educated engineer, while his father was a
physician and mother an engineer.39 Like rest of the middle-class youths, Sheng was scheduled
for re-education after junior high. Since performing with the state’s song and dance troupes was
a way to avoid hard labor, he tried out for music groups in the cities, but faced rejections due to
his family background. He finally joined a music group in remote Tibet.40
In addition to contributing to the varied reception of the Cultural Revolution, H’un also
embodies various tensions: first, between the work as a witness account and an artistic
interpretation; and second, between nationalism and transnationalism as observed by Liu. Sheng
experienced the Cultural Revolution firsthand, yet H’un, composed from a temporal and
geographical distance, constitutes a diasporic response to the national trauma. We could consider
H’un nationalistic since the work asserts a Chinese voice. As a memorial it deals with a thorny
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topic in Chinese nationalism that is self-inflicted suffering. While the composition brought the
event to international attention, its raw emotional depth allows it to serve as a locus for
transnational communion.
The work documents the Cultural Revolution not in a programmatic way of representing
a series of events, but by representing the emotional complexity and intensity brought about by
the upheaval. This objective is achieved through serving as participant/witness in the tragedy, as
illustrated through what I call the “scream” motif; using Chinese percussion to evoke the Chinese
culture and to eventually transcend its cultural signification; and using semitone dissonances and
extreme registers and dynamics to illustrate the violence and turmoil.
Divided into two sections in approximate sonata form, the work is built upon major and
minor seconds and their inversions. The insistent seconds and sevenths can be experienced at m.
33, as if a question is been continuously asked yet remains unanswered (Example 3.1).
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Example 3.1: Bright Sheng, H’un, mm. 33–38, score in C, featuring the repetition of pitch
classes 467 [E, F#, G].
With the title of H’un, a Chinese word for scars both physical and psychological, the second and
seventh slurs may also illustrate the numerous lacerations, both small and big. In the tradition of
Western music, the slurring gestures act like appoggiaturas in an upward sigh.
The texture changes drastically at m. 114, where the bass clarinet solo interjects a series
of tritones (Example 3.2). This “nasty” (Sheng’s characterization) tritone motif, or tetrachord
0167 in [Eb, E, A, Bb], is one of the most prominent tetrachords of the work.41 The tritone motif
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continues to appear in expanded versions, creating the impression of increasing intensity of
emotions.

Example 3.2: Bright Sheng, H’un, mm. 114–120, score in C. The pitch classes of the boxed
melodic motif [Eb, E, A, Bb], the circled bass line [Bb, B, E, F], and the cello chord [C, (Db),
F#, G] are all 0167, or two tritones related by semitone.
Chinese percussion consisting of Chinese tom-toms, small Peking opera gongs, and temple
blocks stand out among the Western orchestra—there are no other Chinese instruments. The
contrasting timbres embody different significations. In the exposition, we hear the distorted use
of the Chinese percussion (Example 3.3), having been taken out of context of Beijing opera,
sounding abrupt and abstract at m. 155.
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Example 3.3: Bright Sheng, H’un, mm. 153–157. Chinese percussion sounding abstract and
foreign at m. 155.
The Chinese tom-tom solo from m. 181 up to the development section at m. 210 forms a
rhythmic counterpoint with the orchestra. Since the Chinese percussion originates from a
specific culture, its association in H’un with the Chinese people is unavoidable. The distorted
configuration leads to conflict, and eventually an extensive build-up to a full-on scream at the
climax of the work at m. 353 (Example 3.4). The orchestral tutti continues to iterate the
semitone dyad, featuring 0167 [C#, D, G, G#], or two tritone related by a semitone, and 0123 [G,
G#, A, Bb]. The final tetrachord consists of the rather diatonic 0247 [C, D, E, G], on which the
“scream” ends in full force.
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Example 3.4: Bright Sheng, H’un, mm. 350–353. The orchestral tutti consists of three
tetrachords: 0167 [C#, D, G, G#] in blue, 0123 [G, G#, A, Bb] in orange, and 0247 [C, D, E, G]
in purple.
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In his analysis of H’un, Sheng mentioned that the few melodies he wrote while
composing the work turned out to be too beautiful and thus inappropriate for the subject matter.42
Despite being nonprogrammatic and absent of melody, the temple block seems to offer a glimpse
of humanity and spirituality. It first appears in m. 70, providing a tenuous relief after an episode
of intense seventh slurs. The non-pitched temple block stands out for a few brief moments but is
quickly overwhelmed.
The large temple block takes center stage at the end of the work (Example 3.5), where the
insistent semitone motif continues to ask the question “why,” which remains unanswered.
Following the muted strings, which Sheng describes as “choking men trying to scream,” the
echoing of the temple block provides sympathy and perhaps a reminder of humanity, but refuses
the listener the satisfaction of closure.

Example 3.5: Bright Sheng, H’un, mm. 516–530, temple block as a reminder of humanity.
Sheng mentions that upon hearing the work, his mother was reminded of all the “pains
and anguishes” that she experienced during the Cultural Revolution, emotions that she had nearly
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forgotten after two decades in the United States. Furthermore, a proof that the work has
transcended cultural specificity comes from his account of an old Jewish lady, who told him that
“if you only change the title to the Holocaust, the work would be equally appropriate.”43 Allan
Kozinn concurs in The New York Times that “Even without the title's clues, the 20-minute work is
deeply affecting, even terrifying at times… What emerges is a work as forceful and haunting as
Penderecki's Threnody for the Victims of Hiroshima or Shostakovich's wartime symphonies.”44
Compared to Sheng, Tan has a more sanguine outlook toward the Cultural Revolution.
During an interview in the documentary film Broken Silence (1995) he recalled fondly making
music with the peasants using makeshift instruments fashioned out of pots and pans.45 His
experience contrasts starkly to another fellow composer Chen Qigang, who saw the horror of the
attacks on intellectuals.46 In Red Forecast, Tan engages with the Cultural Revolution in the
context of the global 1960s. The work is presented as a concertized weather report with video
projections of the social upheavals around the world. Written for soprano Susan Botti, the
“weather forecast” is sung alongside moving images of the American revolution of the sixties,
juxtaposing those from the Vietnam War and China’s Cultural Revolution. Unlike H’un, Red
Forecast refrains from commentary by simply placing the events side by side.
Another work that responds to the Cultural Revolution is Chen Yi’s Symphony No. 2.
Although written in the memory of her father, Chen points out that: “By the time I began to
understand human being’s sincereness and honesty, ignorance, servility and avariciousness,
during the tragic Cultural Revolution which took place in China, a voice of yearning for
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civilization has been haunting me continuously.”47 Commissioned by The Women’s
Philharmonic, San Francisco, in 1993, Symphony No. 2 received its East coast premiere by the
American Composers Orchestra at Carnegie Hall in 1995.
Compared to Sheng’s works, Chen Yi’s orchestral writing is highly personal and selfreflective. For instance, there are the reappearances of what she identifies as the “Chen Yi
theme” in the Piano Concerto and Symphony No. 2, the use of Beijing opera styles as
representative of her “home culture”, and the documenting of her journey to America in
Symphony No. 3. Unlike Sheng’s programmatic approach to H’un, Symphony No. 2 is both an
individual response to the Cultural Revolution and a personal reflection on the death of the
composer’s father. With no descriptive title, the symphony demonstrates a different approach to
trauma—instead of a scream of unanswered question, there is a transformation of the traumatic
experience. In “The transformative power of musical gestures: Cultural translation in Chen Yi's
symphony no. 2,” Nancy Rao argues that Chinese percussion patterns facilitate “embodied
listening” and play a defining role in the transcendence of personal grief and suffering.48
As a musical memorial, Symphony No. 2 constitutes an eyewitness account of personal
grief and national tragedy. In the context of the revival of overseas nationalism, Symphony No.
2 calls for a more autobiographical rather than a nationalistic reading. One could argue that
Chen crystallizes national trauma into a highly personal experience, thus making the
transformative power of music universal in spite of the cultural specificity of the Chinese
percussion.
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An example of the use of Chinese percussion pattern is the closing gong pattern
(Example 3.6); identified by Rao as the pattern chongtou from Beijing opera, the passage is
emotionally and symbolically loaded. As Rao explains, “Although chongtou can occur at
different tempi, the slow version of chongtou typically evokes a stately character heading off on
a grave mission, suggesting not only the air of the posed character, but also the graceful pace.”49
The gong pattern is both an elegiac gesture and symbolizes a vision for the future.

Example 3.6: Chen Yi, Symphony No. 2, mm. 279–285, percussion. The small Beijing gong
plays the chongtou pattern.
The chongtou pattern already occurred in Duo Ye No. 2, Chen’s earlier work and a musical
memorial in a different context, which I discuss later in this chapter.
Responding to a national tragedy: Nanking, Nanking (2000)
Written in 2000, Nanking, Nanking is Sheng’s response to another national tragedy, this
time the Japanese massacre of the citizens of Nanking during World War II. The Nanking
massacre has a prominent place in China’s “century of humiliation.” Unlike the Cultural
Revolution or the Tiananman massacre, the trauma was brought upon by a foreign power instead
of being self-inflicted. From a nationalistic perspective, the condemnation of the perpetrators
can be unilateral when good and evil are easily distinguished. The question of “why” bad things
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happen still exists, but with less emphasis on self-reflection and more opportunity to celebrate
heroism.
Following the tradition of the symphonic poem, Nanking is composed of thematic
transformation and features a solo instrument, the pipa. The Chinese lute together with the
mixed-percussion contribute to the multi-cultural dimension of the work, while the orchestra
serves multiple functions by providing the context for the musical drama, acting as an observer
and commentator, and playing programmatic roles. Nanking can be heard in three sections: the
orchestral exposition, pipa solo, and coda. The themes are so closely related that one could
argue that the entire work is based on one melody whose different parts are transformed
individually. The formal structure, my designation of the themes, and the significant occurrences
of thematic transformation are as follows:
I. Orchestral exposition: m. 1
Theme 1, “War”: m. 1
Theme 1 transformed, marked “savage”: m. 32
Theme 2, “Tragic” (Theme 1 in the background): m. 47
II. Pipa solo: m. 169
Theme 2: m. 174
Theme 3, “Elegy”: m. 190
Orchestral interpretation of Theme 3: m. 200
Stravinsky-like section, synthesis of Theme 1 and Theme 3: m. 268
Theme 3 in Romantic orchestral style: m. 318
III. Coda: m. 392
The orchestra sets up the scene from the beginning, where the semitone, like in H’un,
defines the first theme. The slurred eighth notes in the strings are extended and insistent, like a
fog of sinister force (Example 3.7).
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Example 3.7: Bright Sheng, Nanking, Nanking, m. 23–28, Theme 1, “War.”
In a dramatic turn, Theme 1, or the “War Theme,” transforms from an ominous murmur to an
aggressive march at m. 32, where Sheng marks “Savage” (Example 3.8). The previous
metrically ambiguous passage now becomes militant in accented 4/4 time. The “War Theme”
recurs in Section 2 played by solo pipa with different pitch material, but again in accented eighth
notes.
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Example 3.8: Bright Sheng, Nanking, Nanking, m. 29–33, first transformation of Theme 1, the
“War Theme.”
In Section 1, Theme 2 (the “Tragic Theme”) appears in the high winds shortly after at m.
47. With the markers of descending semitone and ascending tritone, its first appearance is
supported by the War Theme in the background. Theme 2 undergoes augmentation in the brass
section at m. 147, where the Chinese opera cymbal, cowbells, bongos, and the Chinese opera
gong add to the chaotic scene. The section ends with a diminution of Theme 2 in tutti, which
intensifies the drama and leads straight to the pipa solo (Section 2). In Section 2 the pipa plays
its own near-whimpering version of Theme 2 at m. 174 (Example 3.9).

Example 3.9: Bright Sheng, Nanking, Nanking, m. 174, Theme 2, the “Tragic Theme.”
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Section 2 serves as an excellent case study for interculturation between the solo pipa and
the orchestra. Through alternating parts and thematic transformation, both influence, adapt, and
embody each other’s characteristics. Sheng mentions that the contrast between the orchestra and
solo pipa, a comparatively fragile and delicate instrument, forms the crux of the work.50 The
competing forces also represent an individual’s response to tragic circumstances. With
pentatonicism and the motifs of dotted rhythm and perfect fourths, the pipa introduces Theme 3,
the “Elegy theme,” at m. 190 as part of a trio with temple blocks and bass winds (bass clarinet
and contrabassoon, Example 3.10). The extended cadenza and the extended elegiac melody give
the pipa solo a wholeness and humanity not encountered previously. The pipa imparts the Elegy
Theme with Chinese characteristics of pentatonicism and the dotted motif, while the unique
performance techniques of scraping the strings and plucking enhance the pipa’s individuality.

Example 3.10: Bright Sheng, Nanking, Nanking, Theme 3, the “Elegy Theme,” m. 190–194. In a
trio with low winds (bass clarinet and contrabassoon, not shown) and temple block.
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Example 3.11: Bright Sheng, Nanking, Nanking, mm. 200–203. The orchestra interprets the
pipa’s “Elegy Theme.”
During Section 2 we hear continual alternation between the pipa and the orchestral tutti,
where the orchestral parts are often sudden and sound more like interruptions. When the
orchestra interprets the pipa melody at m. 200, the music appears distorted as the character shifts
from sad to aggressive in parallel tritones (Example 3.11). The pipa responds by repeating the
perfect fourth motif and ushers in a Stravinsky-like section at m. 216. A passage reminiscent of
the Rite of Spring occurs when the pipa combines the militant rhythm and semitone motif in the
War Theme with the pentatonicism of the Elegy Theme (Example 3.12). Not to be outdone, the
orchestra layers the pipa’s accented eighth notes with semitone slurs (the War Theme). As if
influenced by the orchestra, the pipa also starts playing semitones at m. 234.
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Example 3.12: Bright Sheng, Nanking, Nanking, mm. 268–276, a synthesis of the militant
rhythm and semitone motif of the War Theme and the pentatonicism of the Elegy Theme.
The exchange between the pipa and the orchestra ends with the orchestra offering the
“Elegy Theme” at m. 318 in a lush, Romantic style (Example 3.13). The violin solo at m. 339
provides further consolation. Nevertheless, the reconciliation is short lived. The work ends with
a prolonged scream reminiscent of the orchestral scream from H’un.

Example 3.13: Bright Sheng, Nanking, Nanking, mm. 317–323, the “Elegy Theme” in Romantic
style.
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Unlike H’un, Nanking has plenty of melodies. The thematic transformations enhance the
programmatic character of the orchestra, which personifies the impending Japanese army and
comments on the brutality of war. In contrast, the solo pipa personifies individualism and
heroism, both ideals cherished in the West. Like H’un, temple blocks offer consolation, but not
enough to prevent the other Chinese percussion joining in the orchestral tutti for a final scream.
Memorializing cross-cultural encounters
Musical memorials extend beyond national trauma and cover personal history as well, as
shown in Chen’s Symphony No. 2. Cultural encounters, in the form of cultural exchange or
nationalistic project, are an important theme in new Chinese music. Both Chen’s Duo Ye No. 2
(1987) and Sheng’s Song and Dance of Tears (2003) document the composers’ engagement with
minority cultures in China. Duo Ye emerged from a school trip collecting folk songs at a Dong
minority village, while Tears records Sheng’s personal history with Tibet, first as a musician
there during the Cultural Revolution, then returning for a grant-funded field trip. In both cases
we need to acknowledge the uneven power structure between the urban composers and the
Chinese minorities. The works raise the question of possible cultural appropriation, yet they
could also be read as celebration and affirmation of diversity within China’s borders. The
composers’ diasporic vantage point further complicates any simple binarism. I propose that the
two works illustrate both revived nationalism and transnationalism through the celebration of
China’s ethnic heritage.
Duo Ye (1985) is Chen Yi’s early work for solo piano, composed while still a student at
the Central Conservatory. It recounts the encounter between the Beijing students and the
Chinese Dong minority they visited on a field trip. As an arrangement of Duo Ye, Chen’s first
major work and one of the most performed, Duo Ye No.2 for orchestra demonstrates her finesse
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for intercultural dialogue. Completed in New York City, Duo Ye No. 2 was commissioned by
China’s Central Philharmonic Orchestra for its North American tour in 1987. Its New York
debut at Avery Fisher Hall was the first major concert in New York that featured Chen Yi.51
With the orchestral version Chen highlights additional meeting between cultures beside the
initial one between the Beijing student and the Dong villagers: Duo Ye No. 2 anticipates the
encounter between the mainland orchestra and the New York audience, and that between the
Western orchestral and China’s regional and classical musical styles.
The original Duo Ye is written in a quasi-sonata form that features the juxtaposition of the
duo ye theme and the Beijing opera melody with a background of a twelve-tone ostinato.52 The
themes are interrelated however, since Chen incorporates the welcome song’s motif (duo ye) into
the overall pitch structure of Duo Ye. Additionally, she applies the rhythmic patterns of “sum of
eight” and “golden olive” from the Chinese southeastern percussion ensemble (shifan luogu) to
the formal structure of the work.53 Since Duo Ye No. 2 highlights the encounter with the
symphonic form and the Western orchestra, the dialogue between the folk tune and Beijing
melody is framed by a symphonic introduction and a tutti ending.
The percussion sections in Duo Ye No. 2 both accentuates and mediates the different
musical styles: they serve as the regional percussion ensemble, the Beijing opera percussion, all
the while being part of the Western orchestra. Moreover, the overlapping of the different roles
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epitomizes the cultural encounters in general. As a result, the percussion participates and
mediates in symbolic, motivic, and structural ways.
The introduction is the most significant addition to Duo Ye No. 2. The juxtaposition
between the orchestral tutti and the Beijing opera gong in the first six measures is drastic: in m. 3
we hear the Beijing gong’s syncopated pattern, which breaks up the dense texture of the
orchestra. (Example 3.14).

Example 3.14: Chen Yi, Duo Ye No. 2, mm. 1–6, horns and percussion. The small gong plays the
chongtou pattern.

As Rao points out, the Beijing opera gong pattern chongtou traditionally signifies ceremonial
events or characters. The chongtou in the opening of Duo Ye No. 2 is a celebratory gesture that
contrasts the same gesture at the end of Symphony No. 2: the former anticipates and the latter
marks an elegiac exit.
Following the opera gong, other percussion instruments make their appearances. The
wood block in m. 9 is followed by the temple block at m. 14 as part of the accumulation of
textural density. We can consider the introduction as a parade of timbres getting ready to
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interact with one another. Soon the cacophony distills to the series of snare drum leading to the
Exposition.
In Duo Ye No. 2 the snare drum introduces each section of the sonata form. A militaristic
signal for ceremony, it starts out separated from the action, but goes on to participate in the
unfolding of Theme 1: at m. 20, snare drum/winds alternate with clapper/bass drum/brass in call
and response (Example 3.15). The exposition and the recapitulation are informed by the shifan
luogu percussion pattern called “sum of eight.” Percussion doubling not only contributes to the
contrasting timbre in the call and response, but it also self-references the percussion pattern on
which the section is based.
The temple block and clapper are both traditional Asian instruments. Clappers are used
extensively in Beijing opera while the temple block’s Buddhist origin connotes quasi-spirituality
and multi-culturalism. Their presence in the call-and-response section becomes a form of
intercultural conversation.
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Example 3.15: Chen Yi, Duo Ye No. 2, mm. 22–30. Percussion 1, 2, and 3 play temple blocks,
bass drum, and clapper, respectively. The Chinese percussion instruments contribute to
intercultural conversation in the call and response section.
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The snare drum again frames the different sections at m. 69 (the “transition section”) and
m. 103 prior to the appearance of Theme 2, the Beijing opera melody. Appropriately, Theme 2
is accompanied by the small Beijing gong (m. 127) and temple blocks (m. 130). Like the gong
opening, Theme 2 not only references the Beijing opera tradition, it is also autobiographical—
Chen Yi and the Beijing visitors are represented by the melody familiar to the composer, whose
pitches are derived from Theme 1.
Melodic and motivic affinity is another factor that mediate the different styles. For
example, at m. 139 tom-tom and twelve-tone ostinato from the strings initiate the development
section that features the development of the Beijing melody. All the themes, from Theme 1,
Theme 2 to the twelve-tone ostinato, are derived from the same motif of minor third and minor
second; the Beijing melody comprises minor third and major seventh.
In the recapitulation all timbres are integrated as part of the symphonic sound. At m. 195
we hear tam-tam, snare drum and temple block as part of the Theme 1 tutti. During the coda at
m. 213, the snare drum doubles the bass clarinet solo (Example 3.16).

Example 3.16: Chen Yi, Duo Ye No. 2, mm. 213–219. The snare drum doubles the bass clarinet
solo.
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The syncopated gong pattern, or chongtou, appears in a different guise as a concluding
tutti of Duo Ye No. 2. In the last two measures, the orchestra joins the wood block, temple
blocks, and the Beijing gong to play a variation of the gong pattern (Example 3.17). This
emphatic ending brings a circular close to the opening call to ceremony and affirms the bond that
has been formed through the encounters.

Example 3.17: Chen Yi, Duo Ye No. 2, mm. 300–301, horns and percussion. The orchestral tutti
plays a variation of chongtou.
The Song and Dance of Tears (2003)
Whereas Duo Ye No. 2 was commissioned for the North American debut of the Central
Philharmonic Orchestra, Sheng’s The Song and Dance of Tears was commissioned by the New
York Philharmonic and is dedicated to Yo Yo Ma and Emmanuel Ax to honor the 25th
anniversaries of their respective debuts with the New York Philharmonic.
Sheng credits Leonard Bernstein for giving him the confidence in synthesizing disparate
musical cultures. He met Bernstein at Tanglewood in 1985 while still a student at Columbia.
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Sheng then studied conducting and composition with Bernstein privately. He also worked as an
assistant, rehearsal pianist, and orchestrated Bernstein’s Arias and Barcarolles. When Sheng
posed the question regarding musical fusion, Bernstein replied, “What do you mean fusion?
Everything is fusion. Stravinsky is fusion. Shostakovich is fusion. Debussy is fusion. Brahms is
fusion with folk music. I'm fusion. Of course it's possible.”54 The two developed a mentorprotégé relation that continued until Bernstein’s passing in 1990.55
Its controversial legacy aside, the Cultural Revolution provided a major, state-sponsored
opportunity for musical fusion. The Chinese composers’ exposure to diverse Chinese ethnic
cultures and the opportunity for a practicum in music playing and composition at their assigned
song and dance troupes complicate the subsequent assessment of the decade. Sheng’s experience
in Tibet during that time enriched his musical imagination, evident in his numerous works
inspired by the cultures at the Tibetan border and the Silk Road. Among them are the opera The
Songs of Majnun (1992), Red Silk Dance (1999), Tibetan Swing (2002), The Song and Dance of
Tears (2003), Colors of Crimson (2004), and The Blazing Mirage (2012). Reflecting on his
experience at the Qinhai-Tibetan Plateau, Sheng writes, “I had spent over seven years here
during the Cultural Revolution working with the province’s music and dance troupes. Qinghai,
where historically only exiles and prisoners dwelt, has always been considered inhospitable. My
life here was rough and difficult.”56 In 2000, he received a grant from the University of
Michigan, where he teaches, for a two-month fieldwork trip along the Silk Road within the
contemporary Chinese border. Setting foot upon Qinghai again after 22 years he confirms that
my heart never left Qinghai. Although I was born and raised in Shanghai, Qinghai has
always felt like a second homeland. I arrived here when I was fifteen. It was here that I
Swed, “CLASSICAL MUSIC; A Long Musical March From China.”
“Bright Sheng | Composer, Conductor & Pianist.”
56
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made up my mind to be a musician. It was here that I first kissed a girl. And it was in the
mountains of Qinghai that I first tasted the beauty of the folk songs which remain the
inspiration for my works.57
The Song and Dance of Tears emerged out of Sheng’s 2000 fieldwork. Concomitantly he
served as the artistic advisor for Yo-Yo Ma’s Silk Road Project from 1998 to 2003. Written for
sheng, pipa, cello, piano, and orchestra, the work acts as an extension of Ma’s Silk Road
Ensemble, this time in dialogue with the Western orchestra.
The Silk Road Project brought various Asian musical traditions into the international
spotlight. By highlighting exchange and dialogue, the project goes beyond preserving the
tradition by highlighting change and innovation. In Tears, the orchestra also contributes to the
exchange. The work follows the twentieth-century tradition of combining Asian instruments and
Western orchestra. Some prominent examples are Takemitsu’s November Steps (1967) and
Autumn (1973), both scored for biwa, shakuhachi, and orchestra. In Tears, the three contrasting
movements, the ensemble-orchestra formation, and the opening sheng cadenza all give the
impression of the concerto genre. However, throughout the movements the soloists and the
orchestra play equal roles, and the structure of the movements seems to be informed by the
strophic form of folk songs with little thematic development.
An instance of complementary timbre can be seen in the pipa and cello duet that
introduces the “Song” movement (Example 3.18). The two instruments follow similar melodic
contour in which the pipa’s “rapid fire” plucking adds texture to cello’s sustained tones.
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Example 3.18: Bright Sheng, Song and Dance of Tears, pipa and cello solo, m. 17–20.
The rest of the movement seems to emerge out of the duet. While the piano plays in
counterpoint, the main melody shifts to the strings, then during the orchestral tutti to the brass at
m. 78. The changing timbres and textures outline the strophic aspect of the movement. The
orchestra and the soloist-ensemble each are highlighted during their designated strophes.
Unlike a concerto, where the orchestra advances the thematic development and the tonal
drama, in Song and Dance it is incorporated for its timbre. An example is in the second
movement, during a fast dance section with sixteenth-note perpetual motion. The movement is
in rondo form, where the soloists and the orchestra take turn playing the ostinato line. Absent
from the first movement, the multi-cultural percussion ensemble, including bongos, congas, and
tambourines, has a chance to shine here, in between the ostinato sections (Example 3.19).

Example 3.19: Bright Sheng, Song and Dance of Tears, m. 136, featuring a multicultural
percussion ensemble of bongos, congas, and tambourines.
The performance force as a whole is informed by the Romantic treatment of Tibetan folkinspired themes. The dialogue between the Eastern and Western instruments happens in several
ways: First, in the imitation of timbre. For example, the sliding motion in the brass corresponds
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to the unusual timbre of the sheng, which often plays in parallel chords in chromatic motion
(Examples 3.20a and 3.20b).

Example 3.20a: Bright Sheng, Song and Dance of Tears, m. 1-2, brass slides that correspond to
the timbre of the sheng.

Example 3.20b: Bright Sheng, Song and Dance of Tears, m. 13, sheng parallel chords.
Second, the modal scale established by the sheng becomes the unifying element of the work,
through which the wind instruments such as the flute, clarinet, and oboe sometimes double,
sometimes play in melodic counterpoint to the soloists. Third, in the fast “Dance” movement,
we find percussive treatment of instruments both Western and Asian (Example 3.21). On the
heels of the percussion, the cello plays in pizzicato in dialogue with the nail scratching of the
pipa strings (Example 3.22).
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Example 3.21: Bright Sheng, Song and Dance, mm. 293–296; the soloists (sheng, pipa, and
cello) play percussively.

Example 3.22: Bright Sheng, Song and Dance, mm. 311–318, featuring nail scratching of the
pipa and cello pizzicato.
In the third movement, “Tears,” the orchestra plays a mostly supporting role with the strings
playing sustained tones and the winds play occasional contrapuntal material. The sheng shines
here as a melodic instrument, while the cello’s slide-pizzicato imitates the pipa’s plucked notes at
m. 469. Sheng writes that “Tears” is the only movement based on actual folk songs. One of
them is called “Tears,” through which an old man laments his lost youth.58
As a preeminent institution of classical music, the New York Philharmonic has
historically been steeped in the Austro-German repertory. Upon hearing Tears’ premiere
alongside the revival of Leon Kirchner’s Music for Cello and Orchestra (1992) and Christopher
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Rouse’s Seeing (1998), Allan Kozinn observed that “the New York Philharmonic could take
what ought to be its rightful place as a vital contributor to the growth of this country's musical
culture if it regularly presented programs like the one it played on Wednesday evening.”59 The
premiere featured Wu Man (pipa), Wu Tong (sheng), Yo-Yo Ma, and Emanuel Ax with David
Zinman conducting.
The use of sheng and pipa in Tears is significant. The sheng can be found in Chinese
records from the seventh century BCE and earlier.60 Bright Sheng describes it as the ancestor of
all reed instruments, including the Western organ and accordion.61 In contrast, the pipa
originated in Persia and came to China via India in the mid-300s CE.62 It was first played
horizontally with a plectrum but was eventually Sinicized to be played vertically with
fingernails. Both sheng and pipa being major Chinese instruments illustrates the fluidity of
culture and cultural boundaries.
Conclusion
As an important contribution to Cultural China, transnational musical memorials evoke
collective memory and act as a centripetal force for ethnic Chinese around the world. The works
are manifestations of the dual belonging attributed to the diasporic population and part of the
phenomenon of the revival of nationalism among overseas Chinese in the 1990s. I have shown
that the memorials are more than nationalistic however, since they are also documentations and
eyewitness accounts of personal journeys and historical events. By responding to China’s
national traumas, the composers elevate the events to a broader level of significance that extends
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beyond national boundaries. By interpreting their own cultural encounters, the composers
document the development of their individual transnational musical language.
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CHAPTER 4
Downtown: The Revival of Shamanic Ritual Theatre for a World Village
Of the Chinese American composers that began their careers in New York, Tan Dun
continues to be both the most well-known and the one with the most polarizing reception. He
solidified his international reputation through high profile commissions from both the United
States and China, cross-disciplinary collaborations, and popular film scores. Perceptions of
Tan’s music tend to fall in one of the two categories: academic scholarship often describes him as
a neo-orientalist, accusing him of self-exoticizing or falling prey to commercialization. Ralph
Locke wonders if Tan can “out-exoticize exoticism”;1 Samson Young criticizes him for
perpetuating the power structure between the dominant Western and the Chinese minority
musical traditions.2 More recently, Christian Utz wrote: “His simplicity has turned into a massoriented simplification; a multi-layered texture, which Tan himself once labeled ‘mosaic,’ has
been reduced to a collection of sometimes populist cultural icons.”3 Compare that to the glitz
and glamor of his reception in the popular press, exemplified by critic Alan Rich in 2003:
The scintillating sounds of his native China, intermingled with those of his adopted West,
are flashing across the musical horizon everywhere you look and listen. Now that gleam is
reflected in a shelf’s worth of acclaim that includes, so far, an Oscar, a Grammy, and the
prestigious Grawemeyer award.4
While the two views reflect the two popular aspects of Tan’s musical persona, together they
constitute the narrative surrounding his cult of personality.
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This chapter argues that it is precisely Tan’s development of the cult of personality,
particularly his revival of shamanism and shamanic rituals, that allows him to traverse both the
counterculture and the mainstream establishment. J. Milton Yinger defines counterculture as “a
set of norms and values of a group that sharply contradict the dominant norms and values of the
society of which that group is a part.”5 I consider both the 1980s new wave movement in China
and the American experimental movement, with which Tan aligned himself, examples of
counterculture. A recurring theme in Tan’s works is the concept of ritual and shamanism. We
need to look no further than his “ritual opera” Nine Songs (1989), Ghost Opera (1994) for string
quartet and pipa, his series of “Orchestral Theatres,” and the shaman characters in Peony
Pavilion (1998) and The First Emperor (2006). Tan’s flair for eclecticism and self-promotion
have drawn criticisms of commercialism and orientalism, but the significance of shamanism in
his output is less explored.
Both Frank Kouwenhoven and Utz documented Tan’s involvement in downtown New
York, but these documents appear in the 1991 and 2002, respectively, and do not cover Tan’s
stylistic development since the 2000s.6 Writing in 2014, Nancy Rao points out the importance of
taking into account Tan’s experience in New York.7 She argues that Tan is a product of the
downtown music scene in the late 1980s and 1990s, and that he successfully mainstreamed the
“downtown sound.” Building upon her argument, this chapter shows that he developed his
musical language by interpreting shamanic rituals through experimental vocabulary, in the
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process mainstreaming his own form of ritualism. To that end, I trace the role of shamanism
from Tan’s early works such as Nine Songs and Death and Fire: Dialogue with Paul Klee (1992)
to his grand opera, The First Emperor (2006).
Chinese Shamanism
Tan has mentioned on multiple occasions his childhood experience of witnessing
shamanic rituals in rural Hunan. Ian Buruma explains, “Religion in rural China, where Tan grew
up, is an eclectic mix of Taoism, Buddhism and folk beliefs, mostly to do with nature worship,
mediated by people in touch with the spiritual world. That is what he means by shamans.” 8
Contemporary shamanism is in effect a continuation of the shamanic tradition that predates
human civilization. To this day the figure of the shaman continues to fascinate and challenge.
The word “shaman” comes from the Tungus language of Siberia and has often been used to
translate the Chinese term wu (巫).9 In the most general sense a shaman’s tasks include
rainmaking, healing, séance, and exorcism. Mircea Eliade provides an early authoritative
classification of shamans around the world in Shamanism: Archaic Techniques of Ecstasy. Based
on the ideal type of the Siberian shaman, he describes shamanism as “the technique of ecstasy”
that is distinct from possession.10 This definition basically excludes the Chinese wu from
shamanism. On wu he mentions “the exorcists, mediums, and ‘possessed’ persons…. [who]
represent the aberrant shamanic tradition.11 In The Songs of the South David Hawkes provides a
list of general characteristics of shaman based on the Chinese wu, who 1) are experts in spirit-
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matters, 2) are able, while in a state of trance or ecstasy, to project their souls on journeys into
the world of spirits, and 3) for whom drumming and dancing are the almost invariable
accompaniment of their self-induced ecstasy.12 More recently, Thomas Michael defines the
shaman as the person that “performs a séance event during which direct contact (possession) or
face-to-face (spirit journey) communication between human beings and bodiless beings is
believed to occur, for the benefit of the community.”13 The definitions by Eliade, Hawkes, and
Michael are essential for understanding Tan’s self-proclamation as shaman. Foregoing
possession (per Eliade), we see shamanism in action in Tan’s ritual application of drumming and
dancing; the performance of séance (through his evocation of historical and mythical figures);
and the conjuring of spirit journey (by transporting the audience through time and space).
The collection of poetry, Jiuge (Nine Songs) from the kingdom of Chu, which occupied
southern China during the fourth century BCE, documents the “flight of ecstasy” accompanied
by song and dance specified by Eliade. Nine Songs (1989) also became Tan’s first opera in New
York, which he refers to as a “ritual opera.” The composer’s famed use of water and other
organic materials harks back to shaman’s rainmaking ritual. Water symbolizes life, a reminder of
rain’s necessity in the agricultural society. Through his works Tan created a secular spirituality
that emphasizes the human connection to nature.
The first archaeological evidence of the term wu comes from oracle bone inscriptions
from the Shang Dynasty (1554-1046 BCE), and the Shang king himself might have been a lead
shaman.14 According to textual evidence, wu enjoyed power and prestige up to the end of Han
David Hawkes, Songs of the South: An Ancient Chinese Anthology of Poems by Qu Yuan and Other Poets
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Dynasty (206 BCE–220 CE), after which the wu figure became antithetical to the Confucian
ideology and was consistently suppressed by the state and the intellectuals.15 With the
establishment of centralized state, wu found itself associated with danger and bad spirits—what
Michael observes as the taking over of “shamanic authority” by “centralized authority.”16 Wu’s
influence persists until the present day among practitioners of popular religion, but its
suppression by the state continues under the communist regime.
Like the historical shamans that experienced positions both in and outside of centralized
authority, Tan also worked in and outside of the political and musical institutions. Informed by
his childhood encounter with shamanic ritual theatre, Tan presents himself as a contemporary
shaman who embodies the spirit of counterculture while simultaneously engages with both the
popular mainstream and the establishment.
Chinese shamanism has proven to be persistent and enduring. Based on her fieldwork in
southwestern Guangxi province in China, Ya-Ning Kao identifies three networks that ensure the
longevity of Zhuang shamans. Zhuang people make up the most populous ethnic minority group
in China; their predominantly female shamans rely on spiritual, professional, and community
networks.17 Likewise, Tan as a contemporary shaman developed in New York City his musical
know-how, professional network both uptown and downtown, and a global fan base. Finally,
scholars have traced the origins of Chinese theatre and opera to shamanic rituals. Nuo theatre is
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the oldest surviving form of shamanic ritual performance in China. According to textual
evidence, like the wu, the nuo rite also dates back to the Shang Dynasty.18 The contemporary nuo
ritual theatre from Hunan (Tan’s home province) contains the dancing, percussion, and the use of
masks reminiscent of those in regional Chinese operas.19 As Xiaohuan Zhao argues, the nuo rite
constitutes the liminal link between ritual and theatre.20 Elements of shamanic ritual can be
discerned throughout Tan’s oeuvre, including the emphasis on water, chanting, ritualistic
drumming, and the actual shaman characters in his operas.
Uptown vs. Downtown
Before his participation in New York’s downtown scene Tan was already known as an
anti-establishment figure in Beijing. A classmate of Zhou Long and Chen Yi, he established a
degree of fame and notoriety at the Central Conservatory. While a student there in 1980, he
submitted against the wishes of his teachers his symphony Li Sao to a competition. The work
featured unconventional stacked harmonies and won honorable mention. In 1983 his string
quartet Feng Ya Song won Germany’s Weber prize, making him the first composer to win an
international prize since the establishment of the People’s Republic of China.21 Tan soon
assumed the leading position of the new wave movement, although his daring and nonconformist approach also made him the target of ideological campaigns. In 1984, his music
came under attack and was banned from the radio during the “Spiritual Pollution Campaign.”
The state-run music journal Renminyinyue (“people’s music”) called Tan the “running dog of
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capitalism” and his music “unintelligible” and lacked “ideological content.”22 After receiving the
invitation from Chou Wen-Chung, Tan arrived in New York in 1986, where he continued to build
his reputation as an experimenter flaunting conventions.
At Columbia Tan attempted applying twelve-tone serialism systematically, but felt restricted
and awkward. He later concluded that “serialism allows you to repeat things without getting
boring.”23 Tan’s earliest compositions in New York include Eight Colors for String Quartet
(1986), In Distance (1987), and the violin concerto Out of Peking Opera (1987). A common
thread in these works is the use of twelve-tone melody as counterpoint to folk tunes.
Tan’s public disavowal of the twelve-tone technique plays on the perceived division
between uptown and downtown musical cultures. Musicologists Eric Salzman and Glenn
Watkins and critics such as Kyle Gann and Alex Ross have been vocal about the uptowndowntown divide.24 According to Gann, with the influx of European émigré composers in the
American academia after World War II, “uptown,” encompassing Columbia University and
Lincoln Center, came to be associated with European, classical, “serious” music. The
“downtown” aesthetics can be traced to the experimentalism of Ives, Cowell, and Cage. The
geographical divide was reinforced in the 1960s with the Fluxus happenings and various other
movements, such as performance art, minimalism, and improvisation, that took place around
downtown’s performance spaces. With gentrification and dispersion of artists-composers from
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Manhattan, “downtown” has become more an ethos that encourages non-traditional
compositional and performing techniques, conceptualism, and unknown outcomes.25
Tan’s comments contribute to the notion of the overwhelming influence and prestige held
by academic, serialist composers. Nonetheless, his works prove that the “uptown” and
“downtown” scenes find a common ground in ritualism. Christopher Small defines ritual as “an
act which dramatizes and re-enacts the shared mythology of a culture or social group, the
mythology which unifies and for its members, justifies that culture or group.”26 For him the
myth comprises the “sacred history” of the Western middle class, which “the symphony concert
celebrates and affirms as the abiding stuff of life.”27 The composer functions as the priest or
shaman through his highly specialized and exclusive knowledge. Small points out that “The
composer still remains the architect of the musical work, dictating the actions of the performers
by remote control, ‘imposing the measure of motion and emotion’ on them—and this remains as
true of the most aleatory works of Cage and Stockhausen as of the totally controlled works of
Boulez and others.”28
Through his fieldwork among music conservatories in the American Midwest, Bruno Nettl
affirms the religious and ritual nature of classical music:
One may say that music itself is the deity. But it is more instructive to look for the godlike
in the pantheon of great masters who have scriptures (the manuscript, the authoritative,
scholarly urtext edition reflecting the earliest sources, and the authentic performances); who
are served by a priesthood of performers and musicologists; who are celebrated in and
surrounded by rituals such as concert, rehearsals, lesson, and practice session; and who are
commemorated by controversies regarding the authenticity of manuscripts, letters, and
portraits. Some scholars with an interest in the belongings, instruments, and portraits of
great composers refer to these as the “sacred relics of music history.”29
Gann, Music Downtown, 3–11.
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By bringing ritualism to the forefront of his work, Tan approaches the ritualistic nature of concert
music literally. Consequently, the mainstream and the counterculture overlap through his ritual
within the ritual. Tan’s development of his “ritual music” can be observed in Death and Fire,
through which he offers his take on serialism and where the seemingly disparate “uptown” and
“downtown” aesthetics are reconciled as he treats the series experimentally.
Contemplations on life and death: Death and Fire: Dialogue with Paul Klee (1992)
Tan submitted Death and Fire: Dialogue with Paul Klee (1992) as his DMA thesis for
Columbia. He took the title of the work from the eponymous painting (Tod und Feuer, 1940),
which Klee completed shortly before his death (Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1: Paul Klee, Tod und Feuer, 1940, oil and colored paste on burlap, Zentrum Paul Klee,
Bern, Switzerland.
http://www.emuseum.zpk.org/eMuseumPlus?service=direct/1/ResultListView/result.t1.collection
_list.$TspTitleImageLink.link&sp=10&sp=Scollection&sp=SfilterDefinition&sp=0&sp=0&sp=1
&sp=SdetailList&sp=60&sp=Sdetail&sp=0&sp=F&sp=T&sp=74
Written after visiting an exhibition of Klee’s works at New York’s Museum of Modern Art,
Death and Fire is representative of Tan’s negotiation between “uptown” and “downtown”
aesthetics and his contemplation of spirituality in general. By referring to the work as a
“symphony” and a “dialogue” with Klee, Tan engages with a traditional genre on the one hand
and asserts his cultural agency on the other. Although there exists a series, the pitch material
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becomes one of the many textures and sonorities of the work. The “experimental” aspects of the
work include aleatoric elements based on improvisations and extended techniques, the
incorporation of “noise,” and sonorities informed by the Chinese language and the Beijing opera.
Tan links the work to his personal history by drawing upon his Chinese linguistic heritage and
the time spent with his grandmother:
First, in everyday Chinese life there is a kind of musicality already present in speech. I
refer to the tonal dimension of the Chinese language. I also refer to the habit of sing-song
and rhythmic speaking which are not common in the everyday speech of most western
languages…. When I was a boy, my grandmother would “sing” me out of bed, or “sing”
me to my chores… In short, my native language is already a musical culture for me.30
Although referred to as a symphony, Death and Fire consists of various sections instead
of traditional movements, strung together through gestures and “transitions” instead of thematic
development. The pitch material of each section is based on a series of seven notes (Figure 4.2),
but Tan states that “the series transformed throughout the piece in many ways, but not according
to ‘pitch class’ or other principles of serialism.” According to him, the series can be transposed,
inverted, and stacked vertically. Locally, they travel in and out of tonal and atonal areas.

Figure 4.2: The overlapping seven-note series in Tan Dun’s Death and Fire. Taken from his
“‘Death and Fire: Dialogue with Paul Klee.’ An Analysis. (with Volume II: Original
Composition)” (DMA diss., Columbia University, 1993), 9.

Dun Tan, “‘Death and Fire: Dialogue with Paul Klee.’ An Analysis. (with Volume II: Original
Composition)” (DMA diss., Columbia University, 1993), 7.
30
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The concepts of seven-note series, transitions, and gestures correspond to Klee’s color
theory, which the artist developed in the 1920s at the Bauhaus.31 Klee derived his color wheel
from the seven colors of the rainbow—the number may have inspired Tan’s series of seven
pitches. Describing the “tonal transition” among the three primary colors (which are
diametrically paired with their complementary: red/green, blue/orange, yellow/green) Klee
wrote,
Then, there is something else: the colours on the circle do not sound at the same time as
it might seem according to the chain, but in a sort of trio of voices. This representation
allows us to recognize the movement well and follow easily its evolution. The voices
consecutively enter in the form of canon. In each of the high points culminates a voice
another enters softly and the third disappears.32
The resulting movement eventually developed into Klee’s “pictorial polyphony,” which Tan
referenced.33
Death and Fire includes three structural or frame sections, each labeled with a Roman
numeral: “I: Portrait,” “II: Self Portrait,” “III: Death and Fire.” In between the frame sections
are seven “inserts” with titles referring to each of Klee’s seven paintings. The work is structured
as follows:
I Portrait
Insert 1: Animals at Full Moon
Insert 2: Senicio
Insert 3: Ad Parnassum
II Self Portrait
Insert 4: Twittering Machine
Insert 5: Earth Witches
Insert 6: Intoxication
Insert 7: J. S. Bach
III Death and Fire
31
José de Coca Leicher, “Paul Klee. Principles on the Nature of Colour. Theory and Practice.,” in
Architectural Draughtsmanship, ed. Castaño Perea and Echeverria Valiente (Cham: Springer, 2016), 856.
32
Paul Klee, Bildnerische Formlehre, Bern: Zentrum Paul Klee, 1922,
http://www.kleegestaltungslehre.zpk.org/ee/ZPK/BF/2012/01/01/001/, quoted in de Coca Leicher, 857.
33
Tan, “‘Death and Fire: Dialogue with Paul Klee.’ An Analysis. (with Volume II: Original Composition),”
3; see also Andrew Kagan, Paul Klee: Art and Music (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1983), 52.
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In I. Portrait, the series is introduced as fragmentary figures, which culminates to the first noise
material of the work, followed by what Tan refers to as “twelve-tone harmonic color” (the
“twelve-tone color” harks back to Klee’s chromatic circle).34 Among the sequence of events the
series become one of the many textures: while the breathing of “Ha” at m. 27 interrupts the
pitched material, the breathing motif itself is interrupted by the “twelve-tone coloration,” a fourmeasure area that serves as a gesture and transition to the next pitched area (Example 4.1). The
manipulation of the series thus makes up his experimental sound world.

34

Ibid., 28.
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Example 4.1: Tan Dun, Death and Fire: Dialogue with Paul Klee, “I. Portrait,” mm. 27–31,
“breathing” followed by “twelve-tone coloration,” [2, 11, 8, 9, 5, 3, 4, 0, 10, 6, 7, 1].
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Another example appears in “Insert 2: Senicio,” where the series becomes a harmonic
gesture with the distinct texture of phasing at mm. 7 and 36. A technique often associated with
Reich’s phasing pieces, this particular texture contrasts monophony (m. 9) and the simultaneous
sounding of the series’ transpositions (m. 17) that follows. Each time the “phasing” is introduced
by “noise” material.
Throughout the work, Tan responds to Klee’s color theory with a wide range of timbre,
including “noise.” His definition of noise includes both improvisatory/aleatoric gestures and
extended techniques.35 For example, at the end of “Insert 3: Ad Parnassum,” the entire orchestra
(except for the percussion section) performs vocal “twittering” followed by “gossiping” and
“shouting” (Example 4.2). The strings end with “microtonal clusters” by playing the highest
notes possible, a motif that carries on to the next section, “II. Self Portrait.”

Example 4.2: Tan Dun, Death and Fire, “Insert 3: Ad Parnassum,” mm. 30–34. The string
players perform “twittering,” “gossiping” and “shouting,” then the highest notes of the
instrument.
35

Ibid., 11.
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Another important feature of Death and Fire is the quotation from Bach’s Prelude and
Fugue in C major (WTC I) in “Insert 7: J. S. Bach.” Klee himself was a violinist who admired
Bach and Mozart; he also modeled his paintings upon Bach’s polyphony.36 In contrast, Tan
introduces the collage of Bach quotations with a musical “gesture” described as “tender, but
august” (Figure 4.3).37

Figure 4.3: Tan Dun’s musical gesture, “tender, but august,” that initiates “Insert 7: J. S. Bach”
(mm. 3–5). Taken from “‘Death and Fire: Dialogue with Paul Klee.’ An Analysis. (with Volume
II: Original Composition)” (DMA diss., Columbia University, 1993), 17.
Tan defines his “gestures” as “a short phrase in which various musical parameters cooperate to
create a distinct emotive effect,”38 and considers them his primary compositional material. In
Death and Fire ten especially named musical gestures function to differentiate the “Inserts.” He
associates the “tender, but august” gesture with Bach, and here the gesture not only prepares for
but also summons Bach’s spirit.
This homage to Bach continued in his Ghost Opera (1994) for string quartet and pipa,
where he quoted Bach’s Prelude and Fugue in C-sharp minor (WTC II) against the Chinese
folksong Little Cabbage. “Ghost opera” is a Chinese folk tradition that calls upon the spirits of

36
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the dead. Klee created Death and Fire right before his own death. Through the quotations of
Bach Tan seems to offer his own contemplation of life and death by communing with the spirits
of the two canonic Western artists.
Finally, the act of spirit-summoning is enhanced by the appearance of contrabassoon in
both the opening and the last section: “I: Portrait” and “III: Death and Fire.” The resonant bass
recalls the Tibetan long horn, dung chen. Imitating the trumpeting of the elephant, dung chen is
used in the Buddhist ritual to call upon deities. Contrabassoon also plays a prominent role in his
earlier On Taoism and later Nine Songs.
We can consider Death and Fire as a sampling of the various compositional techniques
that make up Tan’s ritual music. Among them are “monophonic thinking,” the incorporation of
“noise” and improvisation, and the use of quotation from the Western musical canon. According
to Tan, “In Klee’s thinking, thickness, density, length and contour of line correspond to dynamic,
color, duration and contour respectively, in musical line.”39 I suggest that Klee’s detailed
analysis of the different components of a single line also resonates with the way qin notation
details the variations in the attack, sustain, and decay of a single note. Tan describes the
emphasis on timbre and inflection in Chinese music (vs. vertical harmony) as “characteristically
monophonic.” This “monophonic approach” echoes both Klee’s “pictorial polyphony” and
Schoenberg’s Klangfarbenmelodie (1911), which proposes that timbral transformation can define
the structural integrity of a musical work.40
Tan’s interpretation of monophony already manifested in his works up to this point and
supports his teacher Chou Wen-Chung’s theory of “re-merger.” Kouwenhoven and Utz have

Ibid., 22.
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considered Tan’s early works as “one-voice” or “one-line” music, which describes not only the
texture, but also the conception of the music. Kouwenhoven writes:
The underlying concept of ‘On Taoism’ was monophony; its music basically unfolded
itself along a single, uninterrupted line. But this ‘one-voice music’ was realized by more
than just one performer, in the colours of a multiple-voice medium, namely the Western
orchestra. Tan’s opera ‘Nine Songs’ again pursued the idea of ‘one-voice music’ but did
so more literally: it had almost no counterpoint.41
Like Chou who interpreted Varèse’s music from the perspective of Asian aesthetics, Tan also
perceived Chinese aesthetics in Klee’s paintings. Beside mentioning Klee’s attention to a single
line, Tan also emphasized the importance of engaging with each painting as a whole and
observing the individual “mood.”42 This approach echoes the most important goal of Chinese
scholarly painting: to convey a particular mood or impression.
New York Collaborations
While a student at Columbia, Tan was featured in a solo concert at Avery Fisher Hall in
1988. The New York City Symphony Orchestra led by David Eaton performed On Taoism
(1985) and his early New York works, including Out of Peking Opera (1987), a piano concerto,
and a new symphony, “The Great Wall.”43 The young composer became a source of pride for the
Chinese American community and began to receive critical attention in the United States.
Through the concert he was introduced to percussionist River Guerguerian and other musicians
from the New Music Consort.
Just as the Group for Contemporary Music, the new breed of “new music specialists,”
influenced and informed Chou Wen Chung’s compositional approach, the Group’s offshoots
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played an even larger role in the musical and career development of the next generation of
Chinese composers. I showed in Chapter 2 the intimate relationship between Music From China
and composers Chen Yi and Zhou Long. Here the various musicians and artists of the New
Music Consort directly contributed to Tan’s transformation into a “New York” composer.
Tan began his collaboration with Guerguerian, then percussionist of the New Music
Consort, after the all-Tan concert in 1988. Guerguerian introduced the young composer to other
musician colleagues, including Susan Botti (voice), Regina Bellantese (violin), and Bruce Gremo
(flute, performed in Jo Ha Kyu and Peony Pavilion). Founded in 1975 by Claire Heldrich and
Madeline Shapiro, the New Music Consort worked with both established and young composers.44
The musicians also experimented with unconventional material such as water—having sat
through several rehearsals, Tan might have been inspired to incorporate the nontraditional sounds
in his future compositions. The Consort’s composition competition, established in 1980, might
have influenced Music From China’s own composer competition. In the 1980s the Consort also
began a series of concerts featuring new music from Asia. Heldrich explained: “we received so
many scores that we decided to do a Japan Night, a Chinese Night and a Korean Night. Many
ideas came out of one idea.”45 In 1984, the Consort succeeded the Group as ensemble-inresidence at Manhattan School of Music (the Group had been there since 1972).
As Tan continued to collaborate with musicians from the Consort and Manhattan School
of Music, he found a patron in Mary Scherbatskoy, founder of the non-profit cultural
organization ARTS (Art Resources for Teachers and Students) in downtown Manhattan.46 Not
only did Scherbatskoy became Tan’s landlady and introduced him to the Brooklyn-based
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ceramicist Ragnar Naess to create the earthen instruments envisioned by Tan, she founded the
production company Crossings to stage his works. Through Crossings Tan was able to see his
“ritual opera” Nine Songs (1989) came to life at Pace Downtown Theatre.
Reinventing the ritual opera: Nine Songs (1989)
Nine Songs was Tan’s first major experimental work to be composed in New York.
Inspired by the collection of poetry of the same name by poet Qu Yuan (c. 340–248 BCE,
hereafter I refer to the original poetry as Jiuge, and Tan’s opera as Nine Songs), it was the second
work to be based on Qu’s text—the earlier Li Sao Symphony propelled him to the forefront of
China’s new wave movement. The subject choice was significant. Qu is considered the greatest
poet and patriot of his time; however, as a dissenting scholar-official, he was persecuted by his
political rivals. Tan was denounced by Chinese agencies and later compared himself to
Shostakovich.47
The collection of eleven poems in Jiuge are considered the best-known example of
Chinese shamanism and the ritual séance. David Hawkes summarizes its plot: “shamans having
first purified and perfumed themselves and dressed up in gorgeous costumes, sing and dance to
the accompaniment of music, drawing the gods down from heaven in a sort of divine
courtship.”48 Kwang-Chih Chang also observes that in Nine Songs, “the basic role of shaman
was that of an intermediary who used alluring dance and music to induce the deity to descent.”49
The sections pertaining to the water goddess foreshadows Tan’s later “organic” works with water.
Referred to as a “ritual opera,” Nine Songs exhibit multiple “downtown” characteristics.
First, Tan collaborated with Naess to create ceramic instruments for the opera. Tan performs the
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“intermediary” function by singing and playing the ceramic jar along with his eight
percussionists. The material used is as significant as the sound produced: earthenware connotes
primitivism, rawness, and the universal connection to nature. Second, as a nod to chance and
indeterminacy, the opera contains an abundance of improvisatory vocal and instrumental
passages. Third, by foregrounding the ceremonial aspect of the performance, Tan incorporated
the experimental procedures into a solemn rite. Tan’s unconventional instruments and sounds
become a portal to a constructed history, grounded on Qu’s text but interpreted for downtown.
Another important inspiration for the work is the autobiographical element, as Tan drew
on childhood encounters with folk religious rituals as rationale for the experimental techniques:
“Nine Songs” is based on ancient poems of the same name by the great poet Qu Yuan.
Written for performance with dance, music and drama, they are filled with the beauty of
nature and the mysteries of shamanistic ritual. These qualities resonated with me,
because they were also part of life in the remote rural area where I grew up.50
The autobiographical connection makes the interpretation of the ancient text and the recreation
of the ritual personal. Moreover, experimental techniques defamiliarize and recontextualize
sounds, allowing for the reconstruction of historical scenes and facilitating a modern communal
engagement with the spiritual. Spiritual experience calls for a spiritual conduit: in the opera Tan
assumes the role of “shaman” as a composer, conductor, and performer. According to him, the
“[c]onductor acts as shaman, instructing musicians and audience how to begin, and continues to
conduct through voice and action,” which consists of “conducting, singing, playing ‘shueng’ and
‘two strings.’”51 Nine Songs has no straightforward plot or characters. An important ritualistic
element comes from audience participation, an aspect Tan continues to insist upon in his other
ritualistic works, especially in his series of Orchestral Theatres.
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The conductor/shaman asserts his status right away in the opening of the opera (Example
4.3).

Example 4.3: Tan Dun, Nine Songs, opens with conductor as shaman, unconventional notation
abound.
Right from the start, unconventional notation abound: pitches are approximate, syllables are
sustained for five and seven seconds in a “guttural and fricative” manner. Sometimes the words
are airy or breathy. A traditional melody is nowhere to be found. According to Tan, the design
of the voice came “from tones and sounds of Chinese dialects and the declamatory style of local
opera.” As a result, vocalizations in the work include “chanting, yelling, speaking and
singing.”52
The text is a mixture of the excerpted original and Tan’s own English adaptation. Neither
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language is presented in a familiar, modern setting. For example, the conductor declaims in the
opening: “A yin shi a yang shi. No one knows shi what I do.” The syllable shi (兮) stands out
especially. As an exclamatory particle in the Chinese language, shi has no meaning in and of
itself. Once inserted into the English translation, it interrupts the English language. This mixture
of syllables creates a sort of linguistic distance; coupled with other vocal effects, the invented
phrase plays upon the familiar and unfamiliar.
The “distance” is further enhanced when the English language is presented in near
fragments and with Beijing opera inflections. In Section 2, “River,” we encounter the following
monologue:
Looking for my Lord shi—not yet come,
Blowing reed pipe shi—who thinking of?
Promise not true shi—resenting long
Not keeping date shi—tell me so no…time…
In this monologue, the English words are enounced more as individual syllables without
adhering to sentence structure. Here “shi” fills in for the incompleteness of form and thought.
Not only is the English language used in an unconventional manner, the ancient Chinese phrases
also contribute to both linguistic and temporal distance. Sung with the inflections of Beijing
opera, the declamation would be foreign for both modern Chinese and English speakers.
Finally, the third linguistic element, the culturally ambiguous utterances, such as “oh yi
oh!” create a primitive, aborigine atmosphere. The sobbing sound, a universal indicator of
sadness, dominates toward the end of the work. The eclecticism and stylistic mixtures that came
to define Tan’s music was already apparent in his first opera, as Bernard Holland observed:
Mr. Dun's music is guided by the up-and-down gestures of Chinese vowels, but the
heavily syncopated rhythmic movement and repeated patterns seemed part African and
part Carl Orff. Meredith Monk-ish sound effects come into play, and the calculated
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confusions of Pendereckian crowd-scene noises.53
With Nine Songs Tan showcases his expert knowledge as a composer and artist, which is
analogous to a shaman’s exclusive knowledge in performing séance. The original Jiuge was an
anti-authoritarian statement; by reinventing the ritual Tan solidifies his position as a
countercultural force—the work was experimental, ritualistic and performed downtown. Qu
Yuan, the alleged author, created the new Chu/Southern literary style in Lisao and Jiuge. Like
Qu, Tan also created his own compositional style by combining disparate musical, performative,
and linguistic elements.
Nine Songs was commissioned by Scherbatskoy’s ARTS, Inc. with various sources of
funding, including New York State Council on the Arts and the National Endowment for the Arts.
Scherbatskoy continued to produce Soundshape (1990), which premiered at Guggenheim Works
and Process and featured more than 50 newly-invented ceramic instruments designed by Tan and
Naess. An expansion of the performance force in Nine Songs, the instruments came in many
shapes and sizes, twists and turns, reminiscent of Harry Partch’s inventions that are both visually
and aurally captivating. In Soundshape, the ceramic instruments are contextualized differently
from their appearance in Nine Songs. The museum setting instills them with the concept of “art”
and “artwork.” The physicality (material and shape) of the instruments corresponded to the
physicality of the museum (architecture). The piece shed its cultural and historical significance
in Nine Songs and took up a different significance: the essence of “sound” and “shape.” The
work demonstrated Tan’s keen sense of the visual aspect of the performance. Besides making
full use of Guggenheim’s rotunda by surrounding the audience with strategically placed
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musicians, the ceramic instruments themselves were a feast for the eyes.
Both Nine Songs and Soundshape demonstrate that Tan did not single-handedly create his
experimental and ritualistic sound world, for he continued to work with artists and musicians that
traverse uptown academic and downtown experimental scenes. Susan Botti was the featured
vocalist in Soundshape (she also performed in Nine Songs). She met Tan when they were both
graduate students.54 Tan eventually wrote several works for her, including the role of Water in
Marco Polo (1995) and Orchestral Theatre III: Red Forecast (1996). Guerguerian worked with
Tan through 1994 (after which he sold all his possessions and lived off-grid for five years at a
wildlife sanctuary in the Himalayas). According to him, Tan often asked the musicians to
improvise in these early “New York” works.55 For example, he first incorporated water bowls in
Jo Ha Kyu (1992), a dance number for Chuma and The School of Hard Knocks. During the
performance at St Mark’s Church, “In addition to playing flutes and a host of percussion
instruments, Bruce Gremo, Regina Bellantese and Paul Guerguerian, all of them members of a
group called Crossings, made magical sounds by rippling their hands in bowls of water and
blowing into glass containers.”56 It was during these improvisations that Guerguerian developed
the techniques of “playing” with water bowls, illuminated over plexiglass, that later became a
Tan signature. Among these techniques were immersing and tapping a pipe in water, and bowing
a gong in water (although Cage already played with a gong in water when he composed for
synchronized swimmers).57
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Tan and Cagean Experimentalism
In a 1992 essay commemorating John Cage, Tan recalled their conversations on music,
cuisines, and philosophy.58 He met Cage at several musical and artistic functions in downtown
New York. Cage became his mentor and role model—the elder composer paved the way, or as
some put it, “gave permission,” for a broadened definition of music and performance. Tan wrote
that their first in depth conservation occurred two months before Cage’s passing, during a 3-hour
long interview for a concert sponsored by Japan’s Suntory Hall. Their conversation ranged from
Cage’s study with Schoenberg, mushrooms, to the concept of a musical whole, which Tan
compared to Beijing opera singing and his own interpretation of “one melody.” Earlier in the
essay Tan interpreted another Cagean concept, “silence,” in Chinese terms, quoting the famous
Daoist proclamation that the “greatest sound cannot be heard.” As Tan recounted his relationship
with Cage, we are also witnessing the process through which he negotiated with and established
himself in the experimental canon. Tan recalled first hearing Cage’s 4’33’’ performed live in
1989 by Margaret Leng Tan. He composed C-A-G-E (1993) as an homage to the elder
composer—the piece featured piano’s different sonorities without the use of the keyboard—that
was also performed by Leng Tan.
Tan conceded that “Before John Cage, I didn’t pay attention to Lao-tzu or the I-Ching.
But every time I spoke to Cage, it was as if I were talking to Laozi, not an American, not John.
We had dialogues about music in a very philosophical way—everything is an unanswered
question.”59 Similar to his teacher Chou, who was reminded of his Chinese heritage by Nicolas
Slonimsky, Tan credited Cage for reintroducing him to Laozi and I-Ching. Nevertheless, Tan
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considered himself already an experimentalist prior to meeting Cage. The autobiographical
narrative remains a prominent feature in Tan’s oeuvre, with which he often claims precedence in
the experimental techniques he encountered in New York. In discussing his friendship with
Cage, Tan stated: “Though I had been using incidental noises and found instruments since I was
living in the [Chinese] village, of course I never thought of it as avant garde. But he was doing
what I had done in the countryside 20 years previously.”60
There existed no one style of “downtown music,” but Cage did provide the criteria for
experimental music, which included undetermined outcome and “purposeful purposelessness.”61
Of music by Varèse and Cowell, Cage complained that sound still couldn’t just be sound, but is
controlled by the composer’s will62—a criticism that may also be applied to Tan’s compositions.
Although Tan’s music often calls for improvisation, this feature along with quotations and
eclecticism all make up the “Tan Dun brand.” Tan and Cage did share early on in their careers an
anti-institutional and anti-establishment attitude, and both were eventually inducted into the New
York musical establishment.
While Tan admitted of not being (or wanting to be) a good student at Columbia, he was
an excellent student of the cultural operations downtown. In New York, he immersed himself in
the downtown artistic scene and defined his music through the experimentalist vocabulary of
“musical totality,” “silence,” “noise,” and music as “organized sound.” He then proceeded to
create his own brand of “ritual music” by infusing his works with autobiographical elements of
folk music, shamanism, and Beijing opera practices.
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Beside identifying Cage as mentor, he also made acquaintance with such figures as Philip
Glass and Meredith Monk.63 The association with these established names was a step toward
obtaining “downtown credentials.” For example, he summarized his friendship with Glass at a
1999 interview: “In the film Six New York Composers, Philip Glass was the only one that
mentioned my music. I didn’t know that he knew my music at all. We met only a few times, but
we are friends.”64 Tan soon cemented his status as a “downtown composer” through his
experimental compositional approach and collaboration with other downtown artists in works
such as Nine Songs (1989) and Soundshape (1990). At an interview he compared his experience
uptown and downtown:
At Columbia, you immediately got into the atonal system. But downtown is so diverse:
jazz, rock, the Blue Note, the Village Gate, the La MaMa theater. So I got jet-lagged.
But I found a way to fix the distance. At night, downtown, I would meet with Meredith
Monk, John Cage and Philip Glass. My jet lag between uptown and downtown reminded
me where I was from. I looked back to the Eastern music I played before moving to
Beijing. It all came back to me through my fascination with experimental music in
downtown New York. Greenwich Village taught me about Chineseness from a world
point of view.65
Unlike many of his Chinese colleagues, Tan did not have formal training in Western music
until entering the Central Conservatory.66 His Chinese heritage takes on a distinct shape in his
music through the foregrounding of autobiographical, ritualistic, and folk elements. His
identification with the experimental movement and the dismissal of the twelve-tone technique
further reinforce his anti-establishment image. His teacher, Mario Davidovsky commented that,
[Tan] was actually a very nice guy. He was a very good raconteur and I remember he was
telling me stories from China that were perfectly human and very entertaining… But he
was at that point enormously involved in promoting himself and his career. And he was
much more interested in that than anything that might have been going on at the
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university.67
Marco Polo (1995): Shamanism through time and space
An international career is definitely a point of pride for Tan. As he stated,
If you asked any of the downtown people what I was doing in Europe or what I am doing
at City Opera, they would have no idea… And if you asked James Levine about me, he
probably wouldn’t know about my experimental work Downtown. But I think these very
different kinds of experience nourished each other.68
Commissioned by the Edinburgh International Festival, Marco Polo: An Opera within an Opera
(1995) is one of Tan’s most well-known and successful works. Before its staging at the New
York City Opera, the opera already premiered at the 1996 Munich Biennale, followed by
performances in Holland and Hong Kong. According to Kennedy Fraser, “Paul Kellogg, director
of the revitalized New York City Opera, was moved to tears in Munich and brought the
production to New York.”69 The opera eventually won Tan the prestigious Grawemeyer Award in
1998. Patrick Smith wrote:
What justifies the music is Mr. Tan’s control over it, which is total, and its often heartcatching expressiveness. His own conducting of it certainly presented it as he wished it to
be heard, yet in places a quickened pulse would have been appreciated and would have
highlighted the attractions of the score.70
Tan’s international reputation facilitated shifting his venues from downtown to uptown, thereby
mainstreaming multiculturalism among American audience.
With Marco Polo Tan collaborated with Paul Griffiths, who became a music critic of the
New York Times and wrote the libretto based on his novel Myself and Marco Polo: A Novel of
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Changes (1989). In the opera Tan expanded the experimental techniques used in Nine Songs for
a multicultural score: the opera is multilingual (English, Italian, German, Chinese), features
instruments from different cultures (e.g., the Western orchestra, Indian tabla, Mongolian khoomei
singing, and the Chinese pipa), and highlights characters from different historical periods and
regions (Dante, Mahler, Li Po, Shakespeare). Here the composer again serves as an
intermediary, the shaman figure that summons historical and fantastical figures, and travels
through time and space.
Marco Polo enhances Tan’s autobiographical narrative by introducing the composer as a
“reverse Marco Polo” (instead of traveling from Venice to China, Tan’s educational path took
him from China to New York).71 The autobiographical elements manifest in several ways,
namely cultural and musical encounters; the interactions between memory, history, and
subjectivity; and the reconstruction of his journey. In Griffiths’ novel, Marco Polo was held
captive in a Genoese prison and recounted his twenty years of travel to the fellow inmate and
romance writer, Rustichello of Pisa. In the opera, Marco Polo became the name of two separate
characters: Marco the physical being, the traveler, and Polo the memory of the travel. The
eclectic sounds of Tan’s score accentuate the experimental aspects of the original novel and the
libretto, where chronology and subjectivities remain stubbornly ambiguous. The opera as a
whole is framed by the “Book of Timespace” that charts the four seasons, each announced by
gong patterns drawn from the Beijing opera. Tan uses the “Book of Timespace” to represent
Marco/Polo’s spiritual journey. The physical journey comprises the sections in between the
Book of Timespace that feature the medieval piazza, sea, a Middle Eastern bazaar, the Indian
Desert, the Tibetan Himalaya, and finally the Chinese Great Wall. During his journey Marco
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encounters “shadow” figures of Sheherazada and Mahler, as well as poets Dante, Shakespeare,
and Li Po. The interplay between the spiritual and physical journeys constitutes what Tan refers
to as “an opera within an opera.” The saturation of languages, characters, and locales recalls the
“flight of ecstasy” identified by Eliade as the signature of shamanism.
Beside the spiritual and the physical journeys, Tan stresses the significance of a third,
musical journey that binds the two.72 Where the spiritual journey (the Book of Timespace) is
built upon the Beijing opera tradition, the physical journey features the interaction of the Western
orchestra with various musical cultures. During the course of the opera we hear medieval chant,
Indian tabla and sitar, Tibetan horn, Mongolian throat singing, Chinese pipa, fiddle, and bamboo
flute. As a result, Marco Polo introduces to the audience a fantastical sound world where Beijing
opera sounds frame the Western opera and other musical cultures. Perhaps we are experiencing
the events unfolding as perceived by Tan, who worked as a musician of Beijing opera while in
China.73
The multicultural score enhances the multilingual libretto, where the dominant English
shares space with arias sung in Italian and Chinese, and a Mahler quotation in German. As in
Nine Songs, syllables, either from a different language or nonsensical, often disrupt the English
language. For example, when Marco/Polo appeared as separate entities in the beginning of the
opera, they question the undertaking of the journey: “will it be like last time?” (Example 4.4)
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Example 4.4: Tan Dun, Marco Polo, “The Book of Timespace: Winter,” Marco and Polo, mm.
38–43, featuring a play of sounds “s” and “t.”
At m. 41 we see Tan’s notation for whispered sound over the consonants “S” and “T.” While the
word “time” dissolves, the physical dimensions of time and space within the opera also collapse
as past-present-future intertwine. The Beijing opera gong in the opening both foreshadows and
concludes the journey to the far East.
Words break down to utterances, leading to a whole section in “Desert” where only the
sound of “m” is used (Example 4.5).

Example 4.5: Tan Dun, Marco Polo, “Desert,” mm. 52–55; Marco, Polo, Water, and Sheherazada
sing only “m.”
As the character Water escorts Marco and Polo on their travels, they encounter Sheherazada in
the Desert during the Timespace of Summer. While trying to lure Marco to remain with her,
Sheherazada conjures up a song-dance where words are erased. Everyone sings only “m.” The
wordless state ends only after Water confronts her. As a prime source of exoticism in the
European imagination, Sheherazada continues her magic in Tan’s opera. In contrast to the
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tradition of exoticism, we could interpret this scene as a commentary on exoticism, where its
seduction becomes an act of silencing both words and reason.
Experimental techniques transform the historical and the imaginary into visceral
experience. For example, the imagined encounter between Mahler and Li Po demonstrates a
clash not only in ideologies, but also the physical sounds of the dialects and the musical styles.74
The shifting of subjectivities, such as the interchange between Marco and Polo, and the character
Kublai Khan materializing from the third to the first person, reflect the audience’s experience of
shifting from being spectators to participants of the journey. As Tan engages with the tradition of
orientalism through the character Sheherazada, experimental features further help regulate our
perception of exoticism.
In the opera, the authenticity of the voyage or whether it took place at all is beside the
point. Through the juxtaposition between Marco, the physical journey, and Polo, the figure of
“memory,” the audience realizes that both the narrative and the memory are constructed. By
focusing on the process, Tan brings our attention to the authenticity of the experience, a nod to
the experimental tradition. In contrast, the objective of Marco Polo’s travel, the material goods
of silk and gold (“The Book of Timespace, m. 32), become secondary, even a distraction. The
exploration of cultures and “timespace” continues in Orchestral Theatre III: Red Forecast, Tan’s
response to the Cultural Revolution and 1960s in general, which also featured Susan Botti. His
next opera, Peony Pavilion takes on the interactions between the living and the dead.
Peony Pavilion (1998): Between the living and the dead
In 1998, during the 400th anniversary of Peony Pavilion, two productions of the Chinese
kunqu opera began in the United States with the potential of both appearing in the Lincoln Center
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Festival.75 The first, launched by Lincoln Center Festival director John Rockwell, sought to
revive the complete version of Peony. Rockwell described the 55 scene, 20 hour-long opera as
the “Ming Ring,” even though it is traditionally performed as selected scenes and rarely in
completion.76 The second production, directed by Peter Sellars with music from Tan, recreated
the opera in the context of contemporary America. Although Sellars’ Peony did not make it to
New York, Tan eventually directed his own abridged version at the Metropolitan Museum in
2010 that combined traditional Peony scenes with musical interludes adapted from what he wrote
for Sellars’ version. Whereas experimental techniques highlight multiculturalism in Marco Polo,
Tan layered digital samplings, Chinese instrumental patterns, and invented folk melodies in
Peony to create connections between the physical and spiritual realms.
Originating in southern China, kunqu preceded Beijing opera and is considered the most
refined and sophisticated Chinese opera. Written in 1598, Peony Pavilion is the most well-known
kunqu. Its author Tan Xian-Zi was active during the same time as Shakespeare and Monteverdi,
and Peony has often been compared to Romeo and Juliet.77 In the opera, a young lady, Du
Liniang (Bridal Du) falls asleep in a garden and dreams of a young scholar, Liu Meng-mei.
Upon waking up and realizing that the encounter was a dream, Du contracts love-sickness and
soon dies. She leaves behind a self-portrait, with which Liu later falls in love. After several
meetings with Du’s ghost, Liu decides to dig her up from the grave and in the end brings Du to
life. The opera was originally created as a week-long entertainment for the aristocrats. For the
Lincoln Center revival of the complete version, the audience sat for six hours each for three days
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during the weekend marathon.78
Traditional kunqu music dominates the first half of Sellars’ Peony, which depicts the
celebrated “dream” scene with American actors forming a counterpoint to the stylized kunqu
duo. The second half showcases Tan’s newly-composed opera, “Three Nights of Making Love to
a Ghost,” which consists of scenes rarely performed from the original Peony.79 Tan structured
his music according to the established melodic patterns, or qupai, in kunqu. They include
“spring,” floating,” “watered,” “moistening,” and “blowing.” Instead of quoting preexisting
melodies, he created his own stylistic imitations of the traditional music and layered them with
digital soundtracks and recordings of his own voice. The integration of popular musical
elements with Western operatic singing style and invented folk music becomes one of the most
unique aspects of the music.
The foundation of Tan’s themes and motifs is A-e-d-a, intervals for the tuning of the pipa
strings.80 The motif connects the classical melodic patterns with the Western opera style.
Another recurring motif is the looping of “N Ei O” (Example 4.6), Tan’s prerecorded
vocalization and what he describes as “aboriginal voice.” The motif acts as a ritornello that
conjures the supernatural forces. For example, “N Ei O” introduces the opening underground
judgment scene, accompanies the Daoist monk “Sister Stone,” and recurs in full force after Liu
exchanges vows with Du’s ghost. Not only does the “aboriginal voice” bridge the futuristic
digital beats and the traditional Chinese musical patterns, it also mediates the physical and the
spiritual world.
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Example 4.6: Tan Dun, Peony Pavilion (1998), IV, mm. 113–118, notated version of the “N Ei
O” loop.
Elsewhere Tan refers to the “aboriginal” singing” as “fake” folk music. Through his own
singing Tan developed a unique vocal style that he often demonstrates to the performers. He
states at an interview:
Generally speaking, the direct use of folk music is very unusual in my music. I have
difficulties with it for two reasons. Firstly, to me this music is often not “folky”
enough—that is to say, not extreme enough, not sufficiently shamanistic. Secondly, if I
really were to use this music, I would feel obliged to teach it to the singers. I mean, I
would require them to sing exactly like folk singers. That would imply a lot of very hard
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work, and it might just be a waste of time. I much prefer to teach my own vocal style to
the singers, which is so much more within reach and easier to achieve.81
The passage demonstrates Tan’s pragmatism as well as a clear conception of what he considers
sufficiently “shamanistic” and folky.
The variety of vocal styles enhance the characters’ shifting physical and psychological
states. The rock ensemble combined with hip hop beats represents the spiritual realm and the
psychological state of encountering the spiritual. For example, one of the sampled beats, the
“electronic shaman,” foreshadows Liu’s realization of his ghost encounter. After Liu finds out
that Du is actually a ghost, the realization triggers an onslaught of “wacky brass,” metal piano,
and drum patterns. The juxtapositions between Chinese instruments, rock rhythm, medieval
chant, and space-age sounding mixes remind the audience of the conflicting yet co-existing
worlds. Here Tan digitally reimagined the heterophony of the Chinese opera.
Huang Ying, the soprano trained in Western operatic tradition, plays Du and sings also in
kunqu style.82 As shown in Example 4.7, melisma and special articulations abound as the “folk
flute” accompanies.
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Example 4.7: Tan Dun, Peony Pavilion (1998), mm. 16–31; “folk flute” accompanies Du singing
with heavy melisma.
In contrast, Sister Stone communicates with both the spiritual and physical worlds through the
nature of her profession as a monk. She sings and speaks strictly in the Beijing opera style.
While Du and Liu both sing in English, their parts combine Western and Beijing opera styles.
The mix of styles makes up Tan’s method of manipulating cultural signifiers. For example, the
futuristic sounds of the digital/electronic soundtrack connote the otherworldly, while dialogues in
Beijing opera style signify the traditional. While Tan applies the futuristic soundtrack as the
backdrop to the ghost encounter, once Liu and Du unite in human form in the final scene, the
music becomes a conventional duet with Chinese sounding melodies.
Following the New York experimental tradition, Tan and his musicians play multiple
roles in the opera. The multi-functioning and multi-tasking musicians were literally transported
from the downtown improvisation/experimental scene. Both Bruno Gremo (flutist) and David
Cossin (percussionist) continued to be active experimental musicians (Cossin is a member of
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Bang on a Can).83 Although not written in the libretto, Tan the composer comments,
foreshadows, and enhances the drama with his aboriginal voice and improvisations. On the
stylistic and technical level, he introduces Chinese instruments and singing styles into the
experimental tradition and vice versa. On the dramatic and literary level, by looping himself
making “primitive sounds,” he acts as a shamanic conduit between the spiritual and the earthly
realms. Finally, through the role of a composer, he communes the past and future of Peony the
opera.
In 2010 Tan created an abridged version of the original Peony for the Metropolitan
Museum.84 Believing that the opera was originally intended for a garden, he ended up locating
the garden in the Metropolitan Museum. The 70-minute opera was staged in the East Asian
wing’s Astor garden, in conjunction with the garden exhibition/collection. There were four
instrumentalists: zheng, shakuhachi, dizi, and percussion (ban, luo). The four sections of the
abridged version focused on the scenes of the meeting and the resurrection.85 Tan’s aborigine
soundtrack again painted the spiritual world.
The two revivals of Peony in New York exemplified the relevance of Chinese culture to
contemporary American society. It spoke to the preexisting Chinese American community and
other cosmopolitan inhabitants of New York, demonstrating the increasingly intimate
connections between American and Chinese art forms. On the one hand, the emphasis of
Rockwell’s Lincoln Center revival was on “authenticity,” modeling upon the early music
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movement.86 To that end, he entrusted the job of director to Chen Shi-zheng, who has a
background in Beijing opera and starred as Rustichello/Li Po in Tan’s Marco Polo. On the other
hand, with Sellars and Tan at the helm of a contemporary Peony, the Chinese tradition of kunqu
found rejuvenation in cultural interchange via American artists and audience.
The theme of love, death, judgment, and resurrection continued in Orchestral Theatre IV:
The Gate. Picking up where Peony left off, this time Tan focused his lens on not one, but three
heroines who committed suicide in the name of love. The literary heroines consisted of Chinese
Yuji, Shakepeare’s Juliet, and Japanese Koharu. The work again opened with the judgment scene
and ended with resurrection. The composer/conductor Tan plays the judge and the audience
members of the jury.
Sellars made an observation regarding operas in the United States: “I’m very interested in
this question of immigration. In the 19th century, Germans, Italians and Russians came to New
York City, so now we have the Metropolitan Opera that does Wagner, Verdi and Tchaikovsky,
and because of this, 100 years later it is the biggest cultural institution in America…”87 And in
2006, the Met premiered Tan’s The First Emperor.
The First Emperor (2006): Divining a Chinese century
Much scholarship and critical review, such as Anthony Sheppard’s “Blurring the
Boundaries: Tan Dun’s tinte and The First Emperor,”88 engage with The First Emperor based on
the comparison with Puccini’s orientalist operas. According to the music critics around New
York, the main “problem” with the opera is its “protracted and Italianate lyricism,” the awkward
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text-setting, and the libretto itself. Anthony Tommasini observed: “Whatever the mood of the
moment, whether dreamy, defiant, sensual or tragic, as soon as the characters break into song, the
melodic lines are inevitably long, arching and slow.”89 Alex Ross concurred: “The excitement
dissipates when [Emperor] Qin walks on, demanding tunefulness in place of raw tradition. The
musical language turns prosaic, clichéd, pseudo-Romantic. A few faintly catchy melodic
formulas are worked to death.”90 Even after Tan revised the opera for the 2008 revival, the
problem persisted, said Allan Kozinn,
[The opera] could be shorter still. The arias, each an odd blend of lyricism, angular leaps,
weirdly placed melismas and declamatory passages, frequently outlive their welcome,
and some scenes — the concluding coronation, for one — would be more wrenching if
tighter.91
Scholars such as Nancy Rao, Sindhumathi Revuluri, and Yayoi Uno Everett suggest
placing The First Emperor in the context of Tan’s overall oeuvre, which integrates downtown
experimental procedures with the ritualism of Chinese folk theatres.92 Both Revuluri and Everett
remark that Sheppard evaluates The First Emperor against the Orientalist tradition in Western
music and neglects Tan’s effort in incorporating regional Chinese operatic style, i.e., qinqiang, in
his melodic writing. Revuluri turns to Aihwa Ong’s “flexible citizenship” to propose that the
music critics seem to have denied Tan “citizenship” to the world of Western grand opera. An
example is Tommasini’s remark that “the more ‘The First Emperor’ sounds like ‘Crouching tiger’
89
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the better,” which she reads as a version of “go back to where you came from,” in this case, the
“home” of film music.93
I argue that instead of viewing the opera as a failed imitation of the Western grand opera,
we could consider it as a cultural import, a “Sinicized” exoticism catered to Western taste and a
nationalist project embodying both the “self” and “other.” To illustrate my point, I examine the
reception history of Tan’s filmic projects prior to his grand opera. It is also instructive to observe
the shifting role of shamanism in The First Emperor, which I claim manifests what Michael
describes as two varieties of early Chinese wu: that of independent shamanism and bureaucratic
shamanism.94
To the music critics there seemed to be an unmet expectation based on Tan’s previous
works. His earlier operas, including Nine Songs, Marco Polo, and Peony Pavilion, belong to a
more experimental vein. Nine Songs solidified the concept of “ritual opera,” while both Marco
Polo and Peony incorporate multilayered and multi-cultural treatment of the characters. The
musical eclecticism in the last two operas reflect different dimensions of the plot and the
multilingual libretto. Compared to what came before, Tan made a stylistic shift in The First
Emperor from an experimentalist to an advocate of a glamorized Chinese authoritarian culture.
Tan’s projects outside the United States include some of his most well-known, from
Symphony 1997 for the handing over of Hong Kong to China to his Oscar-winning film score for
Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon (2000). Prior to The First Emperor, he had already written
music for the subject of the Qin emperor in the 2002 film Hero directed by Zhang Yimou. The
opera itself was based on an earlier film, Emperor’s Shadow (1996).95 That Tan and Zhang again
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collaborated for The First Emperor lent a filmic element to the opera: one would expect the
extravagant set found in Zhang’s historical dramas, such as Hero (2002), House of Flying
Daggers (2004), and Curse of the Golden Lotus that was released almost the same time as the
opera, in December 2006. Tan is also widely known for his film scores among the general
public.
Perhaps the critics were expecting an amalgamation of Tan’s experimental works and his
film scores. In a way he delivered just that. Emperor boasts a bilingual libretto (the first time
mandarin Chinese was spoken on the Met stage), juxtaposition between Beijing opera and
Western opera styles, integration of Chinese instruments in a Western orchestra, and an
international crew. Nevertheless, the opera’s subject matter and the dominant romantic melodies
overshadowed other features and made it seem more conventional than innovative. To those
familiar with Chinese culture, the Qin Emperor is a well-known figure in Chinese historicalmythic literature, which includes ancient myths, mythologized historical figures, and the wuxia
(martial arts) genre. As a result, The First Emperor can be viewed simultaneously as a
nationalist declaration and an orientalist entertainment. A comparison to Tan’s work in films
helps us understand this phenomenon.
The Chinese myths and legends, disseminated through popular films, compose an
“imagined China.” Both Hero and The Emperor’s Shadow portray Qin’s ascent to power as
inevitable. Hero presents the sequence of assassination attempts on the emperor as flashbacks.
In the end, the ultimate assassin gave up the mission and sacrificed himself in the hands of Qin
because he became convinced that Qin was the only one that could unite the country, thus
bringing order to the world (according to the Confucian hierarchy). As the film progresses, the
title of “hero” shifts from the assassin to the emperor.
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Tan’s opera follows The Emperor’s Shadow closely. In the opera, the Qin Emperor was
on his way to conquering all of China and planning its unification. He asked General Wang to
capture a childhood friend and master musician Jianli to compose a national anthem that would
“unite the heart.” The reward for the General would be the hand of the crippled princess
Yueyang. The musician Jianli in The First Emperor was originally an assassin according to the
Record of History (c. 85 BCE), a classic Chinese text. In the opera Jianli became Qin’s
childhood friend whose musical talent the emperor admired and treasured. The story ended
tragically when Jianli fell in love with Princess Yueyang, who was already betrothed to General
Wang. Unwilling to succumb to her father’s order, Yueyang killed herself, which caused the
death of both General Wang and Jianli. Qin prevailed only to discover that Jianli exacted his
revenge by turning a slave song into the empire’s anthem.
Whereas Hero and The First Emperor mythologize Emperor Qin, Crouching Tiger
belongs to the wuxia genre. While the Chinese character of wu (武)96 can be translated to martial
arts, xia (俠) refers to the class of martial arts practitioners living in the fringe of society.97 Akin
to Robin Hood from the West, the xia are characterized by loyalty and a strong sense of justice.98
Based on the history and culture of xia, an analogy could be drawn between xia’s predicament of
living as outcasts yet constantly seeking to contribute to the betterment of the country and the
diasporic Chinese who care deeply for their homeland. Not without coincidence, mid-twentiethcentury wuxia films were made for diasporic Chinese by Hong Kong and Taiwanese studios.99
Although Ang Lee’s Crouching Tiger was deeply influenced by the wuxia films he grew up with
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in Taiwan, he offers a different perspective on the genre as a diasporic Chinese filmmaker living
in New York. In contrast to the traditional wuxia films that ultimately reinforce the order of
patriarchal society and Confucian ideals, Lee turns his focus on romance and the heroine who
rebels against the patriarchal society.100 His perspective on wuxia could be anticipated in his
earlier films that deal with generational and cultural conflicts, as seen in The Wedding Banquet
(1993) and Eat, Drink, Man, Woman (1994).
In scholarship on Chinese cinema, the film Hero has often been compared to Crouching
Tiger, whose soundtracks are both scored by Tan Dun. The difference between the films reflects
two versions of imagined China from the homeland and the diaspora, which I contend is the crux
of the polarizing reception between Tan’s avant garde operas and The First Emperor. As Tan
established himself in New York as a Chinese émigré composer, his early works also focused,
like Lee’s, on the fringe of society and alternative perspectives. His early operas, which laid the
foundation of his reputation as an avant-garde composer, proved this point. Nine Songs took its
text from Chu Yuan, a poet and scholar-official whose dissenting opinion from that of the duke
led him to be banished from the capital and to his eventual suicide upon the state’s demise.
Marco Polo charts the story of an outsider (from the Chinese perspective) in search of the
legendary middle kingdom and himself. Peony Pavilion finds itself traversing the world between
the living and the dead. Conversely, The First Emperor speaks from the position of authority.
Both Zhang Yimou’s and Tan’s works were banned by the Chinese authorities at one time
or another. Zhang’s early films offered critiques on Chinese society during both feudal and
modern times, as represented by Red Sorghum (1988), Raise the Red Lantern (1991), and The
Story of Qiu Ju (1992). More recently, the critiques have turned to the glorification of Chinese
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history and material extravagance in House of Flying Daggers, Hero, and The Curse of Golden
Lotus. Outside of film, Zhang directed the production of Turandot in China’s Forbidden City
(1998) and the opening ceremony of the 2008 Beijing Olympics. Tan’s own collaboration with
the Chinese government includes Symphony 1997. With The First Emperor, Tan’s “1+1=1”
philosophy turned into one of Chinese unification. China’s economic rise has allowed it to relive
and showcase its glorious past. The subject of the Qin Emperor is also tried and true for at least
the Chinese audience. For the Western audience, it shows that China has its own imperial past
that rivals the West. The First Emperor can thus be understood as a nationalist undertaking
packaged for the Met audience.
Tan was offered the commission in 1996 from James Levine, then music director at the
Met. With the aim of creating an opera both suitable for the usual Met audience and attractive to
other demographics, he spent the next ten years researching Western opera from Monteverdi to
Schoenberg and attending opera performances.101 At the same time, Tan also undertook a rather
nationalist project of doing fieldwork in China’s Xi-an in order to recover what he considered
“authentic” music passed down from the Qin Dynasty. He found what he looked for in the
musical genre of qinqiang, as performed in Xi-an’s teahouses.102 The two stages of preparations
demonstrate Tan’s desire to please the Met audience on the one hand, and to fulfill his patriotic
duty on the other.
In 2006 Peter Gelb took over as general manager at the Met, which spared no expense in
the production of The First Emperor. Tan’s commission was considered unusual and risky for
the opera house, especially since it seldom commissioned new works. Unfazed by Tan’s
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populism, Gelb explained:
Most successful composers craved popular success. It’s only in recent decades that
popular success was thought to be unseemly. But this is changing with composers like
John Adams and Tan Dun. Tan is theatrically savvy, an entrepreneur in his instincts. He
thinks visually. In his best pieces he has found an interesting balance between
accessibility and originality.103
As if to enhance the literary value of his libretto and add anti-authoritarian flare to the opera, Tan
brought Ha Jin on board after he already had begun writing the libretto. Jin, whose novels won
PEN/Faulkner awards, built a reputation as a Chinese dissident who wrote in English by choice.
His novels deal with the tragedies of China’s modern history, ranging from the Korean War to
China’s urbanization. Selling the opera as a “once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for AsianAmericans,” Tan persuaded Jin to join the project. The extent of Jin’s role as a librettist remains
uncertain however, as he recalled:
Zhang Yimou said there were two themes: conflict and patriotism. In his movie, ‘Hero,’
they highlighted one theme, patriotism. That’s the problem. I just wrote one line about
China being united. Domingo sang it many times, ‘China! China! China!’ like a glorious
moment, a celebration. But what can you do? I was just a worker.104
Even Jin’s reputation could not dent the power of the Qin emperor.
Both Alex Ross and Peter Davis noted the semblance between Qin’s ideology portrayed
in the opera and Mao Zedong’s approach to art.105 In The First Emperor Tan seemed to condone
totalitarian control of art. Indeed, neither the opera nor the films on the Qin Emperor shy away
from his cruelty when he unleashed a reign of terror on his people. The emperor killed without
mercy, burned books to squash dissent, and enslaved masses to build the Great Wall and his
terracotta army. Nevertheless, they reach a similar conclusion, that Qin’s contributions to the
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country were greater than his faults, that he took necessary measures to fulfill his greater vision.
The premise of The First Emperor is based on the Qin Emperor’s vision. As an arbiter of
taste, he rejected the traditional ritual music in favor of a newly-composed anthem. The opening
scene therefore presents what Tan does best—ritual theatre. Contradicting the emperor, the New
York critics considered the beginning ritual music as one of the most successful parts of the
opera, as Tommasini concluded, “The more “The First Emperor” sounds like Crouching Tiger
the better; the more it sounds like updated “Turandot,” the more tedious it becomes.”106 We
could also interpret the opening scene as a demonstration of “independent shamanism,” which,
according to Michael, “demonstrates either an incipient awareness, or an outright rejection, of
centralized authority, and the wu are presented as an independent religious functionary whose
activities are not subject to liturgical systematization under priests or rulers.”107
With only an “incipient awareness” of centralized authority, the musicians and shaman
perform the sacrificial ritual in full force. The orchestral parts are where we find the largest
concentration of Tan signatures, such as the energetic rhythmic pulsations and the use of
“organic instruments” of ceramics and waterphones. The opening of the opera consists of two
ensembles: the Met orchestra and the Chinese instrumental ensemble on stage, performing
diegetic music (Example 4.8).

Example 4.8: Tan Dun, First Emperor, Act 1, Scene 1, the “ritual ensemble” playing diegetic
music.
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As the ferocious zheng zither meets the clanging ceramic instruments and the booming stone
drum, these supposedly ancient, ritualistic sounds displeased the Emperor so much that he put a
stop to the ceremony.
The critics unanimously approve the opening segment, where a Beijing opera singer
plays Yin-Yang master and sings and speaks in Mandarin. The Shaman soon joins in the
ceremony while a terracotta soldier performs the sacrificial dance. The other-worldly sounds,
costumes, and the foreign language are all markers of exoticism in the West. Paradoxically, even
though the role of the Yin-Yang master is supposed to be fantastical, his performance is
considered the most “authentic” part of the opera. Speaking in the specific yunbai style from the
Beijing opera tradition, his vocalizations appear “raw” and unfiltered, in contrast to Tan’s
interpretation of the romantic opera that follows.
The derivative sounding parts of the opera begin after the emperor interrupts the
ceremony, at which point Western opera traditions take over, culminating in the slave
song/anthem in Act 2. What may be deemed a traditional, familiar musical style for the Met
audience seems also desirable for the emperor as he quickly demands the composer to create a
new anthem, and in the context of the opera, a “new” musical style, for the kingdom (the
composer is referred to as “musician” in the opera because the concept of a composer did not
exist in China until the 20th century).
The Yin-Yang master continues to appear during other fantastical moments in the opera,
as a commentator and a reminder of his shamanic authority. The second of those moments occur
toward the end of Act 1, Scene 3. After Yueyang and Jianli make love amidst spirits playing
waterphones, the princess finds herself able to walk again. When the emperor discovers the
illicit act, the Yin-Yang master marks it as the seed of the impending tragedy. The final scene of
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the opera presents the emperor’s inauguration, during which he encounters the ghosts of his
daughter and General Wang. The Yin-Yang master and the Shaman are again present for the
ceremony, at which point independent shamanism has shifted to “bureaucratic shamanism,”
which “demonstrates its own submission to the mechanisms of centralized authority, and the wu
are presented as subordinate to all other functionaries of the bureaucratic structures of state
religion, including priests, temple officers, sacrificers, diviners, and scribes.”108 According to
Michael and as we witness in the opera, the wu’s ability to perform séance remains however.
The Yin-Yang master as an exotic character contrasts with the Emperor who is a learned
ruler with complex emotions. The two characters reflect the clichéd orientalist juxtaposition;
except in this case, the emperor, representing reason and the new, is still Chinese. This particular
juxtaposition emphasizes the new empire as modern and civilized. The emperor sings in the
refined lyrical style while the Yin-Yang master creates the “raw” sounds of Beijing opera
percussion (Example 4.9).

Example 4.9: Tan Dun, First Emperor, end of Act 1, Scene 2, where the Yin-Yang master creates
the sounds of Beijing opera percussion.
The opening ritual music is one of several diegetic musical scenes in the opera. Essential
to the plot, they define the opera’s dramatic and musical stylistic progression. Act 2 again begins
with diegetic music. The curtain opens with the zheng on stage while Jianli gives Yueyang a
music lesson. Unlike in Act 1 where the zheng was part of an “old” ritual (Example 4.10a), it
now accompanies the composer and the emperor’s daughter, both belonging to the new empire
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and its new musical style. Comparing the two instances of zheng playing, the zheng in Act 1 is
marked by repeated notes and extreme dynamics. In Act 2, it appears more sophisticated with an
abundance of slides and tremolos (Example 4.10b).

Example 4.10a: Tan Dun, First Emperor, Act 1, Scene 1, m. 71, where the zheng plays in the
“old” style filled with repeated notes.

Example 4.10b: Tan Dun, First Emperor, Act 2, Scene 1, mm. 13–17, where the zheng plays in a
more sophisticated “new” style.
The stylistic shift in the opera is mediated through the music lesson, where Jianli exerts
his authority over music. His own song features long melodic notes with defined contour
(Example 4.11). The theme of the world “beyond the Great Wall” can mean either the longing to
escape confinement imposed by the emperor or pointing out additional land to conquer.
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Example 4.11: Tan Dun, First Emperor, Act 2, Scene 1, Jianli’s song, mm. 149–166.
During the lesson Jianli hears the slave song from a distance and becomes deeply
attracted to it. With his musical authority he approves of the slave song and will eventually use it
as the anthem for the emperor’s inauguration.
Significantly, the opera opens and ends with rituals: the opening sacrificial rite and the
ritual for the emperor’s inauguration. A main difference between the two rituals lies in the
chaotic scene in the first and the carefully regulated scene in the second. Having been ordained
Minister of Music, Jianli oversees the inauguration ceremony. Finally, the culmination of the
diverse musical styles into the slave song can be read as Qin’s final unification symbolized in the
homophonic and diatonic voice of the chorus (Example 4.12). As Michael concludes his
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observation of early Chinese shamanism, shamanic authority has given way to centralized
authority.109

Example 4.12: Tan Dun, First Emperor, Act 2, Scene 2, mm. 603–627; the chorus sings in
homophony.
At face value, the opera criticizes authoritarian rule, the punishment for which manifests in the
betrayal of Jianli when he sets the slave song as the anthem. Tan writes in the score: “The
Emperor is shocked, realizing that the Anthem is Jianli’s revenge. He drops on his knees,
shaking.” But is it a punishment or a sacrifice that the emperor is willing to make?
Even though multiple interpretations of The First Emperor are possible, the emperor as a
complex protagonist prevails. From a feminist perspective, Yueyang becomes the heroine who
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goes against the patriarchal society and the Confucian teaching of filial piety. She is not afraid to
interrupt a conversation between male authority figures, disregards social mores by having sex
with the captive musician, and disobeys her father by refusing to give in to an arranged marriage.
In the end, putting her self-interest and happiness over her duty to her father and the country, she
takes her own life. The suicide could be viewed as either a heroic act, an ultimate protest against
a repressive life, or a punishment for disobedience and going against the grain. Her fate reminds
us of the heroine/anti-hero in Crouching Tiger,110 who also commits suicide after attempting to
pursue freedom from a deeply patriarchal society. Unlike Crouching Tiger however, the bulk of
the opera focuses on the Qin emperor’s ambition.
Tan’s portrayal of Yueyang further undermines the feminist reading. Her character is
filled with spontaneous, coquettish moments. Her entrance is marked by a string of laughter in
wide jumps of staccato notes, a recurring trait throughout her presence (Example 4.13).

Example 4.13: Tan Dun, First Emperor, Act 1, Scene 1, mm. 265–269; Yueyang’s entrance.
Her parents need to continually remind her that she is no longer a child. During her first
encounter with Jianli, she oversteps boundaries by touching his face and pushing him. Such
impulsive behaviors continue through her seduction of Jianli during her attempt to coax him out
110
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of a hunger strike, until she threatens her father with suicide upon his insistence on the arranged
marriage. Musically, her voice features great leaps and melismas.
In contrast to his daughter, the only multidimensional/complex and developed character
is the emperor himself. The two other main characters, Yueyang and Jianli, serve mainly to show
Qin’s humanity through his love for his daughter and as a person who valued music. The opera
spends only a brief moment on Qin’s brutality as a ruler who crushes dissents and inhibits
knowledge in the form of book burning. Nonetheless, the emperor is glamorized and his
ruthlessness justified. In the opera the emperor’s humanity manifests in his care for the daughter.
His learnedness is exhibited in the unification of script and measurements. His connoisseurship
for music is portrayed in his respect for the master musician and critique of old practices. Even
the slave song-turned anthem, created by the musician as revenge to his brutality, did not dent the
fact that his mission of unification has been accomplished. In the end, despite his ruthlessness,
he is portrayed as a tragic hero who was willing to sacrifice everything (friendship, family, loyal
servant) for both personal ambition and the greater cause of uniting the country.
In light of the criticism after the opera’s premiere, Tan shortened the work considerably
for its revival in 2008. In addition to the overly long melodies, critics complained about the
“bland” libretto and awkward text-setting. The majority of the alteration consisted of shortening
the melodies and making the exchange of dialogue more compact. A significant cut occurs
during the first appearance of the emperor. In the first version, he utters the famous Daoist
phrase “Da yin xi sheng, da xiang wu xing—The loudest sound can be heard only in silence.” If
kept, it would have been the only moment inside the frame a character sings in Chinese. The
phrase comes from Dao De Jing attributed to Laozi, which Tan also quoted in Orchestral Theatre
II: Re. While the Yin-Yang master sings in mandarin throughout, his role as the exotic figure in
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the grand opera mandates him to be the “Other.” Singing the Daoist phrase may showcase the
emperor’s erudition, but he could also be in danger of associating with the exotic (another
concern may be pragmatic, to prevent Domingo from singing in a third language). This
particular cut keeps the emperor squarely in the Euro-American/Western realm both musically
and linguistically.
The critics expected a revamping of tradition in The First Emperor, as demonstrated in
Marco Polo and Peony; instead Tan offered a repackaged Western opera. As for the New York
audience, the point of comparison can be found in many: from Puccini’s oriental grand operas to
modern day Nixon in China by John Adams. In Nixon Adams also initially lionized the
characters Mao Zedong and Nixon, yet his musically repetitive, minimalist style renders the
opera a satire.111 We could consider The First Emperor in the vein of Zhang Yimou’s historical
sagas. In addition to mythologizing the Qin Emperor, Zhang’s Hero offered an aestheticized take
on the martial arts film. Riding on the success of his film scores and Zhang’s historical dramas,
Tan’s opera conformed to similar aesthetics and values of “one China.”
Conclusion
From his early works to The First Emperor, Tan has successfully inserted his brand of
shamanism into New York experimentalism. He accomplished the feat first by claiming
originality, of how he was already experimenting with different materials and sounds in China 20
years before meeting Cage. Next, he established his status as a downtown composer through
acquaintances with other downtown-based composers such as Glass and Monk. He then
collaborated with musician-colleagues specializing in new music. In his works he continues to
emphasize inspiration from his childhood in rural China and his experience in the Beijing opera
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troupe. His reputation as an innovator with cross-cultural appeal soon landed him numerous
awards and propelled him to the musical mainstream despite his self-presentation as an
iconoclast.
Having first asserted authority over the experimental vocabulary and cemented his
following in the United States and Europe, Tan became a spokesperson of contemporary Chinese
music. By taking on large scale nationalist projects his music serves as a conduit for modern
Chinese music and culture. His more recent projects such as The Map (2002), The First
Emperor and Nu Shu (The Secret Songs of Women, 2013), the latter a multimedia project for
which he conducted fieldwork in his home province Hunan, attest to his role as a contemporary
culture-traversing shaman.
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CONCLUSION
This dissertation argues that the phenomenon of the Chinese émigré composers’ music
and success is intricately tied to the diverse cultural landscape of New York City. Beginning
with Chou Wen-Chung at Columbia University, which epitomizes uptown academicism, new
Chinese music has made its mark throughout New York’s music scenes. Works by Tan Dun and
Zhou Long could be heard in experimentalist theatres such as La Mama E. T. C. and the Kitchen.
Operas by Chinese composers have become a mainstay at Lincoln Center Festival. Music From
China has presented music by Chen Yi and Zhou at various branches of New York Public
Library, as well as Weill Recital Hall.
Through various revival movements, including that of wenren culture, Tang
cosmopolitanism, nationalism, and shamanism, the composers established their individual forms
of musical transnationalism. The place of New York City is significant. The congregation and
convergence of diverse populations, cultures, movements, and venues made possible the
individual expressions and contrasting but complementary revival activities that formed the basis
of musical transnationalism. Through new Chinese music, uptown academicism interacts with
downtown experimentalism and classical and folk Chinese repertoire from Chinatown. Having
been immersed in the various cultural landscapes and musical movements in New York City, new
Chinese music has received critical acclaim and reached audiences from both sides of the
Pacific.
Chou Wen Chung, who made possible new Chinese music in New York City, passed
away in 2019. Chou Wen-Chung Music Research Center, which houses his personal library, was
established in 2018 in Xinghai Conservatory of Music in Guangzhou, China. Since the writing
of this dissertation, third and fourth generations of composers have emerged in the international
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spotlight. The third generation of Chinese émigré composers based in New York is best
represented by Du Yun (b. 1977) and Huang Ruo (b. 1976). Like Zhou Long before her, Du also
won the Pulitzer prize for her opera, Angel’s Bone, in 2017. Although the phenomenon of
professional success continues, the revival model may no longer apply. We witness increasingly
culturally diverse subject matter in both Du’s and Huang’s works, evoking elements beyond their
Chinese heritage. For instance, Angel’s Bone, which premiered at downtown’s 3LD Art &
Technology Center in 2016, presents an allegory of human trafficking through the story of two
fallen angels rescued but forced into prostitution.112 Reminiscent of Tan Dun’s downtown
affiliation, Du also established herself as a multi-instrumentalist and performing artist who could
be seen in grand concert halls as well as downtown venues such as Le Poisson Rouge and the
Cornelia Street Café.113
While Huang wrote the opera Dr. Sun Yat-sen (2011) to commemorate the centennial of
the 1911 Revolution (an example of transnational musical memorial), his other operas range
from An American Soldier (2014), in collaboration with David Henry Hwang, to the biblical
Paradise Interrupted (2015) staged at the 2016 Lincoln Center Festival. An American Soldier is
based on the true story of Danny Chen, a native New Yorker who enlisted in the Army, but was
subjected to brutal racist hazing and committed suicide in 2011 while serving in Afghanistan.114
Paradise Interrupted is Ruo’s take on Peony Pavilion, for which Tan composed a version in
1998. Unlike Tan’s version, Ruo combined the dream world of Peony with the story of Eve’s
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expulsion from the Garden of Eden. Furthermore, the heroine in Paradise Interrupted sings in
mandarin and invented words, rather than English.115
At this point we need to acknowledge the tension between such umbrella term as “new
Chinese music” and the diverse approaches and expressions it encompasses. We need to also ask
how useful “new Chinese music” is. As I state in the Introduction, I use the term out of
convenience to refer to compositions by composers born in the mainland that are inspired by
elements of the Chinese culture. But what about the vast number of works by, for instance,
Chinese composers born outside of the mainland, works by Chinese composers without any
reference to Chineseness, or non-Chinese composers writing works inspired by Chinese culture?
I propose that we may begin to apply “new Chinese music” as a historical term that refers to
music by Chinese composers from the turn of the twentieth century to the first decades of the
twenty-first century. This would include the third generation of Chinese émigré composers, even
though their engagement with diverse subject matter may render the label inadequate. Works
such as Du’s Angel’s Bone may simply be part of the vast, disorienting, but exciting landscape of
transcultural and transnational music.
To conclude, we may make an analogy between Western literary music and the English
language, which has been transformed by the different iterations of the anglophone culture,
including that of the diaspora, the vernacular such as rap and hip hop, and contrasting
postcolonial experiences in the Caribbean and Southeast Asia. Likewise, Western literary music
is also undergoing diverse transformations, of which new Chinese music plays a significant part.
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